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PREFACE 
Interprofessional. cooperation (and conflict) in research, train-
ing, and service activities is becoming more conmon, and there has 
· tbetrefore also been an in' creasing amount of interest in studying the 
consequences of interprofessional relationships for the clJents, 
patients, and pr-ofessional groups involved. This group thesis is one 
attempt to shed some light upon the area of interprof'essional rela- · 
tionships through interviewing social. -workers about· their experiences 
with clergymen, psychologists, physicians and psychiatrists. It is an 
exploratory study, and should stimula.te further re_search work, but even . 
so it does make a number of interesting suggestions ab011t social workers' 
attitudes, relationsbi~s and prestige rankings. 
I had the privilege of directing this group thesis while I was 
al.so doing research work in the field of interprofessional relation-
ships. This made both the direction of the thesis and my own research 
work more rewarding. 
For the past two years I have been a Russeu·saga Foundation post-
doctoral resident at the Boston Children 8 s Service Association and a 
:re;e~ch associate and lecturer at the _Boston University- School-of 
Social. Work. .As a sociologist, these institutional affiliations should 
. . . . . 
perhaps be explanation.. enough of my interest in the subject matter of 
this thesis, and I want at this time to express my thanks to these 
institutions for the opportlnlity to learn something about social work 
and, more generally; about interprofessional. re1ationshipso 
.- ~-- ~~~--·- -··· _ _.., _ _,....._ _____ ~-·-·-~---"·-~~--'-
-
Hyman Rodman 
Research Associate 
-·- 5 Y155 1 " ttrliTt t mm urS 
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CHAPTER I 
•INTRODUCTION . 
In recent years there has been an iri,creasing amount of' emphasis by the 
helping professions upon treating "the 1Jhoie personn and 11the whole family"., 
This has naturally led to more contaet betW8en members of different profession-
al groups. Soci81 workers, for example, have come to have more contact with 
pfiYS:ieians, psychiatrists, teachers, psychologists, · ministers and members of 
_the legal profession, as the social and emotional _factors of illness, crime and 
. . 
delinquency have been increasingly recognized .. 
Since the welfare of the_client or patient frequently depends upon ade-
quate interprof'essional-~cOmmunice.tion and cooperation, the purpose of this study 
was to investigate some aspects of interprotessional relations. Wherever human 
beings have to coordinate their efforts around one common goal there is alwa,s 
the ·danger of tensions and frictionso The understanding and recognition of eaeh 
OtherVs professional differences and COntributions, _the ability and willingnesS 
to co.mmunicate with each other in a respectful and aecspting 1'18W in order to 
apply one t s efforts in regard to the same problem becomes of major imp~rtanee o 
As Cockerill stated 1 t: 
. The major obligation of all the professions in an age ot speciali· 
zation and diversified ·expertness is that of refining tur·i;ber the ti'a.ye 
of working together so that their efforts to help people will always 
be attuned to the wi tary nature o£ man and his problems.. Essential 
to the achievement or this· objective is the coll'll'idtment to the prinei-
ple ot organic wholeness of human and social problems on ·t.he part of 
lo 
- 5 
· tkr , 
i 
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·individual members of these professions at all @pe~a~ lewel~o~ 
This stud,r is an attempt to investigate the interprofesaional relation-
. . . 
~ s~ps of social workers with four di~ferent disciplines; physici~s, psychi-
. ·~ 
atrl.sts,- psychologists and ministers G ·Our iilterest centered ''around such 
. . ); 
questions! as the division of functions~ wa,S and means of co~cating, the 
. . ~ . 
use cr authority, ·and the diversity of problema which can arise from these fac= 
tors. The main emphasis in the in~rviews was on el:lei ting responses that 
would reflect general aiiti tudes about· interpr.ofeasional. relaiionships o The in-
. . 
terrlew was divided inw two parts;. . There was a verbal part i based on a schedule 
or qu.estionnaire • and a written part which included· four l .. anldng questions ·on 
prestige. 2 It Was felt that the amount of prestige &ccorded; to an occupation 
·has an ill'JPOrtant bearing upon the respect ahem to members ot that profession9 
;! 
and that 1 t was therefore an im'pcrtant factor in interprofeesional relation-
' The prestige of profeesion0 therefore, affects the tndividual 
social workercs concept of self; his relationship with representa~ 
t:ives ot Qther oeeupattonsv hie feelings about bis job .. 3 
::-
The four professions were ·chosen for the f'ollo't1ing reasons. Physicians» 
i 
·paycbiatri.sts and psychologists ax-e part of the clinical team of lihieh the 
social worker is also a member" Often the chaplains too:~ is closely inwl. vecl 
with a patient. who is receiVing 01" is . iri need of help frore the @ther pr@-
/, 
fessicmal groups o In addition"' social work agencies such as .. family eervi®e 
' . 
~leaner Coekerill8 "The interdependence of ~he professions in helping 
people", Sooial llelfare Fonm2 l9S3, Po 143. . ,, 
~The questioDD.miree are included in the Appendixo 
)Alfred Kadushin, t~Prestige of Social Work = Facts an~ .Faetors11 ~ 
Social vlorka volo ~ (Aprll11 19$8) pp. 31~43 • 
agencies 
11 
children • s ··agencies and the deparl!l;ment or public t-7elfare are maldng 
increased use of. the. specialized servic~s of the clinical team. The function 
of the clergy-,. -too, is closely related to ~il.Y casework, '!l'larriage counseliilg 
and hospital visiting~ In recent years ~sters have gained more respect for 
scient.U'ic teehrd;ques. and SOCial WOrlters ha~· tO~ ·some Of their· fear Of min~ 
iste·l'i~· ~t~Urishness ~~ It was though",t;, ther13fore that these professions 
. .· . . . . . 
would give ·the ~est picture of the. current int~rofessi~al relatione of 
social workerso Also, 1.f,8 hoped that th,e 13tudy,:.might show in what area.S there 
. '• ' ·. - . 
is room . .for im~ro-eemen~,, and that it ~ght sugge~t some ways in which impr~ved 
interpro.fessional relati.onshi.ps . could aet~l;v~ be atta.inedo 
. . . . . . ... . 
' 
·.· ··. Methods of researcf!· 
·As:we were· four students in our groUp we diVided the. study aeeording to 
the four· selected pro.tes'sions, eat?h student inve·stigating the ·social 1-zorkers' 
relationships with one Pm?ticular profesl:d.'ond·~di:scipllneo A cOllJliJ.on .questicm= 
nai:re WIM:I. ~Set up snd; ~ a number of·,p:Uct interviews, revised independent-
~ by each student and adapted somewhat ·to the different professions o Homver, 
certain questions which seemed relevant iiO aU Htoln- disciplines were·. asked irl 
all the interviewao These questions cO"iercid such points as, for example, the 
amount ot contact t~ social worke~s had. had. wi tb; various related professions, 
the o~~atanding. ~r.ienees they remembered· with one. particular profession and 
the ge~al attitude of this profession to social work. 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
·.For, each of' the.£~ .professions se.lecteci, :i;Welve. to eighteen social. 
workers working in . «ftfferent settings were interviewed about their present and 
previous experiences. The sample was chosen by contacting the social work ci:!= 
4soc1e.l. ~ Y~$rbook, l9S7s Po 427 •. 
3. 
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rectors of a.genci.e, hospitals and clinics (listed in the Directory or Social 
~ 
Service Resources ·in ~raasachusetts, l9.$S) which were lmown to employ trained 
i social workers and were situated in the area of greater Boston. Four inter-
views were carried out in St. Louis. Missouri. The directors of social work 
were mostly very cooperative. They readUy approached their staff to find some 
volunteers for interview and in a few cases volunteered themselves to be inter~ 
viewed. Occasionally the social workers l':ere approached personally by the stu"" 
dent or through a friend. Generally the response obtained from the agencies 
contacted was a favorable oneo A feffi settings refused an interview on the 
grounds that they had not enough trained social wm-kers or were already over= 
burdened with research projects. 
,. 
Since we were doing an exploratory anc:i desoripti ve study of interprofession= 
al relationships, we eould afford to be rather tlexible in the selection of our 
sample. Natural.l;y., the social work~rs who had had considerable contact and 
experience w1 th one of the four professions were more likely to be interested 
in the subject and to volunteer for an interview.. This introduced some un-
avoidable bias into our sample o Soci~ workers iD a varietY' of settings nre 
eeen in order to get a good pieture of the general atmosphere and attitudes in 
:lnterpro.fessional relationships and to elimiDate any intluence which the par-
ticular policy of t-v1o or three agencies could haW~ on the social workers' 1•e-
sponses o Interviews with social workers in ~nt}'-sk different agencies were 
carried out. 
OUr criterion for intervieuing a social worker was that the social worker 
had to have at least one year of graduate training at a school of soeial work 
and two years of experience in the f':Leldo The eampls was limited to ease= 
workers only. It was felt that caseworkers probabq have lilore axperirence with 
the four professions investigated than group workers might haveo Also, to 
include group workers would have introduced a slightly different professional 
orientation, the influence of which would have been di£ficul t to eval.uate in 
! a limited sample. 
Limi ta.tions 
A study' as sm.all as the following one has of necessity~ limitations. 
As pointed out before the sample,for the most part, excludes those social 
workers who just occasionally have some experience with arrr one of' the four 
disciplineso Second, it is too small to permit us to draw any certain con.,. 
elusions £rom the opini.oDS voiced by the interviewees. Third, although liS 
agreed initially on how to use our questionnaires, our interviewing teelmiqtte$ 
naturally were influenced by our own personal ·approach and therefore led to 
variations in the responses of the social. workers. Thus, the study can cmly 
g1 ve a deeeription ot some of the factors whieh ~em of importance in inter-
professional relationships o A more thorou~h mvastigaticm of speci.fie 
prob~ms on this subject has to be left to further resea.rcho 
i 
CHAPrER II 
INTERPROFESSIONAL RELATION:SHIPS oF . soc:rAL \fORKER$ WITH PHYSICIANS 
... 
. . .. 
. . . . . ' .· . ( . 
For ;,ears, physic~ana haw concerned t.:J.emselves with the health of their 
Pa.tientso Formerly, the focus t,ras prfm.ari::..y upon the physical aspect of man 
and medicine's aeeomplishmerits in treating himo "!ore recently, howeVQ>9 
There is a. growing realization ths.t problems of physical illness 
a:re often ineXtricably tangled wi tb social Sl'-d psychological dif'fi= 
eulties, and that the best of medical and surl"ical care alone carmot 
alwqs be depended on to restore the ll.l.tient ~' hetalth; the advance 
o:t psychosomatic medicine offers convi\tcini evi~ence that Sl'fll.Ptoms 
cannot effecti vel;y be treated in a vacn.um.. 
This concept o£ the whole perecn must .necessarily aust if the physician 
is to treat his patient as a person rather than as an ~amp~e of a physical 
siclmesso Theretore,p it would seem logical that, early in his !>rOfessional 
career, in· tact most suitably during the course of his medical edlK'ation, he be 
helped to learn that 
Patients are peopl.e. The student must find out who these people 
are, get a mental. picture of their lives and of the 1m75 they have 
lived them, discover how they- have come to be sick. 2 
One wa7 of teaehing this to physicians would be to introclooe courses in. 
the social sciences, such as sociology, in the medical eurrl.eulumo Hweftlr f) 
the merl ts · of such an appr@ach are aeendngiy not recc¢§Gd 'b7 all medical 
educators •. 
~·· 
i. 
For example !I Merton states that 
Some physicians apparently have another image of sociology, in 
tihich it is pictured as a means of equipping medical students with the 
indispensable professional qual! ties of sympathy' end tact. In more 
invidious terms 1 this sometimes appears in the opinion that a sociolo-
gical orientation toward the patient leads the student to r~ple.ce a 
sc~entitie point o£ view by gross sentimantali ty. 3 
So that while some efforts have been made to include a sociological 
orientation in the curricula of a large number ot the medical schools 11 the 
degree to which physiei~s ha~ been positively influenced in this area is 
ques·tionable. ThusJI the consideration, or l.e.ek of it* given the social situa= 
tion of a patient by the physician u a resUlt o£ bis early training would play 
a large part in his overall treatment of the patient, as wll as his attitude 
towards the·,ancillai'7 personnel involved in the social and emotional approach 
to the treatment process .. 
On this basis, then, soeial"Wrkers represent those ancillary persons who 
can ·contribute to the physician's understanding of the patiant v a emotional needs 
and furtbei-more aeStiiJ10. RGPO'IlSibility for those areas of need, regarding the 
patient, hie family, or both, which the physician is perhaps mable to. handleo 
If this d1 vision cf functions is to be carried out, however, there MUI!J't pre ... 
sumabl.y be some undentanding on the part ot the physician of what social work 
ean do. This YDoul.d necessaril;y include what services it can offer the patient 
anq how s~h services can cO!Ilplem.ent or implement the goal of total treatmeilii 
of the individual.. Total treatment would then include (1) eonsideratioo of 
the ·physical. problems a& wli ae the emo'tionsl or psycbie f'aetors involved in 
3 . 
Ibid., po28. 
7. 
I 
the' illness itself; (2) adjustment to the illn~ss; and (3) the changes or 
consequences bl<'ought about as a result or the fess. 
· With:.~}le .~oreinentioned factors in mind, t~ writer attempted to s.Ssess 
the attitudes of a group o£ social works~~· w+s p~ieians, as related 
basically· :t~ the ld.nds of expenenees they had ~a tfell as the social T~rorkers • 
. . . I 
attitudes aM axpei-iencea with memb. ·.e· rs·:·. ~.f' -~.~e.·· r. I professional -. From tide 
infarmation., the Writer hoped to as~_eas. what .. sot of the basic problems or areas 
of conflict were, as ex~>rease~ by-~~ ·re:ap~dan:i;s; where areaa of satisfaction 
. · .... ,. ·.: .·, : . I 
and smooth functioning were prese~t; and how,· ~ at all, this information reeo 
la~d ·to the consideration given earlier·. to the I ox-:lentation and application. 
or the sociological and PBJCbologica1 component, or illness byPhlaieians. 
I!d'ormaticm About Workers ~terri.ewed 
The study was based on twelve personal in rviews td th social workers 
from varicua agencies. Of the soCial workers i tervined, one ns friom a 
family s~rviee agency, nine were mecllieal sod.al workers from hospital settings 
and 'two were workers from ·child plaeing ageooie~. These :l.nterv.iews were base~ 
entirely on the iniem..ew schedule o (See AppenJu) • . · 
· --- Of the social workers interviewed, all but lone had reeeived a master's 
dagre<i, and the ODS pers011 1!hO had not. ....., ill ~ -ss or eomplat.ieg his 
professional education» ha'!.rl..ng bad ooe year o~ ~chool prior to empl.oJmSDt in 
the field. Se.....; ~ had l001"ked 1n other ~ prior to their BQCial 
work traim.ng. These 1110rk expsrieneea included ~usinesa » secretarial wc•rk.v 
' 
law, ·and librQ7 refarence work, while one persor had bean employed in a publle 
welfare agency- doing social worko _ \ 
The average length of experienes ill social ~or:t of each perscm uter"d~d 
was appread.mately """"" _.,, with - ""t.ual ~ rangi.Dg from two ;vaars to 
I 
8. 
J 
sixteen years of experience. A number of different agencies were represented 
in the 130~ial_ work experience of those :P.~;rs()~a.1.nterv.i.et.-ed, with nine of .the 
workers }).a'Vi;ng had experience in two or more ag~~cies and three e:perience in 
oDll" ~ne ~ency_. The .. agencies which ~o~~rs. had -previously worked in . included 
A Veterans A®dnistration_ hospital set~_, ~d ~ross, a public assistance 
agency~: J~amily agency and a_ ~hildrenua· ~g~nq .. 
~.~. ._.· .: Contacts Wi th~·!S'f!ici~. 
Tha:·· social" wor~rs ui~~~d' ~~':.q~~~t.i~ri~~ ebout the amo~t of OD= 
,. . . ,. ' . '·. . 
the_.job eon tact they had with ten different professional groups. Six of the 
twelve W()rkers interviewed_ sai~ ~ey _had =.at ~n-tbe-job c~taet 'tdth medical 
. . . 
docrtors9 fiye a~d they had mos~ on~the-job c:o~~ct with social·'f80rters 9 while 
I • • '\, ' ' ,_., • : ' ', • • o 
one in~ Vidual said t:ahe had J!Wl"a contact v.i. th lawyers than any other pro.tess1onal 
. . . . . . . . .- ., . 
groupo. The wnter foUDd that. five of the six persons w~ said they had moat 
. . - . . . .. . . '· . . . 
on-the-job contact with physicians als@ stated that they wera the easiest p;rro ... 
fessiona1sroup tc w:rrk With. When asked why" the;y felt this way$ - &DSW~ 
that it was due to their tr0queney of contact., and thus the greater amomt @f 
experience they had in tm!"king with p~ie1ans., T'tio workers explained thei~> 
choice on the buis of the sueeees and skill which the7 had acquired m Wm"k-
ing vi th physicians o Still anothei> person explained her @boice ira the ft:~llw= 
ing wq: 
I put physicians as the easiest professional group to work vith be·· 
cause they are eon tent to let the social trol'ker work directlY' w! th the 
·patieni;. They donnt feel. as threatGnsd by her as the ps7ddatrist O:ir 
psychologist, for example, does beeause of the sind.larity of the worker 11s 
'job and their OWe The. physician is atf&"e ot what be can end cannot do 
and 1s willing to let the social worker <Operate in her area (the ares oi" 
amotions) wi tbout the teeling experienced by the psychiatrist. 
~~ 
One worke;r said that although she had t1W most on-theCDjob contaet with physi-
cians 31 social workers were easiest to work w1 th ·"because they eeem to haft 
much more understanding ot what we are ~g to do and also desire to atta.i.n 
J 
• 
10 
. -
the same goals in terms of. helpiriff peofrt'6;~1if .•.. ,.-._ 
. :<· . • . • . . .... ~ .. . . 
· Of thos~. persons who ~ mos't on~the-.job contact .lfi:th sodial. workers; 'all 
. . . - . . . . . . . 
• . . ·~ ·,·•1·.:·1'!.:~. ;:.:;~~\···<::=.~ .-. -~ 
rated this professional group as the easiest to work with. vlhen qustio:n.ed 
about theiz choice, the reasons given were as follotm: · 
. lo "We have the same goals in mind; we are o:ri~ted simi~q 
due to our training. n. 
2·. "We talk the same language, o~ aims are more the same." 
3. "Easiest to work with because they are the people I've 
had the most can tact w.L th of these professional gro:ups .. n 
4. "There. is a mutual orientatiOn, common language, problems 
and goals.n 
All. t>f these reasons seemed to ~ndicate a feeling of professional identi:f'ica-
. . 
tion along td. th the lme)Wledge that they ere trying to attain the same goals o 
'l'he one worker who claimed most on-the-job contae~ with lawyers cited 
psychiatrists ae the easiest professional. group to work w1 tho When question~ad 
about tbe reason for her choice, she explained: 
Psycbia.tr:l.sts are eaa;r tb work with because the're see111s to be a 
better understanding of the kinds ot cases we can work with o ' • .. 
what ;is appropriate as a referJral. from .. them .and what they can ssk 
workers to do. The line of cormmmication is a more open one between 
caseworkers tmd payebiatriats. 
It is obvious that there was considerable dif£erenc0 in the attitude 
toward psychiatrists as expresssd by the worker who suggested that pqehiatrists 
might be thlreatened by social workers and the attitude of the worker quoted 
above o One possible reason tor this dif'f'e:rence in attitude might. be due' to 
·the difference in ths t:vpe of agene;y and the consequent difference in fun@= 
t:lons of the social workers in such an agerieyo 
· When asked which professional group was particularly' diffiwi t to work 
with, three persons cited l.mJyere, two nurses, one, ministers, one, school 
teachers~ one, vocational counselors (who were no't listed in the interview 
i schedule) and two stated they found no one professional group pa.:riicul,arq 
difficult to work with. 
One respondent ~ras not asked the question due to lack of interviewing time. 
In onl.y two instances ware specific reasms stated for a ~cular choice. 
One involvad a W'Orker 9s statement around d:U'Eiculty in working with nurses 
which she explained as follows: 
· Nurses are the most difficult .to work m..th. Here, env.r is in ... 
volved because she wishes to have higher status than the social 
worker who she sees as working more clo~;~ely· with the phJsieian thlm 
she is.. · · 
The. other instance involved aworker 8s reference to vocational counsaior3' as 
being particularly difficult foX' him to wc;»rk 'tdtho He felt that this group 
· should ha-ve been included il!l the interview scheduie because of the frequency 
of contact and difficulty he bad experienced with the group and which he 
felt other workers may also have sxperiencedo His contact had occurred in 
a. Veterans· Administration setting were . stich a professional group is frequent.... 
ly found. This worker stated: 
Other professions .take your word most or the timeJ these are 
more clearly defined functions o Where the social worker works, hw ... 
ever, the vocational counselor works aiso .... that ie, their areas 
overlap such as in finding jobs for a patient~ Here, the worker may 
disagree wi tb counselor as to which kind of job is best for the 
patient which produces difficulty. 
In relation to i!lterprofessional. contact, responses to the question con= 
earning noteT:Jorthy' experiences o£ social workers W1 th physicians could perhaps 
be of greater importance in getting into:nuation on the whole area of att.i tudes 
and relaticmsbips betwaen the two prof'ess:l.onal. grOu.ps o It was hoped that this 
question would elitei t both pos:l t:l 'fti tmd negative responses aDd provide @0%1Cl'ete 
material · wbiteh would more v.!:ri.dly :111\'IStrat® and :serve to wbatantiate some ot 
" -
the DW>re generai statements whieh might be made in response _to ethex- questiems . 
~ ot the interview schedule. 
u. 
.. 
12 
Of the twelve persons interviewed, only two could not recall any note-
worthy experiences.· The two workers, eJnployed in hospits.l. settings respective-
q, referred to their experiences as n generally' comfortable; n and as nmore of 
an ongoing satisfactory relationship, not with one doctor, but with a series 
o.t them. n The experiences described by the remaining respondents feU into 
three cate~oriesa 
lo Where the worker recalled only. a positive experience 
2. 'Whsre the worker recalled only a negative experience 
3. Where the tG""ker recalled botb positive and negative aspects 
of an experience$ 
Of the total number ot axpsrienees recalled, six were clearly posi ti w, Dine 
were clearly negatift, and one a social wo~ described as "an experience 
which started out as beiDg negative, but which ended quite potd.tive.n Thus, 
more negative experiences than posi tiw experienees were recalled in respcmse 
to the qvesticn on the noteworthy experiep.ces of the social worker., 
Of the six positive experiences, three were from medical social workers 
in hoepi tal settings» two from workers in child placing agencies and one fr0111 
a fam14r service worker o Of the nine nega.ti ve experiences» seven were from 
medical social workers in hospital. settings and 'tt1o from workers in child 
placing agencies. The experience which combined beth posi tift and negat1 w 
elements was cited by a medical social worker in a hospital setting., 
In evaluating those noteworthy experiences -&ich fell into the first 
. or posi t1 ve category; there seemed tc> be a somewhat baeie or underly.i.ng theme 
present in each, which appeared to contribute to the worker 0s eoneept of haY= 
ing had a _distinctly Zavorable or satisfying experianee = n&mel)" j a feeling 
o.t ccoperationJI understanding and responsibilit,- on the part of the pJwsieian 
in collaborating with the worker 1n a giVI!D treatment situationo In such 
situations!) workers felt the understanding and interest of the physician in 
what thel were doing ror the patient as ~rell as in the patient himself. This 
is clearly illustrated by statements made by respondents in describing thei:r 
experiences. For example, one worle.M- in a h:ospital setting stateda 
I have had a very good experience or jointly arranging vi th a 
ph~ician a cont'erence in which we (physician, social worker and 
patient) discussed the problem ot a 'patient's discharge. ·The doc-
tor had told the patient he was ready to leave, and the patient 
was resistant. Here, the doctor demonstrated bis willingness to 
work with the worker, rather than delegate a job he did not like -
that rs;-the social. plamd.ng. However, this is not a frequent 
occurrence. 
In li'Jf)St cases, workers spoke of contact~ the patients themselves end 
introducing themselves to the patients vithout the partieipation or assistance 
or the physician either prior to the worltEJr us !vmdliDg of the case or duriDg 
the WClrker1 s contaets with the pa'tients. 
Another worker from a family agency ret~embered worldng with a client who 
was pregnant tor the second time through an e:ietra-marital relationsh:lp, and 
in the process the worker was also wrld.ng clot.~el.y w1 th the client •a obstetri-
cian tbrougb.cut the pregnancy. She said: 
The doctor was sympathetic, suppwti ve and uderstanding of both 
the situ.tion and the extreme pathology evidenoad by' the patient and 
was seemingly not thre~teneci by the situation. Because ot this. I 
consider the case an Ul!NSual.q · pom:ttiw co~boi't.l.i!i w expertenee o 
A worker in a child p~iug agency described one t'f her cases :ln which an 
applicant ftilr adoption bad ·bad a rel.e.pee· "ot ·a ehr<mic illness durh,lg the wait-
ing per$.od whieh contra-indicated adopticm tor her. The YOrker tai.bd ~ect--. 
ly to the client 9s ph)"Sician about the si tua:t.i.on and 
.Found him most understsruti.ngg as he a aid 1 t was his neponsibili 1;y' 
to help the woman understand her physical cond11iion, its encumbent 
limitations, and help her realize that :f'amily responsibility might 
be too much for her, tmieh he did very suceesstully. 
Another example came from a :medical social worker who had worked euccessfull¥ 
with a medical resident in establishing soci$1 service ward l"Oun.d.s in a 
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hospital. She stated that: 
He himself had a good understanding of social. service and was 
eager to help other residents gain a better understandingo As a re-
sult of his interest, we were able to establish ward rounds as well 
as a good working group of medical students, internes, residents 
and nurses. · 
In evaluattng those notewortqy experiences which fell into the second 
or negative category, there appeared to be an obvious lack of those elements 
underlying the first or positive category. Rather than understanding and 
cooperation, the workers felt a pronounced lack of both, marked by an indif-
ference to what they were attempting to accomplish in planning for a ps:tiento 
These feelings were v.L vidly Ulustrated in a number· of experiences ei ted b7 
workers o One worker, for example, described a T .B o sanatorium where she had 
vorked» in which: 
Most of the ph;Ysicians could not see psychological involvement 
in the Ulnesso They wanted plans made for the patient that were 
based purely on medical factors so that discharge planning or even 
original assignmsnt of a ease to a social worker W$ often seen by 
them as urmeeessary o As a liJ8'1' ot showing this feeling, the ph;vsicim 
woW.d often not shars information regarding the patient with the 
worker .. 
.Another QXSmple of the lack of cooperation was described by a tforker in 
a child pla@ing agency who had attempted to obtain a medical report regarding 
verification of a couple n s inability to have children of their om in re ... 
laticm to an application for adoption by the coupleo Such reports are re-
quired by the agency as pan of their standard procedure in adoption appli"" 
cations.. The worker explained: 
The ph1sician finally contacted me at the agency and. said ver.tr 
angrily that he was aware that I was requesting information regard= 
ing his patients, and what right did I have to want such iDforma-
tiono I tried to explain the policy ot the agency in regard to 
· procuring medieal information in order to evaluate the application 
but he blasted the agency policy on the bmsis that we had no business 
requesting euch persClial intormaticmo 
Consequently-~ the information was never obtained.!' and the couple was never 
14. 
heard from despite the worker 0a attempts to help them obtain the necessary 
data. The worker emphasized her feeling that there is a lack of interpro-
fessional appreciation abOut why a worker needs to lcnow such medi~ informa-
tion.. She explained that if there is no eddenee of physical: inability to · · 
reproduce, the possiblli ty of psychological ~omPonents can be considered. She 
felt that physicians do not realize the wo:rker 0s responsibility to appraise 
~ ' .;. 
l.S 
these emotional components in inf'ertlli ty, tmich ma7 in time be eon-acted only it 
physicians are cooperative in providing sueh data to begin with. 
Another worker in an out-patient clinic or a hospital felt that physicians 
will often simply ignore the social wrker o s role: 
Sometimes a physician will do something m thout wa.mingo A 
doctor referred a patient for evaluation of the social situation 
in ·regard to· possible casework service and continued medical treat= 
ment elsewhere. A day or two aftflrwards he suddenly diseharged 
the patient w:1 thou.t collaborating with me regarding the evaluatiw 
he bad requested and 'Without informing me of the patientns d1schu-ge. 
Here, if' the worker had not contacted the physician about his progress in the 
c~e, he probably would not have lmotm of the patient 8 e unexpected discharge. 
In relation to the third or last categoJt7, which included both positive 
and negative elements of en experience 11 on~ medical social worker in a hcap:t. ... 
tal se"tting described her eonta©1i td. th a physieiu: 
He had just begu.ti his res-ident training and was a Vf!i'~Y delMl!'!ding 
and. autbcri tati ve person - he gave_ orders and expected them to be 
earried through immediately by the social worker, due veey much to· 
his oun insecurity and need tor recognition in tb.ta hospit&lo I 
· worked closely with him al.thoug)lit was wry dif'fieult at Um.es, 
and interpreted to him Wa.t the social. worker could do. Through 
· this, he mellowed &nd beeame a COlllpetent member of the temno 
The worker referred to tbie as being an educational experience "" .tor both the 
worker and phys1oian9 where she had learned to cope with a difficult situation 
and the physician had learned what tlinctions a madical social worker ~ould 
performo 
Phpician •s ~derstanding _2! ·.!!!! ·Worlc~r-es !91;! 
In relation to the q'liestion involving ·how many physicians the workers 
felt understood the role of the social worker; aU the respondents eneowtered 
diff'icul ty in recalling the exact number of physicians thq felt had under ... 
""""""'" 
stood the social worker's role. For the purpose of simplicity the writsr 
therefore encouraged the use of percentages and this seemed to be a more 
succsssful way of getting the respondents to estimate the number of physicians 
they tel t bad a good understanding of' social work. 
16. 
The predominantlt negative experience described by the respondents seemed 
W 'correlate with the responses given t0 the physician involving the phyaiC:l.QllOS 
understanding of the role of the social. worker, which were essentially low, 
pen:entage;:..Wiseo HereD one per8on s::eid a8 few as ten per cent of the physi~ · 
. . ·. 
cians .they had conta&t with understood the role of the social worker; three 
. persons said forty per cent understoodj :while ·two said as many as DinetjT ~ . 
@ent understood.. One responden~ :c:J+;. rio~ :anew~~· the queaticmo 
. ), \ . . . 
Seven workers ~ded on their answi-s by say.i.ng tha~ they felt the 
•• - .... ,· .. ~ .. -~ • • ' .•. t .... • . · .. · . .;""'- ·~ 
phye:t~im as understanding of the role . of the wcirker was r~Zlect,ed eign.Uicant= 
ly' .'bi. ·the type of referral h~ madeo Orw said8 for instance, tha~:, 
.·· ... . 
-~ .... :.: 
. . The P,hysician o s understanding is Usuall;y qui toe ''limited it his 
. ; referrals aN limited only' to problems c;oneem:ing ·financial assistance 
.. or adjustment to a job, rather than reque~t for 'bel~ ld:th a patient0s 
. emotional adjustment ei tb.er to nts illne~a or tamily-_..si twc.tion which 
I can be ot help with. · .. · ~ · 
So 1 t would. appear then that the lack of cQo~ration and ill!di.f'~erence em the 
part of' the physicianS' as expre,s.sed pi-eViously by some of the wrkers ~. may 
.~ . .:·. 
. have. been related to his aetual lack' of underst&n,.~ng of ~th$· wrke;0 s roleo 
~-\ • • • • : ' • '• ' .... •!~ ... ~ ... ~•'1 ~· 1'· .. ~· u• ••'" • 
~hat 1~, .:the ph7sician did nq,1;,",M~;.·a'·'gl"eat deal ot knO'!Iledge ot the aetual 
' '.. ... •.. . . ·.... . . ~-· ~ . 
;A: ~~·· ·.-·~ y ..... ~ .~ .. -. ·. 
mschmUcs cf -the workeros 'role - or, more speo:Ltieally~ ot what she was aetua:Uy 
1 able to do in working with patients. · 
- "·-,. 
Despite the physician ° s relative lack· of. understanding of the social 
i worker's role• aU but one ot the twelve workers (who did not answer the 
question d_ue to time limitations) stated they weJr(9 able to develop a good ~rork-
1ng relationship with .eighty to one hundred per cent of those same physicians. 
This l70uld ,seem to ~dieate tha~ even wi~ the limitations involvedg workers 
. . . 
·~ 
. . 
and physicians could nonetheless work quite ~ortably together. 
Comlmmieation · 
In evaluating the factors leading to ·tnterprofessiona.l. col'lll1nmicat:iong 
the wr1 ter found that workers interviewed eoul.d recall ~ from two to 
fifteen contacts during their last experience with a pbysiciq regarding a 
patientg with the average ft1mlb3r of contacts being four.. In most cues, t.be 
physician bad ~ tiated the first contact with the worker ( 'Wmall.7 ths referral 
contact); the contaets wers all face-to-face and had been previoul.y- pl.armed 
. . 
by- both pa:c>ties. In tour cases, the reason for the contact was discharge 
ple.rining tor a patient which was requested by the physician., In three contacts, 
a request for social. ewluation of the patient by the toorker came frOlll the 
ph7Biciano In two conte.ots8 however, the trorker contaet9d the Ph.vsieian in 
regard to discussion of e. patimtgs ph1'81eal or emotional conditicm.o and in 
one contact, a worker oontaeted the chief physiciaD in a hoepi tal to request. 
fundS for social. work research purposes. 
Generally speald.:ng:~ requests £or social eval.u&tion and discharge pl.&m1ng 
were considered typical reasons f07! a physician to COJ!t&ct a worker, wbile 
discussicm or clarification of a patient 0s phys1ce.l condition!) and oeeaeion-
ally GJ'IK)ticm.al.. condition and the aharing of information or progress in a 
case were considered to be t1JP1cal. ~>euomt for s. vorker to contact a phJBician. 
In one instanceS~ howeftr, tlw pattern of contacts diffGred eODSiderably. 
17. 
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The social worker from a family- agency stated that: 
The reason I will contact a physician very often is that it is 
necess&17 to discuss the posaibUi t7 o£ contmi tting a client to a 
mental institution which would neceasita.ts the family doetorvs 
signing commitment papers. 
In regard to the reasons for a physician contacting the worker in the agency, 
there . wae ••none = this is the problem our agency 1a hav.l.ng w.i. th the medical 
professiono0 
Four-fU'ths of the parsons interviewed felt that in their agencies JI10rG 
attention would be paid to the physicicmVs reeording than to the wcrker 8s re= 
@ording.. One worker in an out-patient clinic setting remarked, "I sometimes 
wonder it they (physicians) read our recordings or not.n This same worker 
was quoted earlier in the .chapter with regard to his experieme ot preparing 
a social. evaluation for the physician, only' to find the.t the J>b7s1c1an had 
not bothered tc wait for it and had discharged the patiento Another worker 
from a hospital sstting commented, "J:f' the recorcTs were oombined.D the physician 
' . _,. . ' 
might DOt look at the SOC:iU WOrkerDs l'EICO:rdingoti'. :In ODe instance_, a worker 
said the qUestion did not apply- because of the agency set-up and0 in two casess 
workws, both .from medical settings, .tel t the recording of the worker and 
Pb1sician received eqnal attentiona 
All of the social workers interviewed agreed in their detini.tions ot 
'f:;he jobs done by' the physician and those done by the worker. This clear-=cut 
division was, essentially, that the physician e011centrates on tho medical 
aspect of the patient or client while the worker t'ocuses on the sccia'il. or 
emotional aspects o£ the patient or client. While it was indicated by' some 
of the workers that there was some overlapping of these jobs in relatiO!!ll to 
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the physician 9 s possible eoncem 'i'rl:th the physical problem in the course of 
treatment$ basically there ttaa a clearly defined division in the functions 
of these professional groups. All of the persons interviewed agreed unani-
mousl.y that ._this div.ision of function was a aa·tiefaetoxy one. The overlapping 
concern of physicians could be thought of as a poai ti ve factor in terms of the 
deeirabili ty of the whole person being eonsidaracl in treatment - and there 
was some evidence that the phy-sician is concerned with the emotional component 
-
and that the worker i$ concerned ~11th the physical co:aponent of an illness.; 
-=-
B'tlt whether this trend will continue and help to increase the physician ° a 
understanding of the social. worker vs role (and perhaps th~ social worker o s 
1mderstanding ot the pbysie1an°s role} is a matter fer speeu.l.aticn. 
· Another basis for agreement among the reaPonden~s ~ though in a less pea:J. ... 
t1 ve sense; was their experiene~ With physicians who had made unreutstic 
plans tor their patients.. Here» all. the workers hsd personaU:v encob..~tered 
eucha situation and the cme who had not knew of someOile else 0s 6Xperienee .. 
All. the persons cited lml'ealistic or iq)roper di.sobarge plezming as sn ex-
ampl.e.. ODe person c1 ted no discharge planning by the p}Vsiciail as tmreal.istic. 
-
In most cases~ imProper living arrangements or family difficulties were .tao-
tors in the physician o a _unreal.istic pl.aiming.. One vorker fel. t that residents 
on the surgical. sei'V:Lee of a hospital., who were under more pressure to move 
·patients out of the hospital. are: 
Not always related to the soc1al aspect; SJUrgeons are less 
to1ersnt, on the whole, of &irpsndenc::r of patients and tend w 
plan on a more precise:> less relaxed basis thai! on other seniees 
in the hospital~ · 
Avallabilitr ~Physicians 
In tbe ares. of cc:nmmm1cating w.i:th physicians~ four .... tif'ths of the workers 
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found ph'ysicians easil.1' available in order to discuss matters with themo 
Two persons believed that the situations varied according to the speeializa ... 
tion of the physician and the schedule of his o~:fice hours. Only' one person 
found it difficult to reach p~ieians, tliouih he thought the situation was 
realistic in terms of the physician's involvement in his work:Jt such as in the 
clinic or operating room. All of the workers who found it easy to reach 
physicians were in bosp1 tal settings an.d attributed their ease to the .tact 
that physicians iii'Sl"$ usualJ.,y near to them in cl.inies and wards and thus were 
easily contacted. One work•:r explained that she could usually call the 
ward nurse and, tbrough her, locate a physician, while another worker mentioned 
knowing the schedule of the ppysicie.n so that she could locate him with rela= 
tive ease. In aU but three inertancesJ' the worker wuld usualq contact the 
physician about & case they were both working ono These persons indicated 
that the physic:4en would usualJ.,y 1rd tiate the contact at the time of re.f'erral.!J 
while the worker seemed to maintain contacts w1 i&b the phsrsician about the case 
they were. both working on after referral was made. Three workars felt that 
contacts made. during the course of treatment around a case referred by the 
physician were made equally bt both ~iei8!1 and worker. 
Authori t;r Rela:tionsbips 
In exploring the collaborative process., the question of f:l.nal authority 
in decisions about a treatment plan for a patient or a elient evoked sewral 
kinds of· responseso Six of the workers interviewad felt that the worker 
would have final authority in a treatment plan related to the social situ., 
tion while the physician would have autb.ori t7 in a medical treatment plan .. 
Four workers felt the physician, ex®lutd.vely, would ha:ve the final autmrity 
in ·treatment platming., One person f'elt the authority in decisioils wried, 
~o • 
II 
depending upon whether or not the physician actuall;r ever referred the case 
to social service to begin with (so that there sometimes might not be the 
need tor the physician to do anything but assume· the responeibUi ty and 
authority for planning on his owo) or tfb.ether the ·patient, according to the 
worker's feeling or interpretation, encolU"ages the worker to pursue a pla:n 
despite the disapproval of the ph7Sician. One-half of the workers interv.lewed. 
.felt that physicians did exercise their authority over social workers in those 
areas where social workers have the most professional. competence. In all but 
one of· the examples given f) the physician .had diseharged the patient over the 
worker 0s head on the grounds that the social planning was unnecessary; in 
one case 1 the worker over-rode the physician ° s disapproval and proceeded sue ... 
ceastulq to execute her plan, In this case, the physician apparent-17 sensed 
the determiilation of the worker to go through with her plan and took ratb.ar 
a paasi ve attitude once she had superceded his original disapproval a 
Although onl;y four workers deemed the phySician entit'ely responsible 
for. the treatment o£ patients, several others reealled instances where phyld"" 
ciana had actually used their authority- in over=riding the treatment. plan of 
the worker" . On the basis of these statements. it wuld seem that the physi-
cian could have a more total autbori ty more often than not, but workers were 
ei tb.er not aware of it due to tb.Gir lack of exposure to such eireumstanees 
or because of their reluctance to admit such a situation. 
Physicians, o Attitudes Toward Social Workers 
In assessing the broad question of physicians u attitudes toward social. 
workers, slightly less then half ot the wcrkers interviewed felt that. the 
attitudes were positive and halt felt they were negativeo Two persons felt 
there were both posi t1 ve and negative elements in ph,-sicians 0 attitudes 
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towards themo One worker said that the positive side was characterized by 
. . . ·. 
the feeling of physicians that the worker ~•is an important factor in treat-
ment of patients.n Another worker stated, ·,'•they see our usefulness and see 
us as a:. member of the inter ... disciplinary. team~ it· Ot those workers who wighted 
attd.tudes on the negative side,· one felt· thai; 11physieians don•t always under-
<· ,. • •. .,...-.... :"#'•••' .,...· , ..... ,-, . .._ __ I ' • • '· •. • ... • • 
stand what· casewrk.is air about,_n while. another said: 
....... ~......... . .. 
Physicians have' diverse f'eeltngs·· about us, as when they will 
. cri:liicize workers in one agency and 'tl}en afterwards say a patient 
might be able to use help . in another agency; they will judge· workers 
on the basis of ·how easy they sre to work with. 
Othel" coimnents were that: 
.· Few see us as good for more than plmming for discharge • 
. · ·. They see workers as a dumping ground when they don •t know 
what to do. 
·The way they use workers refle~ts their questicming of Ylhat 
we can do .. 
·Some are mole~ as to what we can otter and often won°t. bother 
to ask what we can do~ 
. . 
Another worker s&ith 
~~7 he.ve a wry loold.ng ... down .. the=nose kind of atti tuda and 
don't re~ seem to believe workers lmow what they ars doiilg; 
their attitude is that aoc1al work4!lrs look for problems which 
dono t e:d.st and ju8t make the client more a.md.ous. 
Tbie comment which wa8 tha most vehement of all given, came from a worker in 
a fam:i.l.y agency where relati~ships be1Meen physicians and 'iiOrkers were ve17 
poor. 
The responses given Above about the physicians 8 attitudes toward and 
understan~ng ot the soc:i.al worker appear to be directly ccmnected with the 
feelings expressed b;r the workers ill their aeecnmts of notewortby experi-
ences they. have had with physicians., In all of these areas the respondents 
are prim.ari17 concerned with the physician 8 s clarity or l.ack of clarity about 
·what the soc:ial worker can do in treatment and with the physicianav feelings 
ot how ~uable she can be to him in the ~eatment process.. In other words, 
the .function o.f the worker as perceived by the physician appears to be a 
persistent theme. 
lii th the problem between the .prof"ef:!Sions being centered chiefly aro-und 
the lack: Of understanding Of function Or. role 1 SWry' wOrker but one: WO 
. ~· 
would not hazard. a suggestion on the bas;i.a .o.r too little ti.Jn.e ltet 1n the 
.... 
interview,. felt that the best way to improve· interprofessional relationships 
was through educational approaches.. This was thought of in terms of meetings, 
conferences, on-the=job educ~tion and personal contacts rather than telephone 
contacts w:t. th physicians.. On$ vorker !eit that: 
Improvement· .would come if the professions concerned wre more 
se®re in their own individual roles· and that a way of communica ... 
ting and interpreting their ideas to e-aeli other be initiated so 
there would be more understanding Q · • · 
. - . . 
Another wOrker feit that constant teaching.ll ~tariing in the w.rious profes-
sional. s~hools (nursing, medical11 etc.) 1 'tfould improve interprofessional re-
lations.. Finally, one person felt that: .. 
By getting a higher eal.iber of workers .in the various settings s 
starting w.1 th better screening of sp_plican.ts in the schools ot 
· social work, more respect would ult:J,.mately be given to workers 
in their intsrprotessional relati~ahipe. 
Theloe was no rc'k:m.1b~ whatsoever that there was a need felt for better inter-
.; . . ~··· ----
professional relationships by the social ~rkers interviewedo 
. . 
• '·.j' 
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CHAPTER ni 
INTERPROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF SOCIAL WORKERS WITH PSICHIATRI STS 
This part of the stu~ is based on· aixteett interviews w1 th social 
workers w~rld.ng in diff'erent agencies.~~ hospitals and clinics, about their 
. ~ ~· 
experic:iri~es ~d th psychiatrists. All o.f . the soeial workers interviewed had 
gradua~ed from a school of social -wrork and. had .been wortd.ng in the field for 
more t'b~ two years; FiVe workers had from .tt~o t~ five years of experience, 
.. . . . ' . . 
six from ~iX to ten years and tour more than ten years of experience o 
. . . 
The s~le was not Umtted to any type of social work or agency setting. 
S:lnQe the purpose of our study was to investigate the experiences social 
workers had had in general with psychiatrists, such a limitation was not felt · 
to be indicated. Of th~ sixteen social. wrkers interviewed, i'our were em.;. 
ployed in agencies which used a psychi:atri.st as a consultanto B7 consult&= 
tion we mean the help and advice given to a social worker by" a psychiatrist 
in regard to a client with wham the pqchiatrl.st has no simultaneous and 
. . l . : 
direct contact. Three social workers . worked in settings wb.ers the psyebia"' 
trist ns strictly a member of the tealci and .as such involved simultaneousl7 
wi t.h the social worker in treatment of. the ·patientc.eliant or his fam.i.ly o 
Nine social workers were employed in hospitals and clinics were the psyebia= 
trist c.ould assume either .funetion; in.: six of. these insti tuticne the emphasis 
was more on tbe team while in three consUltation uas used more ecimonl.7o In 
; .. 
_:·. 
1m order to facilitate matters we shall!"e.fsr throughcm.t this stu<tr 
~ the psy~tri.st as "he" and the social. wrker u "she" o 
.. 
.. 
this study we shall call the settings which use both ps~atric eonaul.ta-
tion and the team approach "mixed settings." · 
Most of the social workers interviewed had had some experience wi. th 
both approacheso Three workers had been employed at the same institutien 
since their graduation from a school of social work. Three had had nc» ex-
perience with a different approach (either consultation or team) al.though 
they- had hel.d more than just one social work job.. The remaining ten had Md 
a variety of contacts with psychiatrists~ depending upon the agency they worked 
in as can be seen in Table 1. 
&lift' 
TABLE 1 
TYPE OF CONTACTS THE SOCIAL WWKERS HAD WITH PSYCHIATRISTS 
55 ±r ti fiWAr 
Consul taticm 
Team 
MiXed settinp 
Total 
Current 
Settings 
4 
3 
9 
16 
:· .. 
## Ub##¥¥ A ==; . q f'E§S#i 
Number vi th Experienc$ iD o'th.er 
Settitlp 
Consultaticm Team 
l 4 
~ 2 
8 3 
u 9 
·A silJli~ pic~ure of well rounded experience is shown by conJpal'ing the 
.. .,. 
pres~ ".and previous posi ti.cm. of the., social. workers interviewed. Uine of 
~Di we~ presently employed as ps,vehtatric soc~ workers» thres a.1J @a.se-
wJrker~, three as medical social workers, imd one as a probaticm otfi,fler .. 
Nine held at the s~ time supervisory~ teaching, and administratiw f1mc= 
tions.. O.t the nirle psyChiatric social. 110rkers five had had pre"'lious G';= 
perience in non=psyehiatrio settings» 'tfhile two of the easewrkers had held 
pre'Vioua ~oba in child guidance clinics o Obviously the social. workers whose 
experience was or had been in a psychiatric aetiAing had ha.cl generally o.lre 
- ........ 
J, 
contact with psychiatrists, especially insofar as team relationships are 
concerned., 
Although more than half of the social workers interviewed were present-
l;r employed· in psychiatric settings, Table 2 shows that the WOI"k experience 
previous to the present position has been to a greater extent in non-psychia-
tric settings. 
TABLE~ 
SETTINGS IN WHICH THE SOCIAL WORKERS . HAD. SOME WORK EXPERIENCE 
Psy-Chiatric hoSpital or olini@ 
MedicaJ. setting 
F~;y Serv.!.©e Association 
Children 8 s agen@:V · 
.fuvenile C~urt 
Depart.lmnt of Publi~ Welfar~ 
Pr~seni; vork 
expsri.ence 
·9 
l 
~: 
2 
1 
0 
Previous work 
experience 
8 
s 
6 
1 
0 
~ 
In proceeding with our intArviews we soon noticed the differences of 
~riences the social workers had with psychiatrists depending upon wh$1;her 
' . . . . 
they ~cei ved PS)Tcbiatric consultation or worked within a team.o Ev1d8ntq 
~se rather fundamental differences UJ. the p~fessional relationship $lao 
influence the social wo:rkerns attitude ~ds and view or the J)S7chiatris'fio 
In. this stuq we will dii'ferent~ts between the two approaches of psyehi-
at~c coneultati()n and team work an~ discuss ~m. separatslyo 'lhis differ"" 
entiation evol ~d from our investigation and was not plarm.ed initially.. It 
has to. be lett to further research in the field of interprofessional rs-
lati_onships to stud7 each s~parate approach more thorougbl.y" .. 
Division ~ functions 
~ Consultation 
Our study showed that aJ.l of the social workers interviewed had had 
some experience with psychiatric consultation at one point or another of 
their professional career, although for three of them it was limited to 
their student placement. 
Psychiatrists are most commonly employed in a pa.rt .. time consultatory 
basis in casework agencies such as fand.ly service &gencies~ children us 
agencies and public welfare agencies. In his role as a consultant the 
psychiatrist offers to the agency his services as a specialist and experto 
The caseworker keeps the full responsibility for her client.. Honver. she 
cum ask to discuss a case situation w.l th the psychiatrist whenever she 
feels the need for it.. The psyehiatrist thus assumes largely a tea@hing 
function by clarifying the dynamics ot .a ease and helping, the worker to a 
better understanding· Of the client 08 react~~DS» .. U Vall· ~f{ her. _'~reatmenjr • 
. 1-' . . ·" goals. Through his professional lmowledge ,a,nd his ability to be more ob= 
0 ... .. 
jecti ve in a ease in which the social wo~ker ··l'lllq" be deeply invol ved8 the 
psychiatrist is felt to be of support to the social worker in her e.fforta 
to work with the el.iento The peychiatrlstns help is also appreciated in the 
formulation of a predietory ~sis and speculation about a olient 6$ :futur-e 
reaetion8, as it enables., the so{)i-.1. worker to be better prepared .for the 
handling of the case in the future.. · 
··. 
The following ·two ®Omments by social workers illustrate hoW psy-chiatric 
consultation can b~ used: 
. . The psychiatrist is most helpful. with eynamies. I remember a 
case where I hac!. the feeling the dd.ld did not beneti t from case-
work. I fel:t thEire was a problem of negatiw transference on the 
child ns part. The ~onsultant was able to be objective in pointing 
out the child 0s history of mistrust and ·the meaning of the rela"':' 
tionsbip to the child, SlthOugb she did not seem to accept me at 
the present time. The consultant~s· objectivity e.nd understand-
ing .of th~ ctmamics helped to clartfy and simplify' the case o 
. ' . . . . : ',' '. 
·:r got a client transferred from another: workero The client 
'\ . . . •· . 
ss~d. completely etueko In consultation the psychiatrist iso ... 
l.ated the problem e.s a relationship difficulty. This made sense 
. to me and I could use the knowledge .. in the "in.tervie'tr o I .f'el t ." 
increasingly more comfortable with the ··client and the client witll 
mao 
To use consultation to verlfy one's own diagnosis and cl.ari"" 
.f'y the understanding of a case invarl.ab]g helpso ~ 
ihe following areas of' the psychiatrist~. eon·t.ribution in consulta ... 
. '-. 
tion ware stressed by the social workers. in terme o.f' their importance: 
elarli)' dynamics; predict~ recommend and cl:arify' tT~atment goals; :teach 
. ' 
the social worker and be capable 9f greater objectivity in a case .. ' 
.. . ..... ;· . 
. ~ . . 
In those instaru~es where the psychiatrist is actirig as a consultant 
to the social. worker» the social worker retains freedom and decision ot 
action in regard to her clients and assumes the full final responai:bUity 
. . . 
for ito 
, . 
~approach 
:: •. .t . 
Much has been written in recent y-ears· on the roles and furl@tions of 
psychi~tri13ts and sot)ial workers in a teani=WOX'~ setting.. Different at= 
. . : 
tempts ·have been made to el&ri£7 the ;r~uon which apPears, however, 
still far from being clear 0 ~ The enS:~hlg confusioxa in tiae Minds of m.os't 
.2Alvin Zander et ru.. Ro:J!.G Relatioits :1n the Mental Health Professions. 
Ann _Al"bcSr, Miehigant UDi versit;y of :r.fichigiii, "J.9S7 a Fri t$ Sehmidl. 11The 
dynainie· 'use of. the social work . serviees n ibiD the clinical team, n Amer= 
~- Joumal.2! Q!"tho~l@hia~ .. 19~0» pp." 76S-77S. Morrie Krugman ~al., 
"A study of current trends in the use of coordination of' Professional 
Services of psychiatrists, psychologists·_, ~d soeial workers in Mental 
!Hygiene Clinics and other psychiatrie agencies and· imti tutions o" .Ameri· 
"$- 1~ Journal ~ OrthopsyehiatrL volo 20 (Jim.ua:rY, 19SO) pp., 1-6~. 
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professional. people about the respecti~ functions of the ps;rchiatr.ist 
and social wor~r is due · par·tly to th$ ~elative 11ewess of the team ep= 
. . . 
preach and partly, as a social_worker put it~ "to the state o£ flux in 
regard to.•,their areas o£ work 1n 'Which .both· ~syehia/r.ti.st and social worker 
.. 
still' .are" o This became especially. apparent· when it· vas noted that n~ one 
of the team=ti1m"k settings·. investiga~d had· the same div:b:ton of f)mc·tions a~ 
·- ' 
an.y other o Some of the differences were slight but in a hw instances th® 
sociu worker herself was not quita sure.whe·t;her she l'raa 'tforidng in a team - .. __ 
Or on CODSultation with the psychiatrist,;. 'tve shall define the ·~·eam. in oV 
study:~ .the· eoi).a~~rative ·effort 0~:· ·ibe psychiatrist and social. Wt.'t>ker 
directed either t~ds the same p&\tfent .. ~r tne same family mdto Tht. clas-
sical. example of a teS~m=vo!'k telationship would be found in a child guida»."'e 
@l.iiii<e, where the psychia'trl.st genai-ally does ther$py ·with the child and · 
the soci~ worker casework 'td th the parents o The policy of having the . 
psychiatrist ~k With the pa:tient and the social worker w1 tb the relatives 
. . . . . . . . 
ie ~o :folloraed in Utan7 a hospital. and outpatient clinic. 
Such ecmments as the following thre<& illustrate the social. worker 0 s 
appreciation ot.a good team approaebs · 
The 1il\1tual shiu'ing of informati~n leads t-o a rich ~ri.enee 0 
In the team you· ha-ue more of a wrlli.ng rela.tionehip than in 
eorisultation = one participates in a common goal. 
The ftlationehip in a team leads to a unfolding of people o s 
develoPment from week to week through the sharing of 1Dformat1ono 
There ia a mutuality' of uru:lerstanding between the team members u 
1u-all u trust m the abilities ot the different profeasional. disci"' 
plines .. 
The following two @ases show how a good team appro~h em opsrate: 
·~·. · · The .. psy@lli~tri:st saw: the patien·t and the soeia;D. worker the 
pat.ient9s m:f'e. At cme pt$.lt the _patient st$rted to·resist . , 
.. •. 
therapy, resistance which seemed pm.•t.ially moti va.ted by his resenting 
changes in his wife o He told his wife that he. would stop treatr.> 
ment.. The wife, who received much from the contact with the social 
worker argued with her husband about .his siopping treatment, as· she 
was afraid she would have to leave ti'el;Ltment tooo The patient had 
not discussed the w.Lah to discontinue treatment with the ps~hiatrist. 
In coJ;~sultation between psychiatrist ~nd social worker 1 t was de ... 
cided. that the social worker 110ul.d o.f't~r continuous· treatment to 
the wi.f'e, regardless of the husband 8e decision, W.though this as 
againa1;r tl1e hospital u a normal policy.;, : Hewe~r 1 atter the social 
worker. made this move, the arguments bateen. the patient and his wife 
stopped immediately and the patient continued in trea:tmento 
An old patient was hospitalized because &f'tEn• his wite 8a death 
he ba~ ~ho.m a very acute grief reaction, getting enraged in grief' .. 
Pre:v.teus to his hospitalization he had be~n li v1ng w.l th a married 
daughter who felt very guilty about p11ti4.ng hi~ out of her hoe. In 
the hospitsl the patient behaVed as. if he wanted to settle dotm there 
for good and did not respond to therapy with· .the ps;ychia.trist. The 
pmychia:trist therefore wanted to discharge himo The social worker in-
sisted that the patient be kept a month longer while she vas working 
with the fsmil7. The ft:mrl.l:r responded positively' and finally with help 
ot community services the patient could be placed ~ a foster home. 
The social worker .felt tba.t she received a great deal of s~rt from 
the psychiatrist who appreciated her understanding of the d;vnamies in 
the cue. The soci&l WOA"ker# on the other hand, helped the p87Chiaiil":tst 
to sGe the strength in the :fQmily and how it could be used. 
~ ther!PJ2 where the psychiatrist and the social worker work With the 
~ 
same patient, wee generally not recommended by the social workers o Dual therapy 
was felt to bel more often a source of contlict and jealousy for the patient (as 
well as for the social worker end PSl'chia.trlst) than a constructive means o£ 
treatment. To be successful this type o£ therapy asks of both the psych.iatrist 
and the ac~sl worker a spacial awax>mAsss of' their respective rolesl) great ekUl 
and the abUity to vert' in a smooth reationship m th the other discipline. 
Oeeu1onall7s hcweve2", dual. therapy- is suggested b7 the peyehiatrist. The reasons 
tor eueh a referral. are usually the patientos need for help with his iDterper ... 
sonal rele.ticm.sbipa vi tMn the colTllliUid. ty-o The foUCtd.ng tbreE9 eases illuswats 
the posi tiw aspects ms wU as the probllsms of dud therapy: 
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Both the psychiatrist and the social wor~er were working with 
a depressed, physically handicapped woman patient who had started 
·drinking after her husband 0s death. The patient was seen daily by 
the P::JY'Chiatrist whUe the social worker saw her weekly over a psriod 
of 'tw. · years.. The psychiatrist and social· worker discussed the case 
together .every two or t;hree weelrs. The ·social worker focused w1 th 
ihe patient on her enviro.DlllGntal problemS in a very support! ve r1ay. 
The psychiatrist vas helpful to tbe .social worker by interpreti.Dg to 
her the needs of the patient who waS: :a ·:very demanding persono The 
. social worker helped the patient with the pr.oblems she had wi tb her 
neighbOrs and was finally able to get her back into community life, 
using at the satrUS time the services ot a group work agency. 
In Amother eu~ dual treatment :was eJ:lt up in a similar way but unfor-
tUDatel7 did no., tfCrk out equally well •.. ·· · · ... 
. This patient_. who was very 11ll!Ch. alone in the world, was sem by 
both psychiatrist and social workero ; The patient showed negative feel""' 
ings towards men and had a great rieed to talk to somebody. It was 
felt that the more relationships she had the better. The social worker 
tria~ to give her a supportive relationship and to help her t."it'h her 
adjliai;ment in·tbe conmunit;ro However~ &\tone point the patient 
started to play the doctor and the social worker against each other, 
b;.v tell:ing the social worker that the doctor was thinldJag differently 
and Vice versa. This difficulty could not be worked out between the 
PBY.~biatrist and the social worker an~ the social worker finally 
stopPed seeing the patient. · 
In the third instance, however~ the s·ocial worker could be of help to 
the psychiatrist in his wo~k with the patient .. 
·Ar.l alcoholic patient we.s seen by ~oth psychiatrist and social worker .. 
The P&:tien~ liked to talk and it was felt th~t the social worker should 
give him suppor~, since the psychiatrist wanted to give him & rough 
time in therapy. During this period of treatment the patient com-
plained to the social worker about the payehiatrist. The social worker 
encouraged the patient to talk about his feelings w1 th the psychiatrist, 
explaining that the psychiatrist wanted him to talk about it. The pa-
tient then w~s able to discuss his neg~ti ve feelings with the psychia-
trist and .from then on made marked progress in treatmento The psychia-
trist expressed his lif&tefulness to the social worker £or help in this 
case. 
In the team .. ;swlt setting the psychiatrist .generalq does therapy w1 th 
.. 
the patient and gets the medical and psychiatrie histoey from the patient's 
familyo The social worker does casework· with the family and occasionally 
· s~ therapy ·with the· patient11 is in charge or intake, social his tort teld:ng, 
; arrange~ents for discharge~ community contacts and some admiDistrative work 
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such as keeping appointment schedules and statistics. Another distinction 
o£ .functions given was that "the psychiatrist works with the patient on his 
intra-psychic conflicts while the social worker focuses on interpersonal re-
lationships and environmental adjustments" o 
Social history taldng, one of' the classical functions of' social workers 
in a psyohiatrl."c setting, was only mentioned twice as the social worker's 
function. Apparently the question about the social worker v s function versus 
the psychiatrist 1 s function in a team relationship centers more around the 
differences of the psychiatrist's and the social worker's approach to treat-
ment. Numerous papers have been written on this subject in the past ten 
years.l Most of them try to arrive at some clear cut distinction or the 
psychiatrist's and the social worker's respective functions, a distinction 
which can rarely be carried out in the practical field. It seems that each 
mental hygiene setting is trying to reach some solution to this problem 
within its own four walls. b. 
The existing uncertainty and variety in regard to the role and functions 
in a team ... work approach necessarily leads to more interprofessional friction 
than in a pure consultatory relationshipo Comments such as the following 
were not infrequent: 
How the psychiatrist understands social work varies from simple 
transportation of patients and fact finding to seeing the worker as 
a part of the treatment team in working with f'amil:ies and patients • 
.. 
4 Krugman, op .. cit., PPo 1-62. 
In some hospitals the social worke~ are used only to arrange 
taxi transportation and do not have e.ny treatment cases. The pschia= 
trist then has only U ttle contact with the family and seems not in-
terested to hear· from the social worker about the family situation o 
Some psychiatrists feel that all social workers can do is 
social history taking and work in relation to reality .. treatment 
is for the psychiatristo 
Some psychia~sts get too dependent on·the social worker. 
They get accustomed that the social worker does the bulk of the 
work and they can concentrate on the patient entirely. However~ 
the psychiatrist should interview the family as well. 
The complaints about the psychiatrist using social service in regard 
to specific practical problems only were voiced in connection with expert- · 
ences in mental hospi tale~ o It seems that·· the mental hospital with its 
often limited and overburdened staff, 1 ts great number of patients and 
pressure to get the patients back into the community~ finds it generally 
harder to· achieve a good team relationsb:Lpo \ie will come back to this 
question in the section titled ""fofajor probleM between social workers 
and psychiatrists on 
Mixed settings 
In many hospitals and clinics the psychiatrist assumes both the fane= 
tion o£ team member and consultant to the social worker depending on the 
clients in treatmento His role as a team. member· stqs wi. thin the limits 
described preViously o In his capaei ty of consultant he may either gi VG 
individual consultation to the social trorke:t or discuss a case presented 
by one social worker in a group eonsulta.ti.ono In both cases he will give 
~ . 
the same services to the social worker as described under ttconeultation11 o 
Nine of the social workers interviewed were employed in iamixed set-
tings" o Six of them worked in hoapi tal.s and two in medical outpatient 
elinicso The Juvenile Court takes a separate place in this classifieationo 
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We in4;l\lde it un~er "mixed settings" be~a~e the psychiatrist sees the 
child. for diagnosis or treatment but only reports his findings and recom-
mendations to the probation officer. There is relatively little direct 
contact between the probation o.tf'icer and the ps;ychiatristo Two social 
workers deseribed the psyehiatrist9s f'1llle.tions as those of consultant but 
it became apparent in the interview that they t-rere also occasionally carry-= 
ing a .,CaSe in a team=lfOrk apProach WJ. ~. 'the. psychiatrist. In both settillge 
. . . . . . .. . -~· ' 
the p~ychi.atrist had suggested. to the 'socia1 worker the joint ca.rr,tng of 
a case and the soc1Sl workers expressed the:i.r satisfaction with this expe= 
rien@e o Three social workers <eonsi~ered the set up of their hoepi tal to 
. . ~ . . . . 
. be team worko The interView re:vealed~ however, that they were carrying 
relativ:ely many clients without the psychiatrist being directly involved in 
the caseo Consultation took p~e on an individual informal basisj! the 
social worker approaching the psychiatrist whe~ever she needed advice and 
help in regard to the tl'eatment of one of her clients o In one hospital the 
social worker was well ·aware of the dual role of the psychiatrist as a 
member of the tea and a. consult&nt, since both functions were well. definedo 
this was in contrast to anotheX" hospital where both social workers inter ... 
viewed. were not elesr about the peychiatrist 0s fuootions in relation to the:lJf 
work with the clients o One or the social workers gave the following explana-
tion about the situation: 
There is no real team approach at the hospital because it is 
a training hospitalo Many people ara .involved md therapeutically 
interested.. Many times one does not know ldlo ie active on a caae. 
It is easier to function in a non-teaching hospitalo 
Ho~ver a "mixed setting" does not neeessaril7 mean confusion about 
the psychiatristos role on the social. worker 0s pmrt. It was felt that the 
fiexibili t)r of roles inherent in 1l1&llY' a "mixed setting" was in general ap-
preciated by the social worksrs, since it ·provided them with the supp@rt of 
.. 
psychiatric consultation as well a.s with the satisfaction of a good team re~ 
lationship • 
Communica,ion 
The f~queney of contact bett-1een di:f'feren't professional disciplines 
has considerable bearing upon their understanding of each other 8 s work and 
the quality of the mutual. effort to help the patient-client.. Our study 
showed that the more contact social workers had with psychiatrists the 
easier they .tel t it was to work with theme. Most. of the social workers in"' 
terviewed had had a good deal. of contact with psychiatrists. Therefors, in 
answer to the question· about the amount of on-the-job contact they had had 
With· ten related professional. disciplines, three workers put the psychia= 
trist first, seven second and four third in ranko The correlation between 
the frequency ot contact and the ease of working with another profession 
can be seen by the fact that of the fourteen social workers who ranked the 
amount of their e~ontact With psychiatrists first, second or third, nine said 
that they found it very easy to work together with psycbia.tristso In those 
instances where the social -worker had some question about the ease w1 th which 
she was able to work with. the psychiatrist, the difficulties in the working 
relationship were alwqs described as personali t7 difficulties on the part 
I 
of the psychiatrieto We ehall discuss this .further in the section titled 
"Major problems between social workers and psychiatristso" 
Consultation 
In those agencies Where the psychiatrist functions as a consultant» 
communication is linii ted to specific times fiXed by the agency 0 s · adminis-
tration. The social worker receives either individual or group consults .... 
tion, on Which occasion she presents and discusses a case with the psychiatristo 
r 
Two of the four social 'tTorkera employed in agencies who used psychiatric 
consultation mentioned that they see the psychiatric consultant on a 
regular basis of one hour a. month. The other two social workers explained 
that they could ask for consultation whenever they felt the need for it, 
the psychiatric consultant being at the agency one day a 11eeko Three social 
worker's had their consultation in the agency's conference room. This in ... 
volved at the same time a formal presentation of the case in a written 
summary formo The ti.'lle spent in conference was between an hour and an hour 
and a half. One social. worker mentioned that: 
The psychiatrist is not kept busy enough because the social 
workers of the agency do not recognize the opportunity they have 
for consultation. Consultation is a more formal relationship be-
cause the psychiatrist is not a full time member of the stat£., 
The presentations are very formal. We have to write up a f'ull 
S'\l111J111U7 of the case which takes a lot of work and time. 
However~ it was found that all agencies who used this type of formal con= 
sulta.tion between the social worker, her supervisor and the psychiatrist .. 
were considering the introduction of more group consultation.~~ in order to 
giVe the whole social work staff the opportuni t;y to benef'i t from the psyohia-= 
trist•e aerviceso 
.!!!;! Approach 
Comniunicati.on between the psychiatrist and the social worker in a team 
becomes much more indivi~uali~ed and unstructured and therefore more subjeet 
to conflict than in pure consultation. Both psychiatrist and social worker 
have an equai responsibility to make their team work to the best benefit of 
their patient-client. The de©ieion about the .frequency of contact in a 
oase is left to the individual psychiatrist and social workel" and is there-
fore more Ue.ble to bri.nfg out individual attit,Jdes and feelings one pro-
' . I 
fession may have towards. the other o 
r 
Eight. of the ten social workers who answered the question about the 
frequency of contact between the psychiatrist and themselves in a team ap"" 
proaeh felt that they t-rare contacting each other at an equal rate, while 
only two spoke of the social worker contacting the psychiat~ist more often 
for informationo Zander expressed the opinion that the social worker is 
more apt to seek communication with the psychiatrist due to her ancillary 
status to the profession of psychiatry. S Our inquiry about the most recent 
contacts the social workers had had w1 th a psychiatrist about a case revealed 
the f'olloidng picture: seven social workers contacted the psychiatrist while 
only three PSTchiatriste contacted the social iforkar. These findings cor-
. .. 
relate to a certain extent with Zander 0s findings» although the sample used 
in this study is too small to draw any- conclu~ons.. The three psychiatrists 
who contacted the social workers all went to the social worker 9s office f'or 
consultation whUe the social workars went :1n \heir tum to the pe~lrl.atristoa 
of'tice except in two instances; in one the soc~al worker met with the psychia-
trist in the conference room and in the other ·on an unplanned, informal way 
ill the lunchroomo In those cases mere ·the ps7chie.trist contacted the social 
worker, a very close coeperation alreadY existed between the two; they had 
shared inf'ormaticm ori a ease over a period of !!Overa.l months for at leasil -
once a week and in two cases even more than onf#e a weeko '!'his and the .tact 
that all first eon~cts were made by the soci~ workers leads us to believe 
that the psychiatrist might be mere inclined to contact the social worker 
SAlvin Zander et., alo Role Relations in the Mental Health· Professions .. 
Alm Arbor, Michigan: uDiver~ity of Michigan'; 'zy57 .. 
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when a very close working relationship bettreen __ .them has already been 
established, whereas the social wox-ksr seems more Uable to approach the 
psychiatrist the first or first few times on a case. 
All eontacts between psychiatrist and social worker were face to face 
eontactso The face to face discuasion was felt to be the onl7 possible wa7 
to a©hieve good ©Oll"III'!'Imication, any other contact baing subject to mismder-
, 
standings and unsuitable for sufficient el&rifieation of tbe treatment aspeets 
o£ the case.. Time involved in those contacts extended frcm three minutes to 
cme hour jl the most .frequent length of time being about fifteen minutes o 
/ 
The reasons for which the social workers eontael. t..lte psychiatrist are 
the following in the sequence of the number of response~:: obtained fNm the 
workers: obtain clearer understanding of the ~cs and treatment goal.; 
share information with psyehiatrist; receive spseitie informar~on and reeom-
l!lendation from. psychiatrist; refer client to psychiatristo The :&'easons for 
whiCh the ps70hiatrist contacts the social worker show· a slightly revereetl.l!. 
picture$ tha emphasis being more on the request for pra©tieal informa:ti~D. 
than ·on the discussion oK the dynamics of· a case" The sharing of informa~ 
tion is still in first place; lwws"W!l", the fi w other reasons gi ~ all deal 
wft.h tangible matters such as: ask tor specific information about client 0s 
family; make referrs.ls; ask social worker to do something speeif:i.@ for p&= 
tient; ask about cOmnlmi ty resources; check how hie recommendations work out. 
These findings seem to indicate more frequent requests from the psy@hiatri.st 
about specific intormaticm and action in regard. to a patientjl while the social 
worker seems more eager to learn, using the psyWD.atr:tst to help her elsrl.f'Jr 
her understanding and treatment of a ©Sse •. 
An important fate toE" for good communication ·is .!!!_ awaUabiU t:r- !,! !!!_ 
teem members. Although th8 :majority of the .social workers interviewed were 
=-=-=-
posi t1 ve about the frequency of contact they had with the psychiatrist~ 
they were more concerned when questioned about the availability of the 
latter. Of the ten social workers who responded to the question, five found 
1 t easy·. to get hold or. a psychiatrist while the remaining £1 ve fotmd it hardo 
Those latter five social workers lfere employed in settings which had a great 
number of psyehiatrista in trainingo Most of these psychiatric residents 
work in different places and at irregular hourso This was seen as the main 
difficulty in eommUnicationo Other difficulties mentioned were the psyehia-
trist o s personali t;r structure and his way of dealing with time. One social 
worlcer explained that because ot the psyehiatrtst 0s heavy work sehedule she 
ha~ to "cateb. him oa the run." Whether or not in these eases eomnnmieaticm 
ma.y still be successf'ul.. depends largely on the psycbiatrist0s readiness to 
contact :the social worker as wlla Anotber social worker pointed out that 
the lack of a telephone in the psychiatrist n s office made 1 t especially hard 
to reach himo A solution to this problem eould be to set up a regular appoint-
ment time o However~ such an arrangement seems to exist only in those case9 
where botil psychiatrist and social worker are equally involved in the treat.=> 
ment of a patiento 
In regard to the question wether the present state of coll1lllU!Iication and 
division of functions between psychiatrist and social worker is satisfactory 
or not we got the following responses: six social workers found it to be 
satis.f'aetoryJ four found it satisfacr!#ory but mentioned som.e s~gestions for 
improvements and tw@ :found it u:nsa.tisfaetoryo . The main criticism by the two 
socia1 workers who .reit that the present l701"1dng relationship was unsatisfa©-
tor;r was the psychiatrist 0 s usa of social service in the purely praetical 
way of rendering tangible services to the clients, which was due to the 
psychiatristns limited understanding of what social work was prepared 'to do 
• 
in terms of casework. One social worker defined the problem in the follow-
ing way: 
How the hospital sees the functions of the social service de-
pends on the hospital's administration and the individual ps,rehia-
trist. At the hospital there is a tendency to see the sOcial worker 
as a person who gets information~ gets a job for the patient and a 
place to live •••• she only cornea into the picture when there is a 
specific problem in the family. Social service at the hospital 
could be used to better advantage. The total staff's understanding 
of social service should be increased. The social worlcer should 
have a close contact ~dth the patients' families; this is not yet 
a usual p~oeedure. 
The four social workers who felt that there could be improvements dis-
cussed them also in terms of the psychiatrist's understanding or the social 
worker's role, areas of work, respons:i,.bilities and limits. To improve the 
working relationship between the two professional disciplines, a review and 
readjustment of the areas mentioned was suggested. 
Positive responses were obtained in relation to an excellent team ap-
proach8 described as flexible and stimulating because it left room to try 
out various new ideas. It was felt that a homogeneous staff and a good ad~ 
minist~ator could create a working atmosphere f~vorable to close and smooth 
cooperation between-the va.rious professional disciplineso 
Mixed settings 
Since the mixed setiings combine temn=work and psyehia.trie consu1 ta tion 
their col!W!Ull1eation process is similar to what bas been discussed previously 
in this section. 
Of the five hospitals and clinics included in the mixed settings9 three 
had regular psychiatric consultation for the social work staff. In t,;ro of 
them it was rather the exception for the social lTCrker to work in a team ap-
proach.. Group consultation on a biweekly basis was their noz:mal way ot com-
muttiee..'ting with the psychiatrist.. In the third setting, the teem was the 
40 .. 
;;.. main channel of work but the social-workers received psychiatric consultation 
... 
twice a month in a group situation.. Iri one hospital. team conferences 
and weekly consultation with the psychiatrist were mentioned., but it was not 
quite. clear how steadily this was carried through. !n the fifth setting the 
. . . 
focus was .definitely on the team; in addition to this the social workers were 
able to approach the psychiatrist about any (If their eases in sn infoJ'ii'tal. may 
whenewr they felt the need for psychiatric Ct\nsulta.tion. 
Other .means ~ communication between ~ psyeh:latrist ~ !!!! social worker. 
In all settings where social wox-kers were interviewed, other means of 
communication eXisted besides individual or group consultation and diseusaion 
1d.thin the team. These additional means of communi,-,ation were usual.J.y felt 
to be helpful in increasing the mutual understanding ~:r each other v a pro-
fession. 
Nine social workers mentioned ataf'f conterencee; the."'S 9 a cue wul.d 
be discussed within th& staff indGpendentJ.y of the sharing '!)f information 
between the psychiatrist and the social 't-rorker about their ec:'l'mlon treatment 
case.. Eight social workers had some responsibility in the traiuing cf psyohi ... 
stric residents, either in the form of lectures or in discussion ~rwpe on 
social. work. In three hospitals the whole team (including nurses t:."ld medical 
doctors) meets evert morning for a tev minutes in order to discuss ct.'t'rent 
matters on a case. Four social workers were involved together with th6 psychia-
trist in ongoing researeho Five social workers mentioned ihe psychiatrletus 
assistance in planning group meetings with a certain t;vpe of elients i ra o go 
adoptive parents,~~ mothers» eteo and seven social WOJrlcers feit that the op ... 
portuni ty to meet the psychiatrist at lunch and other inforraai occasions 
helped increase the ease of working together. 
Author! iw: relationships 
Consultation 
The agency Which einplo;vs a psy-chiatric consultant exps@te from him 
---- -~-~~ 
a~aistance in terms of increased clarification and understanding of a case~ 
The psychiatrist acts in .his capacity of. sp~cialist3 expert and teacher. 
Be is asked for his opinion and his auggestfons and recommendations are 
usually followed.. Moat psychiatric consultants, however, abstain from 
giving direct advice to the social WCJl"ker ~ keeping more in the area of dis-
cussing dynamics, thus helping· the a ocial worker to review and readapt her 
treatment goals.. The responsibility for, as well as the decision in regard 
to treatment of a client remains entirely with the social worker. The social 
worker is free to follow or not to follow the psychiatric consultant's recom-
mendations. As a social worker put it: 11The nice thing about consultation is 
that the social worker can adapt it to her work as she Wishes".. Most of the 
time the social worker will carry out the psychiatrist's :recom..mendation, 
since such a move is inherent in the philosophy of using psychiatric con-
aul.tation.. There are, however, occasions when the .social ~rk staff does not 
agree entirely with the psychiatrist for one reason or another. In these in-
stances the social worker~ after eonsui tation m th her supervisor or the 
agency's administrator» goes ahead w1 th her own planning .. 
The two follcndng cases will illustrate aituations ~mere the social 
worker did final~ not follow through with the psychiatrist1e recommendation: 
At a family service agency the payehia:trist•s recommendation was 
for a client to be seen by a psychiatrist for treatment. The social. 
worker felt that the client was not raady for a transfer and would 
not follow through with it. In a conference with the social work 
supervisor .tol;Lowing the psy-chiatric consultation, the decision was 
made not to follow through at this time with the referral of the 
client .. 
A child was referred from a child guidance clinic to a children us 
agency for & group or school placement• Since there was at the time 
no such placement available, the c}rl.ld spent his aUllliller vacation in 
a foster home of the agency~ where he ·adjusted remarkably wello After 
summer vacation was over, the agency decided to leave the child in the 
same foster home. 
These examples ahow that the tforker does not ·lightly disregard the- psychia=-
trist's recommendationo Someti.mee r&aiity factors prevent her from c~g 
through· a recommendation, sometimes her close knowledge o£ the client makes 
her hesitate to talce a risk.. In ~hese cases, which are the exception, a 
great deal of thought is given by · the social worker before she continues with 
her own plana. 
~Approach 
The team approach commonly is used in hospital~ and clinicso Due to his 
medical status t~e psychiatrist is ·the head of the teem and the person with 
final authority. · He not only carries the authority but also the final re~ 
S})onsibili ty for a case. This also applies to the "mixed settings" as well 
as to those medical. settings where the ps;ychiatrist functions as a consul-
tant only" The psychiatrist t s &uthori ty was generally recogni$ed by the 
social workers although it was Viewed differently depending upon the hospi= 
tal v s and clinic's philosophy and policy.. The following comments made by 
I 
the social. workers may illustrats some of these differences~ 
In essence the pSy-chiatrist h~a the authority because we work 
in a medical setting.. The social worker~ however; still carries 
the responsibility for her ow cases. 
There is a tendency" for the paychiatrist by nature of hia 
training to use authority and for the social wqrker to use freedom., 
' 
. . . . I 
At the clinic there was a f'ee:J,ing that the ·psychiatrist was 
generally right. He had administ.ra.ti ve.ly m.ost authorl ty. 
l~tever· tlie psychiatrist said was done. He did not like 
anybody tO oppose him .. 
Most of the social workers stressed that decisions in regard to a 
patierrt..elient t s treatment were taken jointly in discussion with the psychia- . 
trisi;o Only two social workers felt that the· psychiatrist made decisions 
~ thout consulting them.. In those cases where the social workers stated 
that tQt.he psychiatrlst has the final authority for the treatment o£ the 
" patient and the social worker :for the treatment of the fa.mil:r'', the 
... 
statement was explained in terms of the social worker baing able to car:aWy-
on casework with the family even if' the patient dropped out of' treatment .. 
However, they pointed out that the psychiatrist would have the .final authorl= 
t:r for the general treatment plan .. 
Sometimes the psychiatrist uses his authority over the social. worker 
in areas where the social -rrorker ha.s the '!!lost professional competence. Ten 
soc:ial. workers :reme111bered instances when this had actually happened. Five 
workers stated that such a thing onl.y happened when they worked on a case 
with a psychiatric resident,p who had not yet acquired a good understanding 
of social work practice.. In seven eases the psychiatrist interfer~d with 
the soeia1 'm'rkerBs work with the family. This was explained by- ref'e~ing 
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to the youn.g and unexperienced psychiatrist's lack or confidence in the .:qocial 
worker' a handling of a situation and his need to prove himself' o In general,p 
the social worker is able to handle the psychia.trlst o s inter.feif.'0n·ce m th 
her work herself or on the supervisory level .. 
Major problems between social workers ~ psychiatri.sts 
In th~ previous sections certain problema of working relationships 
which can arise bettvaen the psychiatrist and the social trorker were 1Al.ready 
mentioned. We would like to discuss them in greater detail in this aectiono 
Conflict between the two professional disciplines is l.1Sually due to a lack 
o.f understanding of each other os functions and/or insufficient commurdca...; 
tion. The reasons :tor the di:f:ticul. ties given by thirteen social workers 
who rG1Uem.bered a ne~ati ve working experience with a psyctda:trist can bs 
divided into three groups, as shown in the following table. 
TABLE 3 
REASONS FOR C0NFL!CT B~tJEF.N PSYCHIATRIST AND SOCIAL WORKER 
~=====-======================~ ==========~= 
.Reason 
Personality of the psychiatrist . 
Professional orientation of the psychiatrist 
(more interested in the organic aspect 
of mental-i11ness than psychotherapeutic 
aspect; sees social t~rker's function 
solely as history taking, job finair.g, 
etc.) 
Residents and psychiatrists new to the work 
td. th social workers 
Number 
of 
Responses 
13 
1 
Personal! ty problems of the psychiatrist were defined by the Bocial 
worker in terms of the psychiatrist 9 a mm insecurity, overcompensated by 
an exaggerated use of his authority, and his personal iMmaturity and ir= 
responsibility in his work with the client, leaving it •to the social worker 
to straighten things out for himo One social worker felt that: 
The insecure psychiatrist is threatened by the social workero 
He runs away £rom. her or tries to cut her out of trea:l!iment. In-
secur.i ty 9 rivalry- and displacement of the psyehiatrierte are 
fundamental tor the negative work with them .. 
Two social workers mentioned an experience with a psychiatrist who did 
not show up for his appointments with the patient. The problem was 
described by one of the workers in the following ways 
The psychiatrist had a personality problem due to his emotional 
irnma.turi.ty. He was casual and irresponsible in treating eases. 
For instance~ he went on vacation without preparing the patient, 
who showed up for hie appointment when the doctor "tfas not there. 
I then had to see the patient and explain to him. tihen the doctor 
was reminded about 1 t he laughed it off'.. However; he did eaeiiy 
share infolt'l\l.at.ion on a patient with me. 
. Other cases show the psychiatrist's use of his author! ty at the tn"ong 
place and the wong time and his mistrust of the social worker's ability 
to do a good job. 
The social worker saw the mother of a teenage girl patient in 
order to evaluate the mother's attitude and relationship with her 
daughter. After the social worker atar·ted seeing the YllOther, the 
psychiatrist initiated a call to the mother and talked with her 
in an authoritarian manner, without having consulted with the social 
worker. This destroyed completely the relationship between the 
mother and the social worker. 
One psychiatrist had his nurse interview the relatives of' a 
patient after the social worker had seen themo At one point the 
nurse came into the social worker r s office when the worker was 
going to interview the family, indicating that she wanted to be 
there during the interview. 
It is clear that such ineid.en·i#s do not help to promote a smoother coopera-
tion between the two professions. 
Where the problem was seen as one of the psychiatrist's orientation 
it was also stated that ver,y little communication ~isted between the social 
worker and the psyehiatrlat.ll the latter not being interested in thre material 
the social worlter was able to obtaing e.g. data on the pa.tient 0a rq,lation-
ship with his family and anvironmento The use these psychiatrists ntade of 
the social service was restricted to arranging transportations disebarge, 
financial problems and obtaining specific information hom. the patient's 
family or co:rmn.mi t:t o The fol.lotdng case may serve as an example of the 
complete lack of com111unication ootwen the psychiatrist and the social. 
.......... ,.• 
worker, although they were worldng til.th the same patiento 
The social worker sati the·patient·'·in ·a mental hospitsl two or 
three times a w~k for about a -year betore the· psychiatrist on the 
ward started to see the patient occasionall.ye At one :point the 
psychiatrist· permitted the patient to go out,for w~tk and the pa-
tient subsequently escaped o The social worker, who trc~m. her knowledge · 
o:t the patient 1-l&S expecting an escape,!) mentioned this ·r.;o the psychia-
trist, when she learned abou·~ the ~WW ~zmgemsnt,. The psychiatrist 
showed no interest in consulting rtrl.th tne social wor~tero Ai"ter 'the 
patient's escape· the psychiatrist discussed tha case for the first 
time witli the social workers in order to find out what c:ould be done 
to brlng the patient back to the hospital,!) but left it 1.;o the social 
_worker to work out the final arrangements wi tb another doctor. Once 
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the patient was back in the hospital the psychiatrist lost interest 
in the case.. The social worlter continued her contacts with the 
patient. 
In those instances were the di£ficul. ties stemmed from the resident's 
and new ps;yobiatriatva handling of a case, 'the social workers ~1 felt that 
the p~blem was a temporary one which could be worked out easily w.i. th the 
psychiatrist by explaining to him the clinic us o:r hospital's policy and the 
social worker 9s functions. The problem in this group were mainly the psycbia~ 
tri.st 'a interference tdth tl'le social worker'I.Sl job by contacting tile family, 
colill'l.urd ty or schools without the worker • s lmoiiledge a As one social worker 
put it: 
Some times tlw ps;vehiatrlst in training contacts the school or 
family physician without the parent' e permission and 'Without previous 
consultation with the social worker c He not only interferes with 
the soeiaJ. worker's wrk but also usurps the .family competence.. Sueh 
problems can be handled easily in an infomal. conference. 
The follow.ing t.able shows the type of social. work function interfered 
With by the psychiatrist& 
TABLE 4 
TYPE OF SOOIAL WORK FUNCTIONS INTERFERED WITH BY THE PSYCHIATRIST 
Intake with fam:Uy 
Diachuge of patient 
Contaet w1 th f'amily ~ eollll7lmli ty :~ sehooll) etc o 
. Insistence that social. worker should get apseifie · 
in£ormation from client regardless of h~ 
it affects her work With the client .. 
J 
1 
4 
Soma exsmples of eases mq best illustrate these complaints.. '!he follow= 
ing illustrates a payehie.t:rlat • s interference With the intake process g 
In one hospital the social worker does the intake interv.f.ew 
with the family. After the social worker had had her intak'19 inter-
vim; with the family,; the psychiatrist in charge of the pat~lent 
asked .the relatives to his office 'arid: interviewed them for two and 
one.:.half hours, getting the same intortiiation as the social worker. 
In all three instances where the social worker felt there l'Iere problems 
~ound the intake interview, they mentioned that the psychiatrist's inter-
ference :was due to his lack of trust in the in.form,\tion the social worker 
could obtain and his feelings that he had to do it himself in order to have 
it well done • 
. Conflict and bad· planning· around discharge is shown in ·Ghe f'ollotdng 
. ' ,. ,JI • ~ ,· r ~~~, 
t.wo cas~a: 
The psychiattist discharged a patient Who the social worker 
felt was not yet ready to go back to work .. ,· The social wor~r:·ar was 
asli!ad by the psychi,atrist to find a job ~or the patient and did so~ 
-although she mad~ it clear that she did ·na.t agree with the psychiatrist's 
Jecision. The psychiatrist insisted and the patient as disch:uoged 
but was back in the hospital a few weeks later. 
'The social worker went along with the '()syehiatrist 's decision despite the 
i'aet that she was not in agreement With it, as she felt that the psychia-· 
trl$11 would leam from his own eXperience by seeing the patient come back 
. . . 
to the bospitalo In other cases~ the problem become.s more intricate. 
An older patient in. -~; .mental. hospital. was discharged by the 
psyChiatrist and sent home alone without having previously con-
tacted the patient•s famil;y or the social service. All famil.y 
members were at work md nobody was at home when the patient ar-
rived thereo The family was surprised to find the pati..ant home 
in the evening. The next &i;r they brought the patient back to 
the hospital complaining to the social. w:rker about the h!mdling 
of the discb.arge., The social worker then was asked by the payehiaC$ 
trist to make other urangentents for the patient's discharge. 
Such problems around discharge do not seem to be too unusual o Most of the 
social workers who stated discharge as one of' the problems they- encountered 
in vorld.ng wi tb. psychiatrists mentioned similar experiences of being left 
out of the discharge planning untU it had failedo Many also spoke of 
patients with whom they had been working tor: a long time being discharged 
by the psychiatrist 'td.thout being told about it. In connection with dif..: 
ficulti&s around discharge a social worker gave the follomng opinion: 
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Psychiatrists often naively invade social situations or which 
they lmow nothing. When the PsYChiatrist is through with therapy 
he wants to discharge the patient and . the social worker should 
help find a job. However, the patient is still disoriented and 
incapable of world.ng. He presents him~elf' for job interviews in 
the most unfavorable light and is scared to death, as he is 
socially not yet able to go back. The psychiatrist should not 
discharge a patient without giving him re6.dsurance and guidance, 
and planning closely together·with the social worker. Many em-
ployers also ask for a doctor's :tnoitten statement that a patient 
is well enough to 1orork which the psychiatrist often is unwilling 
to give~ The psychiatrist should not make any social opinion 
without taking responsibility :for ~t. 
As for the other wo problem areas it seems that they occur more 
. r . 
frequently with psychiatric residents who have not yet gained a clear under-
standing of' their's and the social worker 1s respective functions. The 
psy-Chiatrist's overidentification 1-1ith the patient appears often to be a 
~ource of difficulties in the work:j.~g ~la,tionship, as it lea~o an 
inability on the part J'; the then.~st' ~~:accept an objecti...,\picture of 
a case. This problem was described by. a social worker in the following 
way: 
At the beginning the ps,ycbiatrist has a tendency to tell the 
social worker 'tfhat to do because he ov-erldentities with the pa-
tient. The social worker then has to convey to him that this 
does not work. Sometimes 1 t is hard ·for the. pSy-chiatrist to 
· tolerate the mother's behavior. In these·· cases discussion on a 
supervisory leVel. c~ help because there are two people who ~ 
more objec:t>i:ve; since each worker has ~ tendency to ider.itif'y wi. th 
his ctlient. · 
.:·.,·1~ .:··:·,; .. 
How •re these oontlicts generall:r •olved? · There are somta settings 
where social service is perceived .as ~one of histor,y teld.ng aud. specific 
practical ~ctions.. In those instances t.ne socl.al worker is CarJeyirlg O'IJ."t 
....... 
the psychiatrist • s requests for the patiento There is little· communication 
. ·between her .and .. the dOctoz' On "tlie" patient and she ha:s almost no part in 
the ~.:treatment. In case of contl.ict, ~bere .ia :little. q. ~ocial worker can·~ 
~: ... :, .. u~ / . . . . ....... : ,.: ,4<:· ,.. ··. ... ~4-. ~ • • ..... ~ .•. -... •• · • . 
.. -:· .. do in s.i.ich a setting other than of'"tering better services if contacted in 
time~ ··· .... · .-
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In those hospitals and 'clinics where the concept of team-work exists, 
e.g. o£ communicating and sharing infon1uat.ion on a case with each other, 
the social. worker will try to come to an agreement with the pey-~hiatrist 
by diacu,saing hetr different viet<JPoint first with him. If this does not 
. . . 
. . . 
work the matter is usual:cy taken before ·the supervisor. It seems veey 
~are t~t an &gl'esment cannot be reached on a, supemaory ievelo Hot.rever, 
it this is the case, the hospital's or clinic's administrator is coneul.ted 
as & last resort. Two senior social workers expressed their readuu9ea to 
go along with a young psycbiatrist•e decision, even if they d1sagree9 since 
they feel that he tdlll.eam more from his ow mistskes than from an arguw. 
-~ \ 
ment with themo They feel that their l10rking w.i.tb the.doctor is more im-· 
• f. ,. 
~ : 
portent for the patient than to fight t1i:~i,l the Psichiatrist on $.ol" is~~Ei~ 
Bowev~ 1 they too x•ecommend that a major c®fl;lct should be discussed o:n · 
the supervisory level., 
A J.Qt · suggestion to avoid &rgtll'll$nts tdtl'l the p6YQhiatrist was to 
. . 
' 
a~id .ti.oi-idng ld.tli ~ psichiatriet w:Ltb. wl:l~ t'h,~ social.:.worker ha.~ a bad 
·. .. . . . ' .. 
preyiou.a experien~ o Ma~ social. workers are able to ~ecept or refuse a 
ease· assigmnent mid one of their, cri teris for . this· dectsion is the· psyebia;, : ' ... . . .. . . : . . . . ! .. 
' 
trist witll wno~ they . are supposed to work on a ease 0 -the following two 
comments on this ~ubj~ct may serve as an illustration:; 
If I feel tb8t ~ psy~atrist will. not c~si~r me I am not 
going to be active on a ease.~ · · · 
. I 
At our hospital we have the choice of ~~ psyclliatrist we want 
to work with. If I had an unfayorable experience J; do ·not ~t to 
risk to ~ork with him azry mere. Therefore, I have ~had mosUy good 
~eriencee w1. th psychiatrists o · ·· 
When 1m asked about the differences. in world.ng wi~ a ;young or olde~ 
• • • • • • 0 • 
pay:chiatr.l.et, sewn social worke'i•s f'e:Lt ·that it was not so mueh the age 
as the a.molmt of experience a psyebiat~t has had with social work that 
mattered. Good cooperation is more q~ckly. established with the experienced 
psychiatrist than with the psychiatrist to whom social work is a new field. 
Four social workers commented on the greaier: ·ease in world.ng lli th older 
psychiatrists. Five social workers said <that they could not make the ·com- ·. 
. . ~, .... 
paris~. Zander states that "it is the less confident psychiatrist ll'ho is 
most r~ady ·t~ minimize the competence:· ot.-1i~e ·sctciaJ. "'-orker ... ·6 We ma;y 'tfell 
. . . t 
assume . the psyehiatric .. re~i&nt to ·be-'1ess coni'ident than the psychiatrist 
...... :. ;:}:.·;-""' .,...,.-~'-~::~~- ... ,. ~.... . . . ·. :· ._· ,·. · ... J. . . 
who is· we1l established within his pre!ess~ono c\ We also noticed the social. 
worker defining the psychiatrist 8 s personali"'ty :difficulties in terms ef his 
:insecurity. This makes us beli"eve that Zander efs sta.t~ent helps us to under-
stand some of the difficulties in interprofessional. relationships which we 
have ~~c~ssed in this study • 
. • ··: . ·. 
Psychiatrists I atti:tudes tc;.warda Social. rlorkers 
·:2 described & ~ .J!;ocial. 1«»rkero ; 
. I 
Despite. the negative experl.ences"and certain feelings around the psychia-
trists' unders~ding of social vorkj which the social workers :tnternewed 
ndg}J.t ~ve had, their first e.nd ccme~al );'esponse to the question about psyc~a- . 
·trl.st~ 9 attitudes towards social workers wa.s a positive one. The psychia-
trists 0 ~tti tude was described u a friendly one, sho1d.ng respect and recogni-
tion for the social worlcers 1 contribution in working wl. th human beings and 
their problems. Tlt.e ps;rehi$trists' higher professional status was pointed 
out and appeared to be for all social. workers a well accepted fact. 
However, the social workers criticimed the payebiatrista for not trust-
ing them e~ough in their ability to work with a client .around certain 
problems and situations. One s.ocial worker mentioned . the ps;ychia:trist 'a 
6 . . Al."'Vin: Zender at. al. Role Relations in Mental Health Profesisions. 
Ann Arbor, Michigan: University- of Michiga'ii; 1957, p. $6. 
.. 
agitation when a client of hers showed signs of pathology; the psychiatrtst 
suggested that this client be referred to a psychiatrist although he lm.ew 
perfectly well that a "!-)sychiatrist was not able to do lJII:)re 1d.th the client 
at that particular point than what the social worker was doing. This re-
action by the psychiatrist t'ias termed by the soci,al worker as "not an 
unusual experience." Remarks made by psychiatrists such as "your intuition 
is right", or "! lrl.ll not be able to do much wi. th this. patient, let' e send 
him to the Family Service Association to find him a job", give the social. 
worker the impression that the psychiatrist tends to devaluate her work and 
professional knowledge. 
Another objection raised was the employment of social workers as a 
substitute tor psychiatrists. The resulting attitude towards the social 
worker is then one as towards a eecond-rate psychiatrist. In general., the 
social workers made a clear distinction between the psychiatrists • end 
their own contributiono Social work was perceived as a separate .field 
t~om psychiatry, even though both professions have the same goal of help ... 
ing people. Social workers resented their being mistaken as second-rate 
psychiatrists and they also resented the psychiatrists 0 expectation of 'them 
to. do sometimes more in terms of therapy than what they feel capable and 
willing to do. They generally agreed that although doing psychotherapy 
under the close supervision of a p8ychiatrist is an interesting eXperience, 
it is not the social worker's function and should not be confounded as 
such by the psychiatrist. This was expressed in the following two eomment.s: 
I worked with a patient under the psychiatrist's supervision. 
I felt like in the depths of stupidity.. He was helpful in clar.U"y-
ing the dynamics but literally led me by the hand. I finished by 
doing rather the work of a doctor than of a social worker •. It 
was an unusual and interesting experience. 
Sometimes psychiatrists hope that social workers could do more 
.. 
than we! are really equipped to do.. For instance I remember a case 
-v1here the psychiatrist. wanted me to get into uncohscious repressed 
material which he thought should be brought out. It is necessa17 
for the psychiatrist to reaJ.ize that he has to work along in terms 
of what a social worker can do • 
However, the social worker is often left to work wi. th those patients 
whom the psychiatrist considers "unworkable" and refuses to take into 
treatment. Even though such a referral is often made f'or good reasonsjl -
for instance the patient may be ab).e to make use of some help with his 
environmental adjustment but not with psyehotbr.rapy - this is not. always 
the case and the social 'WOrker is sometimes left with a client whom the 
' 
psychiatritft considers not good enough for his efforts. This is quite 
1 
t frustrating for the social worker and she feels often threatened by these 
I 
very trying patients who ask a great deal of her in terms of time and Gf ... 
fort with little obvious results. One social worker expressed her concem 
quite clearly: 
It can be discouraging tor the social worker if the psychia-
trist refuses to take up a case because the patient is too sick. 
Then the social worker either baa to continue on her own or the 
case is thrown back into the community. Many deeply disturbed 
patients do not accept referral to another clinic. The psychia-
trist does not make home visits and the patients who cannot come 
to the hoapi tal are only seen by the peysician or the social 
worker even if they have deep emotional problems which need treat-
ment. 
other soci~ workers were more accepting of world.ng nth the 11Ul.lWOrkablen 
l 
cases. ~ .following two comments 1'l'!aY Ul"UStrate this: 
. ! 
S~e social vorkers work wi tb. patients who are not in therapy "" 
often id th psychotic patients. There the social worker is free 
to d e~lop her case as she likes.. We often try to pick up the 
schizophrenic patient on the ward ldlo because of the degree of 
his sickness is often the "lost soul" in a hospital. 
The doctor turned the treatment over to me because he was a 
chronic patient who needed a lot of community planning and did 
not function on an intensive therapy level.. In that case I was 
thought to be of more bene.ti t to the patient although these are 
in no way easier cases. In these cases we ·get just social work 
supervision, which usually is enough. 
"t 
i 
The social workers' response to the question about the paychia-
i 
trists' attitude towards them was generally a rather positive one. The 
1 
! 
following *OJIIPlents may serve as an illustration: 
'• 
Th~ psyebi~tri.st's attitude towards the social worker ranges 
from necessary evil to very helpful. 
Status-wise the psychiatrist regards the social worker as 
lower on the totem pole, however, he shows respect for the social 
work profession and for its contribution. 
In general the psychiatrist sees the social worker as perform-
ing a useful kind of service; but he is not always aware of the 
extent of the social service 'a functions. 
Ps.r~trists show a great d~al of respect - there is a feel-
ing that spcial work has sometbiig different to offer. 
~ l 
( 
Rather condescending - some~~mes the psychiatrists seem to 
have to prove their ow status. : 
0 
On thelf ~rhole positive, in ac~epting sOcial work as part of 
the game. ) 0 
... 
Acc.eptanee in terms of; their 'feeling that it jllla.kes their job 
simple~. 0 ! 
. . I . 
Psychiatrists do reeogltlze s'cial work contr.1Jbution. They 
make full use of it. I get manr
1
.refer.rals from 'the psychiatrists. 
Psychiatrists regard social workers as respected colleagues 
td th areas of competence which overlap. with psychle.try. There 
is a fairl.;r mild degree of underlYing and unrecognized tendency 
t9 regard social work by virtue o.f its _non-medical. status of. 
lower status. This is not bad in itself. Social "Work does not 
n.eed to be treated or ~garded as< alike or equal. 'to psychiatry. 
.. . '. ' . . ''.. . ·.. ' 
i~ this section or the chapter we 0~~ , ot course to keep 1n :mi~d that 
. . . l 
.. · .. 
the e~~i~ -;;orkers 8 responses were in£'lueneed. by their personal perspa~ti veo · 
. I 
of ·t~~ osoci~ work profession and its role iJt relation to psychiateyo 
• 0 ° " 0 • • 
. . . . 
2;ande~ et. al.. disc~s this ~spect in their book ~ Relation$·_!!! !!!! 
Mental, Health Professions. They point out that the social work~ who "has 
' . . . . 
a high professional knowledge and skill re;Lative to psychiatry demands from 
the paycbiatrist greater admiration and rerDpectJ she wishes to be treated 
mora as an equal.. When she perceives herself to be low in abUi ty she is 
\1. 
.... 
willing to !assme a more dependent relationship". 7 From our study we got 
the illlPl"esSion that the social worker who bad a senior poai ti~n was in 
general less alarmed by negative experiences with psychiatrists. Her 
attitude -towards these experiences was_ one of trying to improve the teach-
ing of social work to the psychiatrist. -She also v1as more apt to deny any 
l 
problems o~ her own in regard to the world.ng relationship with the psy-
chiatrist Jnd to stress the differences between psychiatrists and social 
workers. The less experienced social. worker seemed to expect. more leader-
! 
ship :f'rom ~he psychiatrist and to be more openly :frustrated when this leader= 
l 
ship did not come forth. Her readiness to blame difficulties in her relation-
ship with the psychiatr.i. at on his use of a.uthori ty and unwillingness to tr;r 
to understand social work func't.i.ons, rather than to blame it on his per-
sonalit7 structure11 was greater. Also, she seemed to have a greater tendency 
to stress the teaching functions of the psychiatrisio to the social worker 
than the more experienced social worker o Holrever, these observations can-
not be taken too seriously in a small. study of sixteen interviews o The 
limitation of our sample does not permit us to draw any definite conclusionso 
~ 
j Conclusions 
In reflewing the material presented in this chapter we can see that 
soci.al wort is trying to find its place in ~lation to the profession of 
psychiatryl Some of the social workers inteniewed wre employ'ed in set-
. l - ' 
tinge which were highly organized in regard to interprofessional relations~ 
lJhere there was an excellent 'Ullderstanding .of' soci81 work and 'the other re-
lated disciplines and where the cooperation was based on a mutual respect 
for each o~her •s contributions. H.,...ver, the social workers • ezperiences 
showed tha~ this is not y-et the case everywhere. Many a hospital and many 
I 
a psychiatrist still conceives of socia1 work as carrying out specific 
56. 
tasks for the client. Soci~ work is still trying to define its own role 
and to interpret its functions to the o~er disciplines. Most o:r the in-
terpretation takes place in the hosi>i tals and clinics. Through an increased 
e!llphasis on the team approach, social work has been able to do its interpre-
ting and teaching right on the job, and thus to obtain greater acceptance 
of its contributions from the psychiatrists. If we look through the litera-
ture on the professional relationships between social work and psy-chiatry 
we will find that most of the articles written on this subject deal with the 
diVision of functions in the team. The clear perception of the areas of 
work and competence of related professions certainly is of importance in 
helping to achieve smooth cooperation. However, t.he number and variety of 
ar-ticles on this subject is an indication of the controversies and diffi-
culties inherent 1n it. Our study shows that some ovarlap'!)ing of functions 
can hardly be avoided and sometimes even redounds to the benefit of the 
patient-client. 'l'he writings on interprofessional relationships contain 
relatively little material on methods. ot communication, authority relation-
ships and areas of controversies, although an understanding of these factors 
seems to b~ as important to a good working relationship as a clear under-
l 
standing o~ each profession's respective functions. 
·Another aspect or the relationship between the psychiatrist and the 
social worke~ rrhich has not yet been fully explored is the use by an agency 
of a psychiatrist as a consultant. More and more agencies are employ.lng 
psychiatric services and consultation for their staff and clients.. Al-
though the ·problems ot interprofessional relationships are in this case 
not as intricate as in a team approach, certain questions a3 to how to 
use consultation best, and when to use it, arise. Our study did not 
·:. permit a th.orough investigation of any of these questions. But it seem8 
to us that these areas ~ight be of interest for further research in the 
field of interprofessional relationships'. 
'· 
~B .. 
CHAPI'ER IV 
INTERPROFESSIONAL RF.LATIONSHIPS OF SOCIAL WORTCERS 
WITH CLilfiCAL PSYCHOLOG!STS 
Introduction· 
When social workers talk about the; mental: he~.th professions, they 
usually mention ·psychiatri:Jts, clinical psychologist&., and social w:orkers 
in one. breath. The importance o.f' pro.fes$ioriai relationt:bips among these 
"big three" is also recognized in other ways~ I :For example, psychiatrists, 
psychologists, ·and social workers make up the membership of t.~.:e American 
. l . . 
Orthopsychiatric Association. Professional and other literat~ deals 
' 
with these ~oups. Thus, it is appropriate to investigate the rela~on-
ships betwe'cn tt-so member-professions in this group, the social workers b."\d 
the psychologists. As a way o£ limiting scope so as to deal more thorough-
ly m th the topics, this study speaks mainly· from the social workers ' point 
. ~ . . . 
of view. The discussiol'l :mn deal. with the samples settings and division 
of functions, authority (or equality) relations~ps, the communication pro-
cess, attitude and prestige factors, noteworthy experiences and problem 
areas, and a comparison of this t:rbudy.;td~ i;other 11 terature. 
The Sample 
- .. 
Seventeen respOndents mis_w~red, in interviews lasting from one and one-
half . to two and one-halt hom'S, a two-part ~estionitaire e This chapter 
; J: 
:J. I 
• f! .. 
"1: ~orris Krugman» et al., "A Study.of Current Trends in the Use and 
Coordination of Professional Services of PsyebiatrlstsJI Psycllologists, 
and Social Workers in Mental Hygiene Clinics and Other. Psychiatric 
Agencies and Institutions," Americsn Journal~ Orthopsychiatr:r.t_ volo 20 
(Januar.y, 19,0), Po 1. ···~. 
.. 
. . 
. . 
J ...... 
::< covers only: the first part of the questionnaire. The second part will be 
discussed ti,t Chapter ·VI~ . The 1~·~ fifteen respondents answered a question-
,, ! . ~ •. . . . 
naire which;was somewhat altered from the questionnaire administered to the 
f'iret two r~spondents. In' other words, a .upre-test queationnatren governed 
! . . . 
~ . . . . 
the first t.Jro intervi'3WS. A slightly altered, but in the main similar, 
"revised questionna'ire" governed th·e last fifteen interviews. A copy of 
the revised questionnaire appears in the appendix and will hereafter be 
referred to as the questionnaire.. All the respondents' answers are felt 
to be valid q.nd so are included in the sample. 
What rae the characteristics of ·t;he sample group? In regard to per-
sonal. chtJ.racteristics, fourteen of the seventeen social workers interviewed 
are female, and tvel ve of the seventeen are currently married. Fourteen 
hold master • s degrees in social workg three do not. But all have had at 
least one Yeat of graduate study in a. school of social wrk. The range in 
yqJars of social work experience is fro.n 27 years at one extreme to l/4 year 
1at the other. The median number of TE!ars of experience is 6o (These cal-
culations d() not include social work experience prior to professional train-
' ,, 
ing).. As aj group the respondents haw1 had contact (and this may mean either 
l 
wri t~n, telephone, or face-to-face) Tlli th psychologists on 2~191 eases, ac-
i 
I 
cording to ~ir estimates. This includes a range from 427 cases to 1 case, 
~.th the meka:n estimated number t)f cq~es being SQ. Referring to totals, 
'Ghe estimatld number of psychologists they have had contact w:lth ranges 
from 60 to l, While the median tramber is lOo one complication arises in 
regard to this last set of figw.-es: some respondents regarded psy-chology 
trainees (people working towards the master's or Ph. D. degrees in psycholoco 
gr) as pqchologists with whom 1.hey had contact~ about a ease. In ranld.ng 
professional. groups according tt.1 amount of on-~e-job contact the;y ha~ j . .. I . 
I 
--~ .. ~,-----~-;" 
~~ 
' 
I ~ . '1· 
~ had with their members, they placed the· psychologist fourth when compared 
with nine other professions: lawyer,. Jllinister, nurse, occupational thera-
pist, physician, psychiatrist, school teacher, _social worker, and under-
taker. ·-... 
It -~s pertinent to know the backero,mds of the social workers whose 
reacti~ns to psycho~ogists are investi,gate4 he~ o Ten actually worked in 
. ,. . . . : 
anoth~r · field· besides social work or had some· trLining in another field. 
. . . . . . 
All bu~ ·four or the social workers can be said to be satisfied with their 
profession; that is, they said that 1~ tJl~Y ~a~. to make the decision over 
again _1;bey would de~ide to go into so~~~ ~rk. · Significantly, :none said 
he would choose psychologJr w'.at?n ~malg.~g ,the d~~ision. 
• ·, • • ;• I • • ~·..,;·~ • 
. . , . . 
No more than two workers were interviewed 1n any one agency, with one 
. ;· .. 
exception.. The eighteen jobs held (fQr one worker was simult.aneousl;r em-
~-... 
p~czy-ed in two agencies) included tour in cliniq. settings,· .four in chiid 
placing' ~gencies, three in mental hospitals, tlJ~$ ~-t~:L1 servlce agen= 
. .·"-
cies, and one each in a general hospital, vocational. rehabilitation agenc;y, 
public_ ~elf are agency; and in an agency serving a group of disturbed chil-
dren with a. special handicap.. Four agencies are located in st. LoUis; the 
other thirteen are located in Bostono No differences due to the section of 
the co1mtry are noticeable.. This, then., covers the current employment of 
the respondents from which most of the examples and data are taken;. Most 
of the workers had had experiences in more than one type of agency, however • 
and the other agencies in which they worked bad some infiuerice on their 
views. So,~~i· including both present and past employment, eight reported work 
in child pl cing:P six in a clinic, six in a mental hospital, siX in family 
service, f'our in public welfare 11 four dealing with special classes of handi-
caps, tMo in research, two in school social work, two in a general hospital 
setting, and one ii1 -mcational rehabilitation. 
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Settings ~ Divisio~ _2! Functions 
~ Patterns ~ -Relationships 
Close inspection o£ the data reveals that in many instances certain 
·~ 
characteristics of settings and division of functions are a.ssoe·:tated. Some 
of the rela~d factors are the type of agency, the service of'fel"ed ~re., 
the number of psychologists and soeia1 liOrkers employed, the frequency- of 
interprofeasional contacts 1 and therapeutic methods.. The type of relation-
ship between social workers and psychologists seems to be affected by all 
these ·things. Hence, on the basis of qualitative and quantitative dif., 
ferences in these characteristics, different patterns of relationships 
emerge. Six clusters of related factors 9 or patterns, are distinguish-
able. Though the patterns involve such things as type of agency and dif-
ferent ways of doing theraw, the most important teatur& of the patterns 
is the type of relationship between the social workers and psychologists. 
The ways in which social. workers and psychologists relate are abstracted 
(idealized) in the pattel"llS. The idealised patterns, however, are based 
on relationships actually described by the respondents. In actuality one· 
agency may be at the same time employing more than a single pattern. In 
the sample, only one agency exemplified fUll:y the relationship of the 
idealized fourth pattern,p though several agencies bad a number of the charac-
teristics of pattem IV. The otJ:ler patterns (idealized representations of 
factors from the data) are based on more cases. 
Patternj!:_ 'l'bis rel.ati.onship pattern occurs in an agency where social 
work is the 'Primary serviee of:tered~ and the worker refers cases to psycho-
logists, uho are in public or private agencies or in private practice. Re-
ferrals are mainly ror testing o The social worker has few face-to-i'ace 
~ contacts with the psychologists uedj) but the nmnber of different psycholo-
61. 
,: 
gists wi 1ih whom there is some type o:f contact (especially written or tele-
phoned) may be greater than the number of psychologists workers come in 
contact with under pattern II. In pattern I, money is paid to the psycho-
logist for each person he sees. The psychologist is a consultant only. 
tt is up to the social wo:rker'a discretion when to refer to a psycholo-
gist and how many of his suggestions to follow. 
Pattern ~ This reiationship pattern also occurs in an agency where 
social -.rork is the primary service offered. But for convenience, a psycho-
logist is employed by the agency (usually part-ti."'le) as a consultant on 
certain cases. The social worker decides when to consult the psychologist 
(although a psychiatrist or supervisor may help :tme worker decide) and how 
many of his suggestions ~ follow.. Or the agenqr may have set up some 
criteria so that cases :falling within certain categories are automatically 
referred. But the social worker decides what to use from the psychologist's 
material. Contact is usuilly by phone or llritten, for most of the workers, 
but there may be one or two semi=superVisory socj.al workers whose job it is 
to read all the test reports that come trom the ·psychologist. Most or the 
workers will have few contacts with a psychologist about a case, and the 
number of' psychologists they know will be quite ":small as the agency will 
employ- only one psychologist at a time. This pattern may be found in family 
service or child placing agencies, for example. 
Pat~rn III. This type of relationship is affected by the fac~ tbat 
.. ~ . .· ···t>" .. • 
s'ocial work is one or several service$ which may be offered to clients 0 • 
.. 
Psychiatrists and psy-chologists also offer service to patientsJ in addition, 
depending on .the specific setting other groups may al.so serve clients. 
;r Social workers, psychologists, and psychiatrists might all do therap;y, but a 
single client would have only one therapist. or, the different discip11ne.s. 
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may offer different services (as well as therapy) so that a patient or 
client would be seen by more than one of the professions concurrentJ.7. The 
latter· would be particularly true of the intake procedure. Despite the fact 
that all of this is going .on" the social worker uses the psychologist only 
as a consultant, as did the workers in patterns I and II. However, contact 
is more likely to be face-to-face, and consequently there are more oppor-
tunities for informal contacts. There are a number of psychologists em-
ployed, so the worker • s acquaintance with psychologists as a group may be 
large, though the number of psychologists with whom the social worker bas 
contact about a case may remain relatively small.. As before, the social 
worker decides (perhaps with the help of others) when to use the psycholo-
gist and the extent to which his suggestions should be followed. This pat-
tern would often be found in a hospital or clinic. 
_P_at_te_rn ...... !!:. The type of relationship designated as pattern IV is also 
arrected by the fact that the serwices offered by the social workers are 
among services offered by other professional groups. But the relationship 
is different from the pattern III type, for two therapists, who may be 
social worker and psychologist, work w.l th different members of the same 
family and confer with each other as they go along o They' meet fairly fre-
qUently over a long period of time. Faeh has primary responsibi11 ty for 
the family member he sees, but the therapists feel they benefit from com-
munica.ting v1 th each other. There will be a number of psychologists in 
such a setting, increasing social workers u opportunities for contacting 
them informally and about cases. Ideally' the two therapists are equals. 
If one therapist tries to be boss 1 trouble deVelops. The different pro-
fessions are not distinct, though testing remains a unique function o;f the 
psychol.ogist. But testing is not the psychologist's pri.ma.r)r function hereo 
I 
l 
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In this .st~dy there was only one agen~y that fully conformed to .the pattem 
• •• •• 0 ••• 
. . 
. . . .............. . . ... .'· ·'· .. · . ·. 
IV relationship, a child guidance :Cli~o,~~ ,: The _mental hospi tale, however, 
, . -~ ·~· .. :'l ·-~ :. . 
had some of the aspects of pattern Ivy.· ' ... 
·pattern !:, Because group theraw: ~8.- ·.offered~ a different type of re-
..... .. 
lationl!Jhip fro~ those described earli~~ rEiSul. ts. The requirements of' 
. . •-: . . . 
··, :·· 
group therapy influence the ways in whi~h th~ psychologist and social 
worker· wr·k together. Tlie social worker, who is a group leader or group 
observer, is perf'orming tasks which the psychologists (and sometimes others) 
also }lerf'orm. Ms.in responsibility for the group therapy program would not 
be taken by the social worker. Contacts are usually face ... to-face, and there 
are many opportunities for contacts.~" One mental hospital gives an example .. 
,..Pa_t_t...;;er...,.....n .!L, As in pattern V, the relationship between social worker 
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and psychologists is af.fected by the practice of group therapy. But within 
pattern VI their method of wor!dng together differs from the above in that 
the tasks of the social worker and psychologist remain diff'erentiatedo The 
social worker sees t.he patient in indiVidual casework treatment but the pa-
tient is also a member of a group which is led or observed by a psychologisto 
The social worker and psychologist must 'agree about the treatment of the 
' ~ 
patient.. Thus, the method of working together and consequent relationship 
bas resemblances to pattern IV as well as to pattern V o A clinic in the 
sample gives an example of the relationship developed within pattern VI. 
Fwctions Performed by Social Workers and Psychologists 
----- - -
'What are the functions performed by the social worker and the psycholo-
gist working as indi !!duals? 'When social workers and psychologists work . 
together, how ~ their functions divided? Basieally, most ot the respondents 
said that social workers did social casework. A few mentioned history-taking 
? as a special f"Ur!c·liion. TwQ social workers were doing work wi tb groups at 
the time o One social worker mentioned evaluation as a specific social work 
/ 
r task and another mentioned social action in this way. One social worker, 
when asked what the psychologists mainly did and what the social workers 
mainly did, answ.:~red by enumerating tasks o:t the psychologist, but told 
about social workers' jobs in terms o~ p:r:ocess and goals. She explained 
the difference in her descriptions by saying, "I guess I view so~ial work 
less objectively; I have more experience with social work." The viewpoint 
verbalized by this respondent could also be attributed to other workers in 
the sample9 on the batJis o:t their replies .. 
In regard to . the work usually done by the psychologist ·there was l'IN.eh 
agreement. TestfL.ng was the answer given by every respondent wh'9> was asked 
the question.. And when this question was not asked the respondents indi-
cated in other parts of the questionnaire that they regarded testing as 
the psychologist 9s work. Even a social worker who had never referred one 
o:t her own clients for testing, but worked with psychologists who did therapy, 
responded with the stereotype of testing. A lesser number of social workers 
said that psychologists did individual therapy, in addition to testingo 
Two mentioned the psychologist's function in group therapy, and three men-
tioned his posi ~.on as researcher. Two workers said the psychologist had 
. a teach:ing function, and one mentioned his part at staff meetings.; Obvi-
ously, the social workers were in part reflecting the way they worked wi tb 
psycho_iog:J.sts rat.lJ.er than describing all _:the things psychologists reall7 dido 
For example, one social worker with almost no persanal contact w1 th psychO= 
iogists (she was from a pattern II setting) seemed surprised when asked 
about psychoiogists doing treatment o She said she had never thought of it 
. ' 
befo~e because she ha.<f thought o~ the psychologist as having "a specialty 
. .· . ~ . 
of testing." Th:l.nld.ng about it, she said, "Pve never considered /.(he 
paychologisg' as being familiar with treatment. Probabiy she is. She 
6S. 
·. 'r 
•-ould have to b9 .. n What social workers see psychologists as doing differs 
fram what psyobologista see themselves as doing. 2 
As would be expecte~ £rom the previ<?us anners, the modal repl.7 to 
the question, ..-when the social worker and psychologist work together, what 
jobs. are usually' done by the ps7Chologi~t and what jobs by the social 
worker?" was tha1i in work:l.ng together social workers did casework and psy-
chologists testing. Following this the question, nrs this satisi'act017 or 
should there be some better vq or dividing up the .f.Unetions?n was askedo 
The· majority' of workers who answered this question found the status quo 
sat.isfactory-. 
A more detailed and accurate picture of. functions is obtained . by' ask-
iDg the respondents about the last occasion they- had to work or consult w1 th 
a psychologist about a client, lVhy was that last contact made by each worker? 
Some of the contacts were for combined purposes o But, singly or combined 
with other services, testing was the service requested by fourteen social. 
workerso Of these, eleven social workers were interested in diagnostic 
testing; two were ·interested in vocational testing; and one was interested 
in both. The othar purposes concemed miscellaneous matters. In addition, 
as a check, the workers were asked if their last contact w1 th a psy-chologf.s"t 
had been for a reason t)fPical of the reasons for which social workers con-
tact psychologists. Most of the respondents felt the last contact was tor 
a typical reason.· 
2 . . 
Richard Bo;yd, "Clinical PSJChology," Paper submitted to 
um. ted States Congress through the Joint Commission on Mental Illness 
and Health, 1957, Po 2. 
--- _... 
At one time or another, most social workers insisted that diag-
nosis by a psychologist lilUGt be onl7 a supple:ment to and not a substi-
tute for their own diagnosis o Thus, some_ time would elapse before a psychol-
ogist received a referral from a social worker. As one worker put it: 
I don 1t get Minnesota· Multiphasic Persons.l.it;y Inventory (lllMPI) 
results until I have DV own clinical pictUl'e, developed in four 
interviews. . or if I £eel I! bave7 1,1one I ean get the psyeholo-
gic&lso I d~ut want to cfepend.'\!oo ~~h oii psychologists. . 
In replying to questions ... aboU.t. the reasons for which social workers 
.• · .. 
con~~t ...•.. psychologist and vice versa; eight workers indicated they used the 
..... ~···· 
tests to verlfY. 'their own· ideas. Here are some cotmtents: 
' .... -· 
I got the psychologist to reinforce my own feelings. 
. . . 
To help veJ:'i£1, diagnosis ·o 
Tests were ariilable to confirm it if you th1iak there 
th~e is a px>oblem: · 
... ' ' ·l 
~# • • 
Social worke~ apparentl.7 do not believe a test can do anything that they 
cannot doo 
Other reasons for contacting the psyChologist included finding a thera~ 
pist capable of achieving rapport Vi th a client, disCU:ssing group therapy, 
. 
talking to a psychologist on a team, or referring a client for therapy • 
• ,i 
There was more consistency among the respOndents when they- gave the reasons 
why a social worllter contacts a ps;yohologiat than when they gave reasons 
wh;y a ps;ychologbt would contact a social work0ro Social workers are more 
familiar with the former situationo Fourteen respondents indicated that 
they were the ones to make the first contact with e. psychologist on the 
last occasion they had to work or consult with a psychologist about a client. 
tn the three remaining cases, however, the psychologist did not initiate 
contact. Rather, the contact eame about thraugh a third party or as part 
of a regularl.y scheduled meeting. 
•, 
6? 
',. 
-· 
a· Only a tew social workers agreed ~n any ()ne reasqn for a psychologist J: . 
to contact a social trorker. '!'he reasc:>ns on which there was some agreement 
? .•· 
are:· talking to a social worker about a research or group therapy project, 
referring a eli~t who needs casework,·: ':getting information from the social 
. . . . . . 
worker about the patient, asking .a 'social worker about a community re-
source,_ and.discussing or consultilig ~e .~iorker about treatment or iasueso 
. . 
Still another cue to the di v.i.sion :·ot ~ctions DOmes from the wq 
wrke~s said they would describe the. pro~assion o£ psycholOgy to a lay per-
son. Here there is a tdde range of anewei-s.. . Of the 'ten 'tfOrkers tmo had 
this question pq.t to them, nine said . the. pSychologist was a person who did 
testing, and some of them stressed it_ especially. Oniy .five respondents, 
when they answered this question.~~ described the psyehologist a'l doing thera-
PY'. Yet this idea had been brought up earlier in most ot the interviews o 
Four respondents mentioned the psyehologist as a research persono Four 
mentioned his powers as a diagnosticiano Four mentioned in a gener~ tfa'Y' 
that psychology studies people and behavior - the closest to acknowhdgirlg 
its scientific aspects. 
To disco-ver where functiona.; are similar. and where they overlap, thl\ 
question, "Do you feel you could do ~-.of the things a psychologist does? n 
... 
was asked ... Eight workers bluntl;r said they could not .do testing.. But two 
workers thought they could give simple tests, having had some trainingo 
Yet despite the fact that most of the workers did not feel capable of doing 
testing# there was a reluctance to trust testing to ths psychologis-t... One 
socia1 wrker said, "I want the technical data. [!rom the test!f even if I 
don»t .. ·understancLit." This wortcer wanted· the ·raw data, not .. merely the 
.......... ,,· • • . ; I' 
:c psychologist's irnterpretation of it, even though the worker admitted not 
understanding the data. Two other workers said they could do nothing at all 
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of the things done by a psychologist. Obviously 1 they were not thinld.ng of 
the psychologist as a therapist similar to themselves. Both of these 
workers were in pattern I and pattern II settings and had had little per-
sonal contact wi 1;h psychologists. Eight workers said that they could do 
individual :therapy as the psychologist would do, and three workers said 
the same thing about group therap:r. 
As the replJ.es to various questions having to do w.i. th social work and 
psychology funct:i.ons show, there is some contusion about the role of the 
psychologist. Sometimes a particular respondent mentioned therapy or re-
a·earch or other roles in an answer to one question whereas he would leave 
it out elsewhere. Tlle one idea that is firmly fixed in the minds of the 
social workers, however, is that the psychologist is a tester. 
Authori tr Relat1onsh1ps 
Several questions were aske~ of the respondents in order to focus the 
authoritr relationship pictureo ~o the question, "Does the psrchologist 
ever make plans f'or clients rou are both worktng w1 th ?" all the respondents 
Who were asked this said be did not. lt was reiterated that the psycholo-
gist never makes plans J be only makes suggestions which the worker is tree 
to accept or reject. In Jll&.ny cases the ~uggestions would be only vague and 
ge11eral,.q 
Most ot the workers .t:~i t tha~ the suggestions psychologists did give 
·r~ realistic. How they would handle .um"ealistio suggestions» however, 
tnight .·81~ some indi.cations about authority relationships.. What did 
workers sa;r about this? A worker in a pattern I setting indicated she would 
not par ~uch attention to unrealistic suggestlons.. She has some control 
over t~e psychologists, howver: "I have to get the letter or I can tt pq 
the biU.n She could pick the psyobolog:l.sts she ·4-:-~shed to employ. By and 
. i 
\ 
?- large,: suggestions regarded as unrealistic are·· simply ignored. Here is an 
.· ··. 
illustra.tion·.trom a·worker in a patteril: ti s~~ting: 
. '• . . .. :. :. ·. ·. : ·:. 
. A recommendation ~s made /PY' :tt. ·~~hologisg' after a test 
on a retarded chUd. Regular counsel,ing ~ recommended. I. 
r;~aw }:1er infrequently because she wa~( hi;~y exct table - I f'EI~ t 
.. it ·lJB.S treading· on dangerous terri tory.; . My supCJrvisor supported 
this• ' . 
·~ . ~ould happen in a different s~tt;iig{., More· 'direct action on 1lm"ealist1c ·· 
.~ .. 
..... ·.. .. . . .. ~ ~- .. ' 
suggestions is seen in a pattern IV setting: 
· ·. If (it)· wre not in the way of the ·case, I :would point out the 
pi~allo If it actual]¥ is a bad .fault,· .I would adm:tt it to the 
parent, as, ! i"e& has made a· mistake snd I don•t agree 
with him. · · · 
When psychologists do not g1 w satisfactOry reports in a pattem III set-
ting, there seems to be no tendenc.r to report this to the psychologist9s 
supervisor although this could theoretically be donee Social ""'rkers in 
the ·sample liked to .feel they were equal in power to the psycholc.~st and 
free to accept or rejeat what he says, on the- basis of the workerott own 
judgemento In pattern I, n, and In settings this is easUy doneo In 
pattern IV and VI settings it is more necessary to cooperate. Hence the 
one pattemt IV WOf!ker woUld go to the psychologist about an unrealistic 
..... . 
P~o Another worker (:bi a pattern VI agency') ·said: 
. .. 
There a:r'e joint decisiom; and cOntere~ceso The psychologist 
and· social. wol'ker would decide equally;,, This refers to· cases 
when the client is in individual therapy with a social. worker 
· and group theraw with a psycholOgist. The social worker and PST-
chologtst _wUld·ha'V81limall conferences about it.. They al.wa7.8 
manage to agree a They would talk· it over until they did agree. 
They can't go on with a basic difference of opinion between them. 
But this has never happened ... ,j!:ney always agree. 
The social workSra denied tbat psychologists bad. authority over themo 
+ . 
This ·was_~emonstr~ted .'-n the previo~ .. ~estion. ~In on~ ca,L;Bf} a, social worker 
- •••• ••••• ~ • • • • • •• 0 • • • •• ·~ .... ~ ,... ' • ,.. • • 
said that social worke1"8 doing group therapy were supervised by psyeholo~· 
gists, but made light of thiso It seems that even when psychologists have 
· .. 
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some measure or authority sooial workers are reluctant to accept it.. One 
respondent said t; in regard to psychologists exercising authority over social. 
workers: 
No 6 I 8ve never sen 7Jhi."ilo The onlJ' thing close to it is 
in research., The psychologist heads it up and gets after us 
to get dat~ in on timeo I do not think or it as real authoritJr., 
But we are ·.responsible to him., Oho I gttess it we 'didn°t get it 
done he 0d.;go to the chief social WOII!"klerl!) s.he 9d get after aso 
Another res~dent in a pattern III setting said: 
· ! haV'e. never been 1n a place where .fPgychologisti/ had authority 
on paper over social workers.. But I have worked where there lias a 
racogx¢t1an the psychologist was the head of the project and we 
paid attention to what he saideoooTba ps.ychologists started group 
thert.~wa . SOn1eone bad to take the lead., 
On~· :.~iai Worker stated de.finite)3 thst it is the psychiatrist who ~·. ·.·, 
·: :···. . . ·.· .. 
. . 
the authorit;re rather than either the social worker or psychologist, and 
other wor~r~. eqhcec2 this.. That would be typical ot a pattern III setting~ · · 
Another ineasure of authority might be how readiq the social worke.r 
can get ·~old of" a psychologist when he wants bimo AU social workel"!!l 
answering ~hi.s question with but two exceptions said that pBTchologists 
·. .. . ~ 
were easy tP get hold ot o Some social workers remarked that they them&elve~ .. 
vere more di.ff'~cult to get hold of than t'JSS the psychologist 0 In answering 
the question!) nis it easy or bard to get hold of a psychologist if you wa~ 
to discuss something with him?" a selection or the l-JOX'kers said & 
Eaq o . · The moat recent .[Casi/ was tested the same dq.. We had 
a brief diScussion the t'irst day.. I had the f&all report in three 
days o J.ust this weak I asked to look over certain thlngs in the 
test £or certain dynami.OSoomoHe said& O.Suree ailT timeo 0 Tbe,y 0re 
right there readY to do ito They don°t have as much pressure as ·· · 
we dor> .-&\n:i .be responded very nioeq., 
It· is much eaSier than liith other peopleo Because they 0re 
next door and more often in their offices than doctors .. 
.. ·Vert eas.ro I call tba sw.ttchboardo I ask if Dro is 
! ' 
testing. '!bat was when her office was on a different floor .from 
mine •••• Now that we •re on the same flooi" I just drop in. 
· In one setting, where the wcrker described how eas:r it was to get hold 
of a psy'chologist, the second worker interv:lewe(l said, "Very difficul:t;.n 
Be then gave an example: 
A psychologist was supposed to help jne select criteria for 
selecting patients for "'lf1Y" groups • .' The ti.'lte w were to meet 
was set at a party. (We were both ·a. J.ittle under the influence). 
The next dq he didn °t keep the appointment. We made another 
appointment l7hicb he didn't keep. · 
Possibly some proj~ction enters into this w6rker•s opinion as the secon4 
... 
wor~·did not like psychologists as ~11 aa· the first worker. 
:~ .. : 
.Another possibility in judging ~uthtirlty, ·.although one to be used with 
. . ·, . 
caution, is by mearis · of looking at the ·required recording, finding out who 
:.'' . . . 
has access to the reeurds, and b;y ex8111:uii~' the attention paid to what each .·. 
professional.. person says •. 
'What about ae~ssibility of the data?· Seeing data can be considered a 
. . . 
. . . 
privilege. · Certainl.y it means that· ~e · ~rson allowed to see records is 
trus~d..and respectedo How do P~Ycboiogtst~ an~ s~~ial workers compare· on· 
·. . . . . . . -. . . ~ . . ~ . . 
this i.mportant po:i.nt? Six woz>kers replied that data are 11t0re accessible w ·· 
. ' . . ~ .. 
. the s.ocialworker. · ·lforkers who said ~his represented patterns I and Uo 
Five 'WOrkers (the 'others were not aa~d thi~ ~stion) said that -data are 
. . . . . . . 
equally aceessible to both.. They re~e.sented patterns II, I:q:; .IY •· V~. 
. . 
an~ VI" This is what one pattern II worker said.: "The record is never 
··~Vail.able to the psychologist bu~ it ·:ts··made available to the. psychiatrist." 
. . . 
In· another place sh~ sai~, "The psycholo.gi~t ... would never ~~e /!fie full stud;r · 
.... .. ... . 
and di.~linostic .treatment statemeng'. n A :pattern I worker reported: 
The p8ychologiat doean Vt ~k me for information. I just tell 
Mr. . a few things. I talk on the phone to Dr o • I 
feel. free in mnitersation td th her. But I don ° t realli ·have a 
grea'\i deal. of priV&te- infomation. ~en I do have. private· 
IIQIW 
informatio~ in theory it is confidential. But 1 t would vary. I 
might tell the psychologist. I have to resist gossip. But it is 
almost beyond me not to hint. When it is colorful it is awfully 
hard. 
. ' 
In many cases, as in many pattern III settings, all the information about 
the patient is kept in one folder, available to all professional people who 
help the patient. No worker said that any data 't1as more accessible to a 
psychologist than to the social worker. It stands to reason that when the 
social worker mainly uses the psycbol.ogist in referrals of her own patients, 
records are equally available to both. 
The attention paid to the material recorded by each professional group 
might also be a mark or authority and of prestige.. Nine social workers 
were specifically asked about this. Two sa.id that more attention was paid 
to material recorded by the social worker. One said that social. worlmrs 
themselves paid more attention tO social service reports, but that other 
people, such as doctors, might not. Three workers stated a belief' that 
more attention is paid to the pB,YChologist's report. 
That is because his material is more tangible and concrete .... o 
From 1:he psychologist's report at a glance you can get the IQ, 
factors in the personality and diagnosis.. His material is more 
concise and more daoisi ve. But the social work recording seldom 
comes up vi th somethin$ you would just pick out of the recording, 
$aid one respondente Five workers thought eq~ attention is paid to the 
materia1 of both. Thus, on this point;, equality of authority and prestige 
is suggested by the social workers 9 replies .. 
The Communication Process 
In talking abOut tlu:» communication process.~~ there will necessarily be 
overlapping between this and other topicsJI such as authority relationshipso 
The picture that social workers have or the psychologist's functions, 
presented earlier, is based in part on the communication processo Recording, 
l 
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.; also discussed earlier, is another example of· this interrelatedness, tor 
recording is an important method of cOII1mUilicating in the mental health 
professions. 
One aspect of communication concerns the amount or time social workers 
and psychologists spend communicating. When queried about the last case 
on "Hbich they worked or eonsul.ted with ps;ycholo~sts, the workers told how 
many times they saw the psychologist about the client and the total amount 
of time spent with the psychologtst (or making a written report for the 
psychologist). Some wrkers were also asked about the amount of time they 
planned to spend on it in the futwe, with the psychologist. The number of 
times there was contact with the pS)Tehologist ranges from 16 to lo Sixteen, 
however, was an unusual number. It was reported by the worker in the pattern 
IV settingo The median number of times there was contact vith the psycholo= 
gis't is loS. The total amount of time that had i'een spent on this laet 
case ranges from 240 minutes (by the pattern IV worker) to S minutes (by- a 
pattern I worker). The median is SS minuteso Some of' the workers talked 
about the time they anticipated spending with psy-chologists on the case in 
the futureo The pattern IV worker said, "I anticipate three years on the 
case on Figuring on conversations approximately once a week for about 
fifteen minutes each, that would bring the anticipated total expenditure ot 
time up to about 43 hours o The other. workers who anticipated spending 
more time with the psychologist about the case estimated from 2 hours to 
S minutes more. It can be seen that- most contacts a.re relati:vely brlef. 
The respondents were asked about formal and informal eomnnmicationo 
Eleven workers reported formal contacts by means of' individual appointments o 
Nine workers (all of whom also had individual contacts) reported that they 
attended soma type of meeting regularly'· w.i. th psychologists o Other 
,. 11! 
. ;J• 
professions might be incl.uded, as at ,;tr~md rounds at a hospital. Eleven 
workers· reported various types of contacts with psychologists 
such as oati.IJ.g lunch together.. One re~tUoked that psychologists were 
more enthusiastic about getting toge~r th social workers than. psychia-
trists were. 'l'b.e psychologists would·. up in the greatest n'IJDibers at 
partie~. · On· the other hand, anoth(U' }.l'Ork~r retllarked that there 
lias not much social mixing of social t.m~rlrflrs and psychologists; he regretted 
this. The worker who talked about the 
•... . 
parties is in1 a pattern In: seiio 
ting; ·the worker who regretted paucity of 11nlror:mal. contact is in a pattern I 
setting. Three workers reported ai ther few contacts with psycholo-
gists or said their only formal co~tac'ts of a written natureo The 
data support the pattemins of 
· chapter• when the patterns were f~st 1n4til'old:woetilo 
spondents were asked bent man.y- 'Dmrcnto~oao..s 
standing of the social wrker • s role .. 
PB.Ychologists and estimated that 10) of 
role of "the social worker. In the same 
Ten re= 
they' thought had a good undar-
veq, they knew about 117 
psychologists understood the 
a question 1f8S put to the 
they had a. good 'Working relationshipo A ,.,.,,_ of nine workers who had 
carried eases resulting ·in contaets V1 tb. 
had a good worid.ng relationship··wt ~ 1.30 
One worlrsr described 1 t this wqs: 
psychologists estimated they 
them. This is· a good percentageo 
I had a. good working rela.tionabip ~ $ 6We would set Up the thing 
for tests and so .forth. · We together about the time 
di.f'ficul ties (it I bad to have 1 t by a certain time) • We ll."'uld 
make conversation and so would th.ey-o That helpedo We talked 
about the tests in regard to what we were looldng for. and what 
made me particul.arl;y interested in it done .. eo As I got 
the test resUlts I woUid put the of th.e results into 
··practice - the psychologist helped do thiso The)' would 
·~- . 
suggest different- little things they: t would be particularly 
helpful. J!he gave· an example dee1erib£;~d as "noteworthy o '2 
. If you lmow a·bmeone pretty well you know how they think 
and feel, you £eel :f:reer in taild.ng; is less constraint 
and more·- well,- they have a be'\;ter· what you need ~o know 
... and you knOll what theT want to go The five IJ.sychologistiJ 
_·· ·· Would say, . 'I think you 1d be _ interested in bearing · 
the responses to. this _i tein in the They -told me particu-
lar stories to the TAT cards •. _ They see it had meaningH .. 
·' The psych()logists I did not la:;low· well say, 'The ·_general re-
;:, .:; ~ponse .to the test was . ~ f :.'this the intimate details. 
'!'he ones I knew well sh$red thinge 'He seemed nervous ·and 
squirmed in his chair witbme; did he that with you?' They of'ten 
gave me little · ti.dbi ts of historz. I only a perfunctOry under-
standing from the §sychologis~sf I · not lmow well. 
Social workers wre specifically · if it ever happened in their 
experiences with psychologists that the,-. past each other. Most .of 
the social workers responded to. this · · by_ telling about the diffi-
.. !~. •• . . • 
psychologist's viewpoint, considering the difficulties they might be giving 
the psychologist.. Here 1e an uampl.e gi 
(III, V, VI, and some IV)~ who discussed 
' 
of view: 
by a worker in a mixed. setting 
..,......~,,5 pastn trom her own point 
I have a. patient in individual th~irAtJVo I had a drawing that 
she had done. I lmow a psychologist is interested in draw-
ings by patients.. I took it to him I hoped he would give 
me some diagnostic information and .he 'ti'U interested. We 
weren't communicating. I didnn-t get my goals end be didnut 
talk about the drawing in a way I find helpful o 
He said it was an "angry I knew at the time she 
was· angry - it was no great ., She was angry because 
I was going on a vacation.. -He said: 'd been angry and that 
she will be; he threw cold water on _ efforts to do a.n;ything. 
About the symbolism I had sorne association of 'MY' 
own.. The psychologist explained was all anger and not 
sex as I assumed. t tried to teU : sbe was_ talking about 
her mother and it was concemed with transference to me. 
He saw things like targets and • I saw life and death, 
madonnas, and other things like that We had different ideas 
about mat the Bl'Mbols in the were., There were ideas 
he did not elaborate on too much 1rl to shading and 
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M;r associations were more peJre.aoruu~ 
ledge of symbolism and how it is us.ed . 
. . ; . 
He based his on a lcn.ow-
intellectual) o 
As well as disagreement (which a ~etf Tm:rDarR confused with lack of 
. . ' . . .. 
communication, perhaps on the grounds that i.f' _1hey understood they would 
agree) there· seems to have been a dif.fic~ in getting ideas across. . The 
abo"V"e worker did not lea.m what shading intensity meant. Where stimuli 
.. . 
are vague, the chances .for are, of course., greater. But 
not ·a11 the workers felt they had ditficnil. understanding psychologists. 
. . 
S01rte social workers B\dd tbei di.~ not · undexostand psychologists very 
•' . . . . . . . . . 
well ~t could not t~ of any spec:l.f!c. . they had not mderstood .. 
Some said they did not understand yc.LlU..L.Qg;~:.r::n•s' vocabulary but could not 
give ~examples •. Do socia1 workers ,,nt1Arra.,r.A their own abilities to 
. . 
unders'l;and psycholo~sts.? . Are ~ocial." wo:rkE~rs responding to a stereotype 
that psychOlogists are difficult to unfi!A'J'.'I'I!Z~s::~.nrl 
Some. social workers can remember confused the~ in the speech of 
psychologists. One wondered what WISO ... .,. .......... 
. . . . ~-······ 
He lmew it was the abbrevia-
'. 
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tion o.f a test name, but he didn't know . 
social worker mentioned the code used in 
',..;_ · .. ~:-. . .. : . -~. :~ :· .:::· . 
the letters stood for. Another 
the Rorschach test as con- . 
fusi.nfi··~d. did not ·understand the meazi:i.n-g· .. F+ or F-. Another social 
~;:-
worker said he did not know the· meaning_ Gestalt.t though he could remem-
ber ·having looked it up. · ~e social voJrkst'r did not lmow the meaning of 
interference-;eroneneesJ this word was "'"''-'l.i.Li'" ..... oc''"' in the title o.f a lecture to 
be given by a psychologist. 
How do the social workers handle confusions? Some stated they 
would ask the. psychologists questions they did not understand. others 
would go to someone else, their smlAr•v1J!'lo:rls for instance, for clarification, 
or they would just use their own UCII~enten,~. 
· seem to be rela~d to misunderstandings. 
guarantee good communication. 
training, theoretical orien:tation, and 
on the subjects of their 
procedures is both a. measure 
of how 111uch communication takes place and a guide to why social workers under-
stand or misunderstand psychologists. 
Most of the workers either admitted lmew li·htle about the 1a-aining 
p~ychologists received or expressec;l 1.n1~rn"'Nt~t. or incomplete ideas about it. 
But their contusion on this matter is 'Wll~el:-s...,,an,oaiJ.Le beca,lse there has been 
a lack of uniformity in the training of Q.L.&.x;u.l;;cu.. psychologists. Communica-
tion would have to be very good indeed for 
tiees in that rapidly growing f'ield .. 3 
Many of' the workers felt they unt'IAr·A'l".l,t~d 
· of psychologists, and some expressed the 
tion of' psychologists was similar to that 
.. ~ 
explained, "Some of' their interpretations 
social workers. n . She read from a letteJ: 
to have a graap of prac-
. that the theoretica.i Ol."'ien~-
social workers. One workte:r 
similar to what you get fran~ 
Cer.ning testing on·the WOrker's Client# dTm~air.nY~ superego. Behavior moti-
vated by certain things.. Self' -concept. 
and re-jecting. /J.t 1!7 what we get fram 
sh,e l.ooks on the world: cold 
social histor;ro" 
T:welve social workers felt the;r t1nlffA'I''RTJ~n, psychol.ogieal. tests. This 
contact sociaJ. workers usuall.y 
ll:&ve with psychologists. A number of specificall7m~ntioned that 
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they :Qaa· s·een· '&as ts demoilstra'tetr or bad taken college courses in psychology' 
either as under-graduates or in graduate school. 
Attitudes 2!, Social ~iorker~ to Psycholo6i.sts 
Two attitudes that come through in great force are that psycholo-
gists are intellectuals and that psychologists, while they may have 
knowledge about inner dynamics, are det:i.ni tely lacking in knowledge about 
the outside world. In addition, social workers hold the attitude that 
psychologists are testers; this attitude was described in a previous sec-
tion. 
Replies by ten of the social workers could be classified as indicating 
that they think psychologists are intellectuals. Here are some of' their 
comments: 
irhen psychologists present cases ••.• they seem a little removed 
from the patient. They describe patients like out of a bookg 
compulsive isolation. 
The psychologists stress the intellectual and orthodox psychological 
approach (sexuality ideas).... The social wo:rker ties dynamics in with 
current social functioning., The psychologist ties it in with the in-
tellectuaJ.. 
Some psychologists like to use big words to sound impressive .. 
He /_the psychologis!]' is a real. brain .. 
oootheir orientation is"more towards the academic than towards 
the practical and clinical ...... e 
Psychologists' personalities differ from social workers'. 
They approach things more intellectually.... They are more intelli-
gent and verbal as a group .. 
They have a more intellectual orientation .. 
Psychologists have a more intellectual approach to their groups 
and do not want to talk about their feelings. 
Basically and wholly theoreticians .. 
I have known psychologists Who were bumptiously intellectual. 
The attitude that psychologists are intellectual was widely echoed by socia1 
.... 
0 
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workers in the sample,. 
. The otb,.er major attitude is that psyehologists fail l-there social 
f- workers excel - in :the ·area of the outside world... Below are illustrative 
comments: 
The psychologist was resistant to thinking there might be 
another approach, though r·have knowledge about family relation-
ships .. 
Are they bMk at' the o:utside world· again? They need knowledge 
about it. 
They don 9t take the family into account or problems outside 
the patient,. 
They have theo~ but practical experience is too limited. 
I know many things about foster ~are and children on welfare 
and ADC and from broken homes. Things that they don •t know be-· 
~ause they~~~- ~~y~~-b~~n ,in a welfare agency. They 1don 't know 
the heartaches ot budgets c1.,r the guilt of people who were work-
irig while on lrelfare. The:i.tr focus is on the psycliological and 
dynamic level o I' had t@ cdme up to·· the level of dynand.e a,Pprecia-
tion and they had to come ~own..:up to the level of reality D 
. . I 
Intrapsychically they. (re clear, definite, and precise. But 
on personality dyruimica reltated out in; the intercultural aspect, 
J • . . 
they fail. ~ 
.:: 
From a practical view,·~ have not :found them of valueo They are 
not frUitful for problem sdlving •. But in theory they are very satis-
fyingo What they say is ot theoretical interest: interesting and 
stimulating, but not practifcally helpful$ !The worker goes on to 
give an exampliif ' ·, . . ... . . 
· In dealing with ep~lepticso The·president tor a society for 
epileptic~J was a clinical psychologis~. The psychological theory 
is eound and based 'on psychological needs, .such as need of under= 
,standing them, letting them talk out their problems, need· of .. being 
·a.ceepted, or. removing stigma.. Tl:q._~. is. so:und psychological princi-
ple. .But in face .. to-.face casework r'elationship most epileptics 
want ·jobs. No amonnt o£ reassurance orworking .through their ow 
dilemmas on psychological grounds places the social worker in an 
. advantageous position with the client in helping solve a practical 
matter. It is damaging as you can •t do it and have no recOllll'lenda-
tions to make~ Bec,ause the law is such as it is.. So the psychOlo-
gical approach as they recommend it is worse than uselessooeo 
Social workers were asked about the attitudes of psYchologists tO social 
worKers. No doubt som~ of the answers were projections of the social workersu 
•- own feelings about themselves and about psychologists. (Some of the 
respondents commented to that effect as they answered). The seventeen 
responaents voiced seventy-seven responses about this topic •. Of these, 
thirty-three were positive, thirty·three were negative, and eleven were 
neutral. 
For example, on the negative side they said: 
Another psycllologist didn't thinl< social workers lmew very 
much. 
But before f.they work with uy they see us as social - as 
superficial, surface, getting resources. 
They are critical of us for not being able to talk of what 
we do ~ our principles underlying social work, our operating 
principles. 
On the positive side, social workers said: 
They like us. They are friendly with social workers o They 
respect them. They are interested in the treatment. At staff 
they show interest by asking about a case ... how it was doneoo•o 
they eat, tallc, party together. At the parties social workers 
and psychologists shoW up in the gt"eatest numbers. It is always 
this way. oo .. They show respect by listenin~ to us, questioning, 
and not cri tieizing (except realistically ..... ) ., 
Respect. They see us as competent· in our ability to help 
pe-ople and do casework and more involved types of treatment. I 
have heard that in some settings there is conflict and jealousy ... 
I have never seen it. /Jf.ow do they show thisff The wa"f they 
ha~ discussed patients. They ask our opinion. They ask social 
workers to participate in group therapy. By saying that social 
workers {some social workers) can. do psyChotherapy on about any 
level. They say social workers can have more responsibility· than 
they are given .. 
(Included u:rider neutral were such remarlc:s as don •t lmow, that attitudes 
of psychologists var,r according to the agencies where they work, that 
different psychologists hold differ$nt attitudes, etc.)o 
Social workers 8 vievs of psychologists, and their impressions ot 
psychologists• attitudes toward them, are factors involved in ideas the 
i. soci8l. workers have of their own prestige relative to that of' psycholo-
gists. For the moat part, the respondents attributed equal rank to social 
~ 
workers and psychologists, or perhaps ranked psychologists slightl.y higher 
81. 
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""'~ in prestige. Even social workers who tended generally toward unfavorabl~ 
\~.. ~: ' 
'·. 
views ·or. psychologists conceded that r_sichologists might outrank them in 
the ag~ncy setting. One worker, for example, revealed an 8.tllbivalent. view-. 
point~: , in. first. coMmenting, "The p.sychologls~ can •t do anyt~g a skilled 
. . 
casewarker can •t d~," ·and then admitt:Wg tha.t, n'l'he psychologist knows more 
about diagnosis thait the social worker' .. ~-.•• , I leam more from the'" on the 
.·. ,. 
average than from most• social Workers." 
A social worker. in a pattern I setting (where social workers ~-1ould 
have prestige, if' any place, since they are in charge) said: 
· A psychologist will tell this woman her child is brilliant, 
so all the things I did for her don't show immediate results .. 
She ~ikes to hear the kid is brilliant. Ohl.y the ld.d cOJiles to 
lmw us . and appreciate us and think we are on the same level as 
the psychologist and psychiatrist. The child thought of' the 
social worker as punishing him f'ix'st (takes him away from. his 
mother and father). Kids are thrilled by tests. Parents always 
tell me what tbe psychologist saic;l from the tests. They have 
lots of f'ai th • 
. Noteworthz Experiences and· Problem Areas 
.. 
Some of the.social workers thought that ps.ychologists were easy to 
work with.. Numerous reasons for this are given-. Here a~ reasons that were 
listed by two or more social workers in answer to the question, "Now state 
which groups are particularly easy to .work with ~d which particularly hardo 
. . . 
Why?" They said that psychologists are interested in the social workers 9 
clients; psycholo~sts are not authoritarian; it is easy to communicate 
with them; · social. workers and psychologists are experienced in working 
together; the two professions share understanding of dynamics; as profes-
sionals they know how to work together; _psychologists have a lot to offer 
and c~ answer questions for the social workers; they do excelle~t; testing; 
;i.; they are cooperative; psychologists are pei'"sonal .friends. 
Those who say psychologists are dU'.ficul t to work with attribute the .. 
. ·· .. 
. ··' 
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dif'ficul ty to: Tl.ack of contact; clashing personal! ties; a feeling by the 
social worker of lack of respect; a feeling by the social worker that 
psychologists are too theoretical and intellectual; the fact that the 
social workers discussed the psychologist's reports not with the ps.ycholo-
gist but with some other person. This list includes only difficulties 
. . -' . 
recognized by more_ than one person and stated in answer to the question 
above. 
A guide to good relationships might be the experiences with psycholo-
gists that the respondents considered to be noteworthy. Fifteen workers 
could describe such ~noteworthy" experiences. Eleven of the noteworthy 
experiences were around individual cases but other types ot experiences 
were also regarded as noteworthy: research projects» lectures, and dis-
cussion groups. Most of the examples, however, involVed psychological 
testing. 
Following are some examples of what social workers considered note .. 
worthy experiences: 
At the court clinic 1oe get studies from psychiatrists. Last 
week a boy came from the court, without a psychological report. 
The psychiatrist and the probation officer and a social worker 
and I felt that we cou1dn °t be sure he was of average mentality 
{the boy was flunking school). Could he accept freedom? The psychia-
trist and I just saw the boy for an hour or so. We placed him where 
he did have freedom. We l'Tere wrong. He acted out in three differ-
ent instances - he shot a BB gun in a neighbor 0s window, accepted 
money from a man in ·tcnm, and threw over a bench in the play ground., 
Therapy was recommended after the psychologist made his reporto 
Also therapy was recommended as a result of this placement. But 
if we had had the psychologist 1 s report first and lmew that his 
IQ was 130-135, we would have had the tendency to believe he was 
crying for more controls. We nad considered him to be average -
he looked average. He f'lunked Latin. So the psychologist's re-
port is invaluable., 
UntU this year I was half ... time attached to a research pro-
ject on the problem of school phobia. The team consisted of me 
(social worker), one psychiatrist, and two clinical psychologists. 
I carried a number of eases wi. th the same person and got to lmow 
' 
8,3. 
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t.hem and their work. The moat gratifying and t:ro1ccessful cases have 
been those I carried with one of the clinical psychologists. Be-
cause we can tallc a kind of short-hand, we have a close collabora-
tion. It is possible to exchange information .following interv-lews 
and think of meanings of it. In one case we worked ·t.hree years 
together. Last year we were quite discouraged; we saw no moventent 
by the child or the mother (whom I saw) • The child was age sixteen 
and out of school six years. A combination of things put- new life 
into the case. The. other clinical psychologist on the team got 
interested in seeing the father. The help of another social agency 
was enlisted and & group social workerthere has formed a club 
around this girl. There was a move toward outside activities by 
her. The close working relationship made this possible. 
Social workers are_pleased and regard it as noteuorthy when psycholo-
gists back them up~ 
I had worked with this patient on an individual basis and he 
later became a group member. I was more aware of this patient than 
any· one else because I saw him for two years. I recoil'l.ll'tended to 
the ward physician ~o take certain ·steps. The psychologist baclced 
. me be~ause he was acquainted with him from the group. The psyoholo~ 
gist encouraged meo 
There was a sect.ion 100 investigation.. The psychologist was . 
extremely helpfulo He was able to. give his diagnostic findings 
on this patient who didn't look s:lck on the surfaceo (The pat:i.ent. 
was a rebellious adolescent, which was why he looked like he needed 
punishment)o The psychologist pointed o~t that he was borderline 
and needed psychiatric treatment.. The patient was here because he 
had physically abused his parents an~ ·wouldn't work.. So they 
charged himo The ps.ychologist gave me.new ideaso I wouldn 9t have 
been uilling to say. he was borderline my8elf' without more to back 
it upeaoa The boy now, after two ·to three years, is officially 
schizophrenico · 
I had a noteworthy experience on a research projecto••• It 
was especially raacinating in terms or seeing changes •. The patients 
were tested after they started therapy and then a few months latero 
It proved the value or our work to ur:s. !"I; gave us something to hold 
on to, to substantiate ~ur claims. . 
In one ease I wanted a better indication of how upset the person 
was •. He had been te~:ted some tii'TI.e previously. The consultant and 
I asked for a re~tes·~ing e The client was r~gressing. lvas the 
standstill a regression, and also; uhat was the aspect of the 
potential for acting put? We wanted to see whs;t -strengths the 
person had to work on·.. The t.ast was helpful.. The test showed 
there were some strengths~ There was not too much variation between 
the first and. second tests., so he tiO.s n~t going dow hill. The test 
added something to my thinking; it sho1r.-ed the potential that I 
thought the· client had. It made my work different and gave me more 
hope. 
I :t 
·~. 
l'ight -
is more 
psycholcr~1ca1 ·i:;,ests often rem.ve hops. 'they can h.igl1~~ 
so you can see the -'iihing concretely v10rked out~ There 
substantialit,y. It ~ives a. feeling of a scunde~, bac!dng. 
Discussion of Selecten Literature 
-- -- --·------
lrTalter Hart, in his article, 11 Use of a Clinical Psychologist in a 
Caset-rOI'k Agency," describes how the Family Counseling Service of America. 
makes . use. of psychologists; the agency which he clescri.bes l.YO'l.ud fo.ll into 
what is called in this s_tudy pa·ttern II,. f.{e.rt says the Counseling Service 
employs a part-time psychologist to a}.d the . casellorkers th:;.•ough consul ta.~ 
tions. The psycho;log:i.s·t ·tests ~ purposes of voca-t.ional guidance, esti':tl..a-
ting intelligence:, ego,. atrength.s, emotional relationships, etc. but does 
no direc.~. t_reatment. The casel'rorkers consy;],;t, with the psychologist either 
bef'Qre or after psyehiatrio consultation or may use the psychologist aa 
the "advisor of choice." After hiring the psychologist for two and one-
half years on a trial basis~ the twm consulting psychia:trists f:lnd ·~he social 
1rorke:rs decide the peychologist is va.iuable and should be con·tinuetl as a 
regular sel .. Vi.ce. At st~tf meetings all s·iiaff' decide t.he cri·iierif:l. of re-
i'erra;t. c-md method_s C?£ advis:tng clie1rts of the serv:i.ce. Before the psycholo-
. . . . . 
gist. -&as . ~mployed gains t.Ysrs foreseen ·primarily in saving time.. Aft,ei"' 
working at . the agency' the psychologist ls actually found to be valuable :ln 
f'our · main· tmys: 
1. Providing a supplementary u.~derstanding of dynmnics to be 
used both before and after psychiatric consultation. 
2 ~ Estimating intelligence. 
I 
). Clarifying educational and vocational potentials in relatio;u 
to total personality. This is done after peychi8t~ic con~ 
eultation has been held. 
4. l.JI.aking cli~~osis, determining insight or d5.scover.lng significant 
data. (sometimes bafore the ~~smmrl~er em1 U$>3 :tt}. 
I 
1 
Hart feels tha:iJ using psychological services glves better underst.anding 
of the client and provides n1ore effecttve help for those wlth difficult 
personal problems.4 
The agency Hart describes conforms to pattern II. Except for baby 
testing.~~ the agencies in i:;his sample would not use the psychologist before 
the psychiatrist or as 11 the advisor of choice." Saving tima. does not seem 
to be the object of using a psychologist in ~ of the agencies L~volved 
in this study, at. least as described by the workers.. But the -wrkers would 
use the psychologist in the .fom .. main t-:raya listed. 
Hartman and Hum discuss:t "Collaboration as a Therapeutic Tool." They 
define collaboration as 11the cooperative efforts of ~10 or more therapists 
(caseworkers, psychologists, psychia·i:.rista) in plan..'ling treatment on be-
half of a family that has eome to an agency ...... for help .. n In other words, 
the idea is that more than one family member will be in treatment a;t. the 
same time, each under a separate thex-apist. This creates e. more complex 
situation than the one client-one ·&..1-&era.pist relationsh:i.p. Although. cola• 
labora'tion is more difficult, it can also be satisfying and effective. 
Seven reasons for collaboration are listed: 
1.. Therapists can exchange factual· informs;liion about a fal'flily .. 
2. Therapie.rtis ean tellll by comparing notes, if feelings or the 
patients are baaed on rEJality c.1r are strictly internal. 
3.. Therapists find it diagnostically and t·herapeutically usetui 
to see if moods, subject matter, changing relationship to 
treatment or pa.remt and child are the s~-ne in treatment 
sessions the same ~melt .. 
~alter Hart; "Use of a Clinical Ps.yehologiet in a Case~~rk 
Aseney,n Soci~ Work, wl. 3 (January, 1958), pp. 42=49 .. 
4. Therapists get different impressions of family members 
not in treatment. 
!5. One therapist can prepare his patient for coming 
changes in the other patient. 
6. One therapist can help his patient understand the 
treatment of the other (.for example, explain to the 
mother why the psychiatf'ist gives candy to the 
child) . ., 
7o Each therapist has incr$ased personal confidence in 
his own treatment plan when he knows !:'the other 
therapist 1s diagnosis and treatment.~ 
The pattern IV setting would be an example of "collaboration" as they 
define it. Of the seven reasons for collaboration, the pattern IV worker 
in this study spontaneously mentioned three. of them. But this detini tion 
of collaboration seems to fall short because it does not take into account 
the pattern VI type of setting where th~ 'iiorkers would also do man;r of the 
seven listed operations. 
Haselkorn 9s article, "Some Dynamic Aspects of Interprofessional 
Practice in Rehabilitation," imderlines. some of the things brought out 
by respondents in this studyo Haselkorn says that it is difficult for 
social workers to ·integrate with othe~ professional people When social 
workers are still searching for differentiation from other proteasionso 
She says that in considering interprotessional collaboration attention 
shoUld be given to the following ~eas: motivation for collaboration~ 
'V'ested interests of w.rious professionsSl status problems, and eotrmrunica-
tion barriers. She says that when interprofeasional practice in rehabili-
$Nellie Hartman and Paula Hum, "Collaboration as a Therapeutic 
Too1, 11 Social Casework, volo 39 (October, 1958), pp. hS9-46)o 
~-
tation i~ a goal ·there ax-e certain :\mpli~ations for education.. Students 
should receive cross.,disciplinary tea:chirig. Supervisors should be models 
. ' ·' 
in conducting interprofessionsl relations.: Also, ~bjective recording 
6 
methods for teams must be developed. . . 
Respondents· in "''thi-s·, study lfho hav~ 'ha~· courses in psychology seem 
. ~ . . 
to be ·helped by them. This .fits in with Haselkorn °i!r idea. However, one 
of the·! super.viaors ·tn the study told 'about·'her 'efforts to be a model in 
conducting interprofessional relations and.her atte~t was not too success-
ful. 
A· surVey has been made under the. auSpice_s of the Membership St.udy . 
Ccmmi ttee of the American Orthopsychiatrlc. Association;_ it deals wi t}l . the 
use and. coordination of services of psych'i,a:trista, psychologists, and 
. . '· . . 
social.· ~l·kers. They say' that although\~ach setting shows variation {11It 
ie obrl~'l:l;':'l i'roni these data that there are no Uirlform concepts or coordi~ 
. ·. 
riated ·~ervi~e among psychiatric organfzaticms•'), five modes of coordination 
stand .0\it: 
: .. ~ ~ . 
:}.-. Staff' members of the three disciplines offer sepa.ra·te se:nr.ioes, 
in $equencee Staff' share pertinent informationo 
2 a· · Interchange or c:ounsel, advice, or inf'ormation betw-een the 
three disciplines.. · 
"Colle:teral ~latiof1$hip1t - the disciplines are subordinately 
connected, with the psychiatrist usually in •l;he lead. 
4. "coll~iboration" ~ each profession .. retaining ita distinct 
identity, works with the other prof'essions toward a common 
objective~ No one professiOll directs.. Each guides the :ser-
vice be gives. 
6Florenee Haselkom, "Some Dynamic Aspects of Inte:rpro.fesaional 
Practice in Rehabii~tation," Social Caset.York, vol. 37 (July, 19.$8), 
pp.. 396 - 401. 
5. "Integration" - knowledge of all the disciplines is pooled 
!l- and then used to plan a total program. Lines between professions 
are not sharply drawn. 
They also say that b.etter coordination results if the f'ull staff works 
out a written manual of policy and procedure. Unified adMinistration 
promotes coordination; .if each service is administered separately the 
tendency is toward isolation of services.7 
This study is in agreement with the Orthopsychiatric study in regard 
to lack of uniform concepts of coor~nated services. In this study the 
six patterns may seem fairly clear-cut, but it must be remembered that 
more than one pattern at a time ~Y be employed in any given agencyo 
' 
There is an additional complication: not all workers in the agency may 
be participating in each of the patterns represented in the agency., There 
is, for example, a worker in an ~gency td.th pattern V who has no part in 
this at all; indeed, she resists :t>ecOI"iing involved in group therapy. 
The five classifications .found by the Orthopsychiatric group differ 
from the f'i ve patterns found in this study. The Orthopsychiatric group 
does not allow for pattern I at all, as they were interested in examining 
on1y agencies employing all three professions represanted in the Ortho-
psychiatric membershipo Except at intake, services are not generally of-
fered in sequence in any of the agencies . in the present sample.. Inter-
change does apply to sample agencieso The "collateral relationship" is 
not investigated here. "Collaboration" might describe what goes on in 
patterns I, II, and III if several c~teria are deletedo For example, in 
collaboration all the services of' each profession are not used routinely. 
~-, .. '<:> : 
'-,: 
In child placing agencies, hm11ever, all babies for adopt:i.on "t>rl.ll routine-
ly be tested. .AJ.so, under eollaborat~on, each guides the gj;ving of his 
own service. However, in psychblogieal testing especially, the psycholo-
gist t-rl.ll be. guided··by questions the social wo·rker wants answered.. And 
he mus.t put the azla"ders in an '~~ceptable. written form, especially in 
. ! . . 
pat·C.ern I and pattern II agen.~:L~s. ~1I~t.egration" is a good dese:Flption 
.. 
o£ the patt.ern IV setting6 
Shaffer b tJho 1<1I'i tes about 11Guida.nce and Counseling" would include bo·Qih 
. . 
socialworkers and psy-ehologistu \mderthe·title, "counselors." He describes 
counselil1.g as emotional adjustt'i~n·t of indi vi.<;Iuals in their day~to-d.By set-
tings~· Primary goals are the dnvalopn1ent of' aldll, objectivity, maturity, 
and s~lf·~responsibili;t.y tri.thin :f'·.te individtiai in order. to enable· hi~ t,o 
become· a. selfw·directing, integrated, purposeful person. This sounds ]j,ke 
liml ted tbsrapy. . Shaffer cautiOlls against· the therapist va goi.l'Ag beyond 
' 
his ski11.8 
The latt-er is. sam~thing which social worlcers are very concerned about. 
. ·. 
Several sa.;r they would refer to! a psychologist in private praetiee :.tf he 
' ' . 
had sufficient ·training o Saei~ psY"chologisis go beyond their slti~ll ( o~ 
what· ·s'ocial· workers regard as their skill) malces soeial twl"kers angry. They 
add that they woUld .feel the aallte way about a social worker tvilo did the same 
Whitehouse, in: his article:, 0 P:rofeasional Teamwork, 11 wri tea a theoreti= 
c:al, idealistic articie abou·li tpe nature o.f' teamwork. He describes neatly 
8 . 
Robert Shaffer, "Guidance an~ Cm.msel:i.ng, 11 
i954, pp. 246-252. 
Social Work Year Book, 
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the things t>Ihich c'leterm:tne varia:tion in teams~ They are: purpose, setting, 
focus, nature of the team {stable, ro~ating, or assembled ad hoc), structure 
of team {clinical' community' inter~agency » intra-or-inter-disciplinary) 
constitution of the tea111, level of operation, case load, time available 
for meetings, opnortunitT for co~eation.9 . 
It might be worthwhile to comment. on the variation in agency inter-
professional relationships fro\11. these standpoints. Some of these variants 
tiere used to describe the different _patterns of relationships while others 
't7ere not taken into consideration. 
r.Ihitehouse also describes the good team, what makes it, what it provides, 
what characterizes 1 t. He says a good teEI.lll. is noted for: 
1. Conunon philosophy stemming from faith in the me·lihod 
2. Democratic leadership 
,3. Equality of the status pattel"!l 
4. Clinical freedom 
· S. Maturi t:r 
He says that a good team prov-1des opportunity f'or comunica.tion; specific 
sessions tor self-examinations o~ ita process and educative exchange; 
realis~c setting tor client-testing~ trial, and observation; ful:L and 
sufficient time for the clients to respond and progress. In addition, a 
good team is charac~l1,aed by; . freedom of di.sc:nssion., consensuali ty of 
it~ ·decision, good personal_ relations between membereD reapect for opinions 
and sUfficient e.Ccom~tc&.t!.o:n to1· m:Lno!' diff'erencea, provisions for research, 
. . 
flexible &'ld dynardc pl~ng, an interpretive nature in its reporting~ 
· 
9Frederick 'Wbi tehouae, Social Welf&..ra .Foi"Wll, 19S7 ~ p. lSl .. 
9Jl. .. 
careful selection and :;rtability, eXperience in ·t.he process!' and "the life-
term architecture of its projection.u10 
This might be something to :aim for. Not even the pattern IV team 
trould live up to all these provisions,. . Whitehouse, howver, .feels that 
even the worst team is better tf:!.an no,.-taam.11 Further, one thing that 
.... .- . . 
.•. ~ 
ally eV-en llhen many or the criteria r6~.:'tigoed team-work" are absent. Even 
• . . .•.. ~ • I . . . • . 
When p~yehologist _and social wo~lcer :are unf-riendly, the social worker is' 
able ·to use psichological c·ontributione·~ _ .·:- _ ·_ . 
. : .··.·.···· 
. ! • .. .-::·~~·-> ' . . . . 
In. the book, !!Qle Relations ~ the !'-,ental. Health Professions, Zander, 
Cohen/ and Stotla.nd ex&Il!ine in severai';riha~t~l's the relations between 
psych,il;l.iric social workers ari~ clinic~ :-:~~;~~~logists. 
Zender, et al. point out that soe:i.al' workers assign a stereotype to 
. ~ . .· ' : .. : ,·· . 
. ·.. 
psychologists, whom they describe a.s" s~:l.entitie, insightful, likeable, and 
' . . ' 12 '• -· ·: 
mature, but also d~fensive~ ~hese ·:rifidings fit in t~all with tlie findings 
of t~s study, for the respondef:its f'r~C!u~ritly ·satd psychologists were 
. . . ... : 
........ 
intellectual and defensive. 
In the Zander study it is found th~t). "Social. t-rorkers state that 
psych~logists can provide lmowle~ge pri~~rlly. ·about. paychomat:dcs. 11 This 
. • ! . ."-. . .• 
I '•; 
es also a f':raquent. response by the respondents here. Also, as Zander~ et 
... . :·: .... 
al,. point out, social workers did not- see -'·the psychologist primarily as a 
~0J:bia. ," P• lS7. 
11Ib-. id J:! ' 
' . ., p .. 1;:,~). 
. ··::.\·. 
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cliagnosti.cian or therapist (though the f'orrfier ~s mentioned mora oi'te~ 
. 13 
than the la.t.·ter). .· 
. ' 
Zander, et al. find that the greatest proportion of social .WOrkers 
believe their powel" is equal to that possessed by psychologists in com-
munity. contacts and diagnosis an(} therapy. The workers in this study, too, 
.. '•14 
felt equal in power to psychologist&~ 
The sample in this study differs from the Zander S9111ple. The nu~.jori ty-
. .' .. 
of' social workers here did not have .as frequent professional contact with 
' ' . . . 
'•/ .. 
psychologists, if by that is nte~t .c~t:t,~act that is :f'ace-to-face, in regard 
. . ~.' 
t~ a .c~sell and on a more or les~ ~om.~;.basis. However., it seems to b~ true 
in thi.s sample that, 11The more .frequeritly interactions occur on the jobJ) 
the more a social worker reels a¢cepted an4 respected, and the greater is 
• . : ~ 1 
the likelihood that she feels po$:1 tive ., toward psychologists 1 11 as Zander, 
et a.1. findo lS .. 
Zander, e-t at. ·say that eigb:ty~two per cent of the social t-1orkera bs-
. . ~ . ' . 
lieve they are equal to or bettG:t than psychologists in professional lmt»r-
16 . '• ·... . . 
ledge and skill. l<!aey of the SOQial. workers in thie sample also voice thei~ 
. . ... . .. 
belief in this equa.li tw, although thts <w~s not entirely eo. 
n'.rhe luge majority of sociAl workerf9. are well satisfied concerning 
tl1eir relations td th psyellologists P n .. ~ccording to Zander e l? The si tuatian 
; . . . 
1~ this -sample seems io be more miX~d; m tb some of the workers be:lng satis-
ti~d vith :the present division of ~ctions and some diasatird'ied .. 
13Ibtd • .t p .. 9.3 .. 
14 9So Ibid .. , p .. 
1;$ 91-98. Ibid .... pp. 
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-
~ 
Say Zander~ aii ru.. ~ "The aver~ge responses of the social workers re-
veal in a nu."ltber of ways that they place m6re value on psychiatrists than 
on psychologists." 1-Tany- of the respondents in this study spontaneouslY" 
mentioned the psychiatrist. General examination or the data seem to re-
int'orce Zander 1 s posi ti.on. Two tforkers in. this study said they would be-
come psychiatri~rl;s if they could choose tileii.. career over again~ none · s::dd 
18 he would become a psychologist. This 'is in agreement lri:th Zru1der, et al. 
'!'he respondents mentioned here 1iere not asked to give the amount or 
contact they had with psychiatrists in quantitative tema, but they did 
make rough estimates. Fif'teen respondents ranked ten professional groups 
according· to amount of on-the-job contact With their members. The ruea..111, 
median~ and modal position of psychologists was fourth. But for psycbia"' 
trists, . the modal !response o£ the social vrorkers Wi!B to rank them second; 
that was also the medianc. The mea.'lll was 2.9 ... This is in line with Zander 9e 
statement, "Social workers have more ~quent. contact with psychiatrists 
than w:i. th psychologists •1119 
M~ dimensions of the interprofessional relationships of social 
workGrs and psychol()giats are discussed in this chapter. The data tend 
to support some gener&lizatione, though no predictions es.n be made to 9.· 
wider populati<.ln as the sample was not chosen randomly. The basic scheme is, 
first; the presantation or the six relationship patterns fl and then the 
discussion o£ settings and division of f'mietiom, a.uthm'ity relationships, 
18 lbidop Po 11.$. 
19 
Ibido; P• ll6. 
the comnmnication process, and attitude and prestige factors, in terms 
of the patterns. It is shown that social workers tend to think of 
psyehologists prl.inarily a.s testers, and to view them as intellectuals 
... 
whose kn~4ledge about the environment is limited. The findings described 
in this chapter are conobomted in tl,le literature. 
CHAPTER V 
IWTERPROFFSSIONAL RELA'l'IONSHIPS OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
W!TH . 
MEMBERS OF THE CLERGY 1 
~ General Thought~ ~bout Religion and Social Work 
From religion has come the primary motivation for the social agencies 
we have today, whether sAcular or non-secuiar, and from religion we ha'!le 
also draw certain important beliefs that the clergyman and social tvorker 
;:· . 
hold in common: "respect for the digiti. ty and rights of the individual., 
awareness that man does not live by bread alone, the urge to develop man's 
inner ~esources and capacities toward a better and a fuller life 11 • 2 Not 
only does modern social work trace its origins to the Judeo .. Christian 
faith with its concezn for the dignity of man and his inherent needs as a 
spiritual being, but present day social work still draus upon much that is 
basic· to that religious faith. Leonard W~ Mayo, a social worker who is 
Chaiman or the Department o{ Social trlelfare in the National Council of 
Churches or Christ in the u,; s. A G states: 
I believe that in the past decade there has been a groNing 
appreciation on the part of social workers that ours is essentially 
a spiritual profession, that we must act in accordance with that 
concept, and that our methods and programs are means to the ·end 
that man may be helped to rediscover himself as a spiritual being 
with not only a place, but a purpose, in the universe. 3 
And yet with regard to the actual relationships between social uorkers 
l"Members of the clergy11 refers to Catholic, Protestant, or Jewish 
clergymen. 
· 
2
stanley P. Davies, "The Churches· ·and the Non-Sectarian Agencies, 11 
Relig~on ~ Social Work, 19$6, Po 92. 
lr.eonard w. Mayo, "Spiritual. Factors in Social Work," Religion !!!.2 
Social Work, 19S6, Po 79. 
iri·~l·E~j@.<t t,, i:.hough z.iot l.1.8CSGC2.7.:i.ly iTj;~lJ. ti:onal ~ and f'l'Cfr1 'Ghe •h'l.ti£0 ~C~J.:;:::}d;~i-:: ill 
.· . ·. . ·. . ~ 
vieupoirit SOC:i.~l ~ork SS~ma ungU?Xd;;;dly Opi8::1 to. secularls:;'!.. ,_ 
.· ... ·:.· .. 
:·. 'l'he s'3cW.vrist does · nnt ai.wnys · ck:ny God~ he sin1ply i[J zw·~. 
'Jl.~~~ .... •_.:':~.·~!~~-t-_~.,"1• 1.r-; r~ ...'l~~'im 7'\?.'l- ~tn ~r.- !1 ,. ·. ' l 1 'h- " 
- » ~. - -- .,_u 1-t:. .e.i!H•0.:i. ::;...., ,j ..,.~.·:;; I3I .'(1 • a~ • ,.;;:·,·mp_;!f~ 1bVC:C~.US0 Cese:.Tf.J:i\':::; 
ne·•t:;:r ilrlltf~U1~.:;( in·;.o :uhat i ... c. mean3 h~r faJ.t.ill~ i·!i is q<.!:i~\::e liab1GJ 
. ·~·;::o ;::::;rt·~.].e i'o.~:~ t;\ philODOphy Of :i;ito J.'.t.l:tOrwnrj lUl.rele:~ed ~.iO 8-J'lji'-
·(,hi~ng dc0eper ;~hun the clemOCI'a'iie so•d .. al PX'OQess. It t-ends '00 
hc~Olli.O ai1 rui·g·,i ~Jc.sligiot"is religiort lyhich l.'egarils the Jua~o~Cb2:'J.r;:: ;:.~.-S>.;n .., 
,,.,, •· ·u· t~ 'ht .. t ·tl 1 . :.:~to·~ ·· .~ ~ ~a:J;o:..n as u·&>e~.\:f\flm l(i)Ot:· o .;1. s &.l OC·•t an... :tGs prcc'ii::!.ca,. P\~'posos,."" 
Ths biggest . obr:rtecle .. s . ., ·t;o 1nco:Fpo:r'n·iting r~l:igicn a!ld rclig:i.o~·~:; 
·• . • " . • 1 1 t f •~J! . • n "."' ..,_, II' '•" V8..L'tl8G :!.l'lliO. soc:&ru. :ror.;: s pn:!. ~Os;lcpny or. 1.:~.:u,~, ~>Kleory o..: pero<:•,:r12.!!.~1.\:;y·,~ 
otm,1i1.nrdB of values, araa ref3o1U"ee;;i ~"~ trY}~ rJUS'f)icion thc"G relig:.".~:;~ 
io incompatible t~ith the or;c:rot-:1.n:.;c; J.}:r::Lvt~::.p1es 9.'? accerr~ance, oGll(-
ae·~S::eilrl.E:ta:{,ion~ and thiEl nonjudgmen·;;,al .3':&.·1;.:iL·(;I;;.i:l~o o 
Co·eperation be. tween the two prof~:'s:2~.ons has been ud~-ocatecl by r;1W>1Y 
"' . 
spirl tu!U lead~~ rutd p&r~.oJ:Ol com1eelc·:»:>. His A<>ole proVides f.os: c V'ili~ue 
continuing relationship b®·(.W:1~e..tr.l. himsall' ~d t..lla:.congrceant, for he i:J at 
4Thol\'l..as James Bigham, 11The Cooperation Between ~ti..nister~EJ and Social. 
Workers," Religi~"!! ~ §2.~i~ !'!'brk2 19$6, P•. 11~6. 
Sib:i.d. 
6 . 
Fcli:i: p 0 :SialstekJI 11Religion ·and Social Casswor!t:., n SceS.al !!!l.fare 
Fern~ 19,6, P~ 9lo 
1 . • ~:ighaml' cp .. !'it .. , p .. l48o 
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perfom religious ri tas. Ho't<.i'G~r 9 as social. work has evolved into a pro-
fessional counseling discipline, specializing its functions in order to 
. . ' . . . 
do i~s ·. job more ef'fecti vely s the cle~g;irian. ideally can and should dis-
cril'llirtate among types of problema tha·t':he. is. more competent to treat ·in 
.. ·.. . . - . ., . . 
pastoral counseling and. those wh~ch the social worker is better prepared 
to deal nth& According to the situation at hand,· the social t<iorker :drav7S .: 
. . 
upon-:~s own skills and those of other: _comnnmi ty resources" 't'Jhich he shoul~ . 
. '· 
know; well. 
. . 
He stands raady to serve in times o£.special need, for he is 
trained to help on the basis of. his psychosocial diagnosis and understand-
ing or dynamics. 
Explana:tory Notes on the Chapter !" ~-~ -- -----=--
Among the tour professions discussed in this thesis - physicians, 
. .. 
psychiatr-lstsJ) psychologists, and clerp,ymen ~ it ca..11 easily ba' seen that the 
clergy ,represents a. separate category of i.ntex>prof'()6Sional relationships. 
with social workers.. The clergy are. in a unique position among the '1helping" 
pro)f~s~ions :f~r they have essentially: a. thei~ti:c rather than a scientific 
. , ·. ~ . . . 
. ori~tat.ion." Two;main poi.n:ts of diff~renee ~~e that .(1) both the clergy-
. man and socit'.J. Tt:rorkei" ?le.oe a grea:ter emphasis than does ei·ther the physician, 
psychiatrist, or ~sychologist on'helping or treating the individual through· 
. ' . 
enVironmental manipulation or in terms o:t · hi_s relationship with the environ~ 
ment, and (2) the "team11 approach or even just the close proximity that may 
exist between .. repreaentati ves of different professions is rarely seen be~ 
tween the social. worker and the clergyman.. I am referring in this inst-ance 
to the tact that there is lese opporttL~ty tor a social worker and a clergy-
man to ~ave relatively close professional contact with one another, partly 
because the latter is not eo directly involved ti'"ith treatment centers 
·--~ 
,-
- I ,--r ---
despl te the fact that this chapter is concerned prirnarily wit.h the dis~ 
ti.'lctive features of interprof.essional relati01tJShips between social wo:~."kei."B 
and members of the clergy, the similarity of r~lationships bet~~en social 
trorkel"S and melribers of other professional grou.ps wlll :i.ne.-rltably app::;;w,. 
This is due to certain common fnctora appearing 't>T.i:~Jhin a::n these gro"~Aps .. 
Sample 
In the introduction to tile thesis, it W3.s indicated that the sample for 
the t-mole .. ~he sis woulc3 be :;;elected fo2.. the pur1'lose of eliei ting otrt.i tudes . 
and impressions about interprof'essiona.1 relationships involving soc:i.al lror~ters. 
The social l.York agencies that were visited by any one or the fottt> meinbers in 
this group project tended 1.io be those_ agencies that j_t ua.s hoped Houle be 
. . 
non-sectarian f&-nily SG:t•viee agencies torero most fi"~quently v.tai ted, s~.nce 
it wa-ss expected thel"'e t-rould be both gl~eate!' qu.2.nti ty P..nd w.rid.y oJ.' co!:ll~ 
tacts td th membera of t.b~ clergy in theae than in othe~ settings wheA:>e ~oeial 
~rork iB practic€do 
Among thE t.O.,om.\ C&mpl~ o.f'·.eigllteen SOClt>..l 'UJOl"kerS int,er"JiGWed, tsn~ 
to Catholie clients ira one ins~~~l3 a&"!d to JovJiah clients 1.n another. Be..; 
mothers ·i~ providsd for clients of v. P:!:o,.tcstm:r;.. denominat:J.on.. One ~rol"'kex· 
1~aa employed by a non-seeta.."'"ian chilo placing ageneyt> tm"'ee w.Yorkero 1-10re 
----------------- --------
1 ' -
... 
~ :ln J,maien:l. S(r~t:i.ngs, <:J:<ld anot.her worker i·ms in a prcven1;i ve ~;oeic'J. l;vrk 
agency (Big Brother Assoc:te:tion) o 
of the f:i.rst que~rtionna.:l_.r;;:.:. 
--------~---------- ----- ---
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gi vo aceoimts of rs:ty conte.:::ts they m2.y have had with clel"gymen, inclua~.ng 
~ocperiences· in other agencies "bJhera the'wcrker may have been pravlous1y 
employed, ana sociaJ. or non-professional contacts as well.. Thex·e s-Yt3!'~ 
S!~V~n·al ~rorke:rs who lw.~ been f'ol"merly employed ·in social service riDpm~·Jj~ 
rnll)nt::: in medic~.l and mental in::r~itut.:l.ons, including cl:i.rJ.cs.. 'l't..;o uorker:s 
tings, and one 1ms in public assistance ·work. 
\!1···.1 
this chapter specifically. Ho--:Je~'"Gr:; it would appeal... that. the general lir.rl. to.~ 
trlc, influsn.ees such relat;ionships is a Tltoot poil'lt .. 
One o£ the questions put to all eighteen respondents was "H<rv"e there been 
tmy dif'i'erences in the kinds of interpr-oi"essional relationsbi:ps you have had 
td. th members or the clergy, depending upon the agency you wol~ked ui t.l). ?n 'J!he 
total number of r~sponses included seven an~~rs in the affirmative, and nine 
in the negative wlth ~wo respondents passing the question entirely. Thus, 
the finding as to lihether or not the agena.y setting tends to influence rela-
tionships is rather inconclusive, as it l>muld be on the basis of the smaJ 1 
sample al.one.. Hov.svel"_, it would appear that there m~y be an influence of 
- ' --
.. 
1 -
this na:ture in some 1.nst.ances. Even though the combined experiences of 
the respondents showed a wide variety of agency affiliations both in the 
present and past~ there ware a r~~ social work agencies that were barely 
represented, if at all. Only one worker, for instance, mentioned havlng 
had experience in public welfare. 
S:tn~e most of the respondents were inter-v-ievred only after it -v.ra.s es·~ 
tabliehed that they had ha., a number ~-f ~Yperiences tdth clei'gym~n, thi~; 
coul~ -~e expected to have an effect on the findings. However, a dearth or 
sucn contacts wulrl tend to increase ·t.he_ in.t'luence of bias. The p1et'Ul'e of: 
relationships presented here is admi t.tadly ~-f'fe~ted by each "t·rorker' s otrn 
. . 
op1,~ons and attitudes, as some freely $cknoul~:dg<!}d to the intel""ili.et~er. 
Although an attempt was made to have these respon&3nts include eonta~tg 
with clergymen from Catholic, P:rcr&estmlt, and ~i'evdsh faiths, there a.Jl:•e e:;r:~ 
tremely f'et-1 instances where contacts td th :r.nbbla t:lere mentioned" This m~:5r 
be roJ.nted largely ·to the ratio of ch\lrches and synagogues in the Boston 
a,rev., ll!:i ·there are 2S3 ProteerGant., 81~ Roman Catholic9 38 Jewl~h ffi'ld vAt. 
other places of w~rshipo 8 Therefore, afl :lL t is loglcal to assume i;hat t-r.i:th 
each place of ·uol~ship ·t;here r;ay be one. Ol." more clergymen in charge; .. Ghe 
rat:i.o of clergymen in each of the throe major faiths might be e:ppl'oT..irnately 
the same as the nwnber of places of worship ~or each religious groupo How~ 
aver,~~ thio is a rough estimate, and it should ba borne in mind that ·there 
~e ·acme clergymen who are not serving in a pe..storship o:f one particular 
church o~ synagogue o 
~· 
i 
I I -
Facto:r. .. s Le<.'!,d:tng to Int3rp~ofe:.H:>io:n.a1 Ccn"t:;acr:::. 
--..v•......::·~ ~~-~-~~--~~ 
B~fore investigating the reasons as to hen.; and ·why :brterprofessional. 
corrtac Jlis CO::te between members of the clergy and soci~.:l1 "tvo:t~kers 11 it may be 
helpf'ul to first clescribe the amount of such con·ta.c·ts ·that exist lv:rtu·een 
the two groups. All fifteen o.f the social -vror:kers who were intel"vi.eT!;ed in 
the i'intil survey for this study were a,sked t..o rank ten profess:l.onal gT<JllPO 
in th~ order ·of ·t1.1e amount or on;..the-~o~ ·cont.~ct each re::rpondent. ~ad rJith 
their mernbara. 9 Tell cards wer-e hande.d ou·t,. each representing a profeB~iclllal 
gz-oup ·e.i.ld filed in alphabetieal arder: La.T.iyer,. r.ftnist.sl_',~~ Nurse, O~cup£~ 
tiona! Therapist, Physician, Psychiat.rist; Psichologis .. G, School •re~eh!l.rB:, 
Social Worker, Undertaker.. I·i; can ba seen :tha~b the representati veo o'l 
the teri professional gro1.'!pa ii'1eluds &J.most all such persons "With whom 
socicl workers may !lave on-the-job contact& The tem r-1ini.ster :ls ,J.sed in 
less restrlcti ve te:;;-or.I or th~ tl;;o; ho-sfaver !J moat respcndants apparently c;on= 
siderecl the teri!l Niniste!:, as including tiewlsh rabbis, Catholic pl"'ies~c,s, ~n@ 
Protes'lia<.nt pastozes. A tel>7 re:sponden·tis who did ask about the t.e:rm wer-e told 
that it included religious leadera of mly fai·t.h. 
Since the IVllldn concern of ~e thesis ia with th~ rea.[lons for. rl.mking 
rather than the actual r~~ng itself' a pr.essntation of the latter 
material is b2ing given here only- in briei" form. ~thern1ore, the Semple 
was picked on the basis that. the workers to _be in·tsrvie\l'ed would be those 
liho had some or a lot of conte©t with the clergy., Anti in large part the 
9 See a.ppen~ for questionnaire entitled"' n:aelationsh:J.ps Betwe:~en 
Social Workers and Members of the Clergy." 
----------
.. 
.f 
., . 
contacts 't<Jou:ld differ according to th~> agency setting as well as types of 
.: 
t-uork involved. Therefore, the number. of ·c,il~~hs::..job contact.s between 
. "· •.: '· 
fifteen social worlcer respondents and persons frol'll. other professional groups 
will be·· presented here in a rough co''~Parative way only. The mean rank 
or the amount of on-the-job contact t>r.i. tn each of ten groups is the rank by 
"t;rhich ·they are listed in Table S. 
TABLE S 
A!JiOUNT OF ON-THEa.JOB CONTACT 
BY FIFTEEN SOCIAt.WORKERS 
WITH OTHER PROFESSIONAL GROUPS 
Professional 
Groups 
Social Worker 
Psychiatrist 
Physician 
:f.fu!ierter · 
Nurse 
Lawyer 
Paychologlst 
School Teacher 
Occupational Therapist 
Undertelmr 
1.6 
3.1 
3.9 
4.8 
S.3 
S.9 
6.3 
6 • .3 
flo2 
9 .. 1 
.It may be sign1fiemt tha·!i the pasi iion to~ clergymen is apprO" .. d-
mately at the halfway point. From this study it appears that, on ·the 
'Whole, fifteen respondents had modera:te to greater contact with this 
group.than with siX others. Only Physician, Psychiatrist~ and Social 
Worker . rank higher ·in terms of the respondents 9 on-the-job centact with 
their members. 
The three social workers ~o were 1~terviewed for the 11 tria.l run" ot 
the i'~~t questionnaire also rated on-the-job contacts td th clergyiilen in 
.. 
the same rela.ti ve position, although t~ey ,;..rore given only eight categories 
in which to rank (Social Worker and Undertaker were not included). 
Wi~h reg&•d to the above contacts. between clergymen and social '!fOl .. kex-s, 
who initiates them more .t'requently? Partly in an a:iitemp·ii to anrrtiel" ·t.his 
question, each of the eighteen respon~ents tras asked about the last time 
he worked or consulted with a clergyman by phona or face ... to-.face ira which 
the details of such contacts could be recalled. The follouing resuU.e lrax>e · 
obtained with regard to who m~st frequently initiated the fi~st in·a series 
of contacts: Clergymen were the initiators in ten of the cages, and social 
workers in eight cases. 
This does not present an accurat~.p~eture with regard t~ ~o ~suall~ 
.;·· ,. 
takes · t.he responsibility for contacting ·&he other, whether it be clel'g~aan 
or social worker. Whoever initiates the first in a sarles of c11.mt.ue'&~ tends 
to ·be the one who is usually more apt to be interested in secur-lng sem9 
particular service or help from the othe.r. It would be eJ..-peated, then:; 
that clergymen would more likely be a rei·erral source 'than the social w-rorker, 
bEicause of the former group's 11grasa roots" con:tact wlt..il people. The social 
worker is not as often 1Ahe first professional person to be .app:t•oached for: 
help as would apply in the case of' the clergyman - with the x-esul t tha.·li it 
would be logical to expect more J>eferrals to social worlcera i'rom the clergy= 
mf:Ul, tmo has a greater number of n.tirst contaetsn with people aeeld.ng hel.p. 
A more a.ccurate picture of the reasons b.ehind who tu;ually contacts whom. 
could probably have been demonstrated . by as1dng who ini tia"',ed the ~ in 
a series of contacts around the same "caea" o Then perhaps it would have 
been possible to investigate what underlYing factors in the int.eloprofessionati 
relationships mignt tend to make o~~ professional person the initiator and · 
" 
- -------- , ---r -
• 
-the other the respondent. 
A more general question, asking v1ho usual.ly contacts whom about a per-
son that both the cler~an and social b"Orker are trying to help~t resulted 
in these findings: Six workers stated that they usually contacted a clergy-
man more often. than . he contacted. them; seven: worlters indicated that it wo'!Jld 
be hard to tell l-1hether a clerg;vman o~ .social worker was more a.cti ve than the 
ot..'ler;·. three .. workers stated. that the e.lergyman usually contacted the l-lorkero 
No &lst<Yer · lias given by the tv1o other respondents among the eighteen who 
were asked this question. One of these t£.10 had worked only a little over 
a year in a full-time social. n"'Ork position and felt her e:qierlence w&S :m .... 
sufficient to warrant making a general stat~ment. 
Reasons for contacts batt-rean clergymen and social trroz-lcera will be 
described here w.i. th. reference to the re13pcmaea given in all eighteen inter-
views. An important consideration to bear in mind is that the social tvorker 
may be found in many difi"erent types of settings and may even function in a 
different way from that of other -w-orkers in the same eetting, e .. go intake 
clergyman's role is functionally diffuse, he is seen by the social worker 
primarily as bcdng religion ... orlentedo 
It appears that ele~gymen do refer more often for counseling (indi-
vidual, family, or marital) than they do f"or financial aid$ a1 though some 
trorlcers .f'el t that many ministers still ere unclear about the meaning of 
casework service. Consequently there are numerous referrals ·primarily' for 
financial help. Those clergymen who do recognize the competsnce of pro-
fessionally trained social workers will initiate contacts for purposes of 
consultation abeut a case. Several instances of this were cited, and along 
with such contacts there ~\til'"e those that were geared primarily to aal~ about 
" 
the advisability of a psychiatric referrale A nuntber of respondents indi-
cated that a clergyman will follow up or attempt to maintain a cooperative 
relationship with a social worker where both are involved in the same case. 
In several instances this was felt to be due to the pastor's concern as 
":father of his flock". 
With regard to conummicati,on with the clergyman ~s initiated by the 
social worker, by far the most L~portant reason for such contacts is in 
situations where religion plays an important role. Need tor the client to 
see a clergyman or to have an affiliation in a religious group promotes 
such contacts. Closely related to this is the need of a client to have the 
supportive help that his otm religious leader can often very well aupplyo 
Workers quite frequently contact clergymen for background information about 
clients or their families or to investigate resources known to a elergymana 
Also financial aid often is procured through the help of clergymen who know 
of appropriate resources. 
There are nll'tlerous other reasons for contacts bet't·zeen the two pro-
fessions besides those mentioned above. Furthermore, it is impossible to 
single out particular reasons for such contacts without considering otherso 
The above listing of reasons is one that utilize~ somamhat arbitrar.y cate-
gories, but it seemed helpful to present them that t-1·~ s for they are the 
reasons that were most, frequently cited.. For further information on the 
motivating factors for contacts between clergymen and social workers, any 
comprehensive writing on the subject, such as certain of the works listed 
in the bibliography, can be referred too 
The particular religious af:f'ill.ation of the various clergymen with 
whom t.he eighteen respondents came in contact is given in Table 6. 
" 
SOCIAL WORKERS' CONTACTS 1r1I:TH THE CLERGY OF DIFFE:R.IDlT 
RELIGIONS AND SECTS 
· Rel~fion. Number· Per Cent 
ot ot 
Clergyiita.n Contacts Total 
Catholic 18 19.1 
catholic Chaplili s ,_j 
Jewish 3 )o2 
Pro~starat * 34 36.0 
· Protestant Chaplain 3 ).2 
Baptist 1 1 .. 1 
congregational 3 3.2 
Episcopal 20 2lo2 
Episcopal Chapl$tn ]. lc;l 
Lutheran l 1.1 
MethOdist 2 2.1 
Unitarian 3 )o2 
Total 94 99o6 
* denomination unkn.OWD 
l\'here it is known that a Protestant 11rl.nister belonged to a particular sect, 
he is listed under a specific categor.y; othertv.ise he is placed uridar the 
broad classification 11Protestant •19 Since some respondents indica:lied that 
contac:ts wit~ chaplains are somewhat different from.contacts ·w.i.th a clergy-
man in a·parish, chapla.:tD.a are listed separately. 
' ,~------ -- -
It may be sign:lfic£~.nt that there are so many Protes'tailt clergymen 
listed· in Table 6, because. of the fact .·that ·Boston has a colilPa.ratively 
large Catholic population. Unfortunately, there is no one wall-recognized 
source that gives statistical infor'l\lation on the percentage of Catholics, 
Protestants, and .Jews in the Boston area. The only way to get such fig-
ures is to refer to publications by eac:tl of the three religious groups, 
. . . 
~d the J>ra.y of reporting nmembershipu varies ma,rkedly according to each 
group. Ho-r1ever, again we might refer back to 't.he ratio of "churches" of 
each of the three groups·, with tlu~ee times more Protestant churches than 
Catholic churches, and tWice as many Ro~an Catholic ch~cbes to the number 
of Jetnsh sYr!agogues.10 If this can be used as a. gua.ge of the relative num-
ber of clergymen representing each group in the Boston area~ then perhaps 
the ratio of .Protestant clergymen found inthe.sample is not so surprising. 
' . . . . . 
HOl.Jever, .this is an inaccurate meana for estimnt.ing the relative l1U'Tlber of 
clergymen of each faith in Bostono 
There coUld be another influence on the apparent. discrepancy in the 
ratio of Catholic to Protestant clergymen. Most interviews b~re made in 
agencie~ that had no sectarian affiliation, while out of four sectaria~ 
agencies visited only one was a Catholic ,agencyo 'Where sectarian .facili-
ties are available, clients of certain ~ects or :religious groups may possibly 
be encouraged by their church to use them, rather than the non-sectarian 
agencies. This may suggest t>rhy there appears to be a lesser amount of con-
tact with .catholic clergy than tdth Protestant clergymen. However; another 
reason :may be considered as having a possible bearing on the situation. n. 
10 . e Information Please Almanac.p. l9S8, Opo cit., Po 291. 
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may be that, on the whole, Catholic priests tend less to recognize the 
services that casel-70rk can provlde than is the case with Protestant minis-
ters. This could indicate a feeling on the part or Catholic clergymen that 
all counseling should be provided by the church. Also, the findings as 
given ·in Table 6 are admittedly open to close questioning, for t~ey- are 
~approximate and are based on a small, non-random sample. Therefore, 
conside.rable exploration is needed before any· definitive statements can be 
presented as reasons for the discrepan~y between the above findings and the 
findings that might be expectedo 
Again, the small number of contacts with rabbis can be remarked upon, 
although this is perhaps not so notewort~y as is the contrast between the 
nUYilbers of Catholic and Protestant clergylllen. Nevertheless, there is an 
apparent dearth of contacts with rabbis according to Table 6, as only a .few 
respondents cited contacts td .. th rabbis. Hot-rever, because there are several 
Jewish agencies in the Boston area, and only one was included in this survey, 
it· is ··understandable that this had an influence on the nUl'llber of contacts 
with rabbis. 
Division~ FunctiQns 
A .Unitarian minister has made the: ata.temerit: 
••• the person with a religious problem has a disturbance in 
his per~onali ty; the person td th a fa.m.tly problero. likewise needs 
aid in the araa of his own personality. The boundaries cross and 
recross one another because we are deeJ.ing with a total human be-
ing, not a 'patient u or 'case' or a 'parishioner' o 11 
This clear statement that there is an unclear dividing line between the 
function ot the clefgyman and that of the social worker can be easily seen 
.. to be the case. The following is the first example cited b;y one respondent 
when asked to give soma noteworthy experl~ncas w:t th the clergy. 
lL · · 
:-auesell R. Bletzer, "Clergy t'lant Closef Ties With Family Agencies," 
Family Service Highlights, vol. 16 (May, 19.$7), Po 73. 
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---. A Protestant minister had one Negro couple among the membership 
of his church. Their membership was to him a tremendous "feather 
in his hat". The 'Wife was a good trainer of Sunday School teachers, 
sang in the cho:i,r, and was reaJ.ly an aoti ve church member. However, 
she had a problem with alcollol. The minister felt COlllp&lled to "paddle 
around" in their problems because of his stake in their membership, and 
for this reason contacted this agency, which had the case. It was dif-
ficult for the agency to sift out the minister's rightful concern 
from his desire to do more than his religious concerns dictated. He 
often called me about the case, and I would explain 11hat I wae doing 
and rrhy. I also mentioned our consultations td.th a psychiatrist re-
garding this easeo The psychiatrist felt that I should continue work-· 
ing with the woman, because :thad established a relationship with her, 
and 'no ohe could clear up the symptom. ()f> drinking. The psychiatrist 
also felt that case~iOrk best treats this rlnd or character disorder, 
because of the need for a great deal o£ support, including home visits, 
etc. The minister wanted to talk to the clients on his own about their 
problema at home and to get information from the agency that it wasn't 
necessary for him to have, such as paychiatric impressions. A joint 
conference between the two workers involved, this older minister and 
a young assistant minister (who was a great deal ~ore uncerstanding) 
helpe~ to straighten out the matter of ro+es. This was accomplished 
iJ1rough delicate handling of the minister's feelings and explaining 
to him that his manner or handling the wife and her problems only 
helped to make her feel more guil. tyo He woul-d tell her, 11God will 
love you. anywaY''., 
Another example of this problem of overlap is seen in the following 
case 1 where again the clergyman's lack of spacial training in behavior pro-
duces certain negative results. 
_ There is the case of a young "eager beaver" Protestant minister wb.o 
had bad some courses in counseling - and those are the worst. He is 
a chaplain at a juvenile court, and as chaplain his role is amorphous J 
furthermore, he is unclear about his role. He was wanting to do treat-
ment, end after coming in contact with a teen-age girl at the court 
he asked me if I would supervise himo This I consented to do, but 
he became over.,involved in the case· as he worked with the g:i.rlo The 
girl was lining up the chaplain 1-rl.th her and her boy- friend against 
her mother.. The girl was qui ta seductive~ and the minister gradu~ 
ally began to see that she wasn't really asking for help.. He did 
not pursue the case further when she broke her appointments) and 
he was later able to see what had happenedo 
The next example or overlap is one in which a positive or beneficial 
result is achieved.. Here the "counseling" ability of a priest was of 
advant.age to a boy who relates better to a religious functiouaryo 
l11G 
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There is a Catholic clergyman, head of a Catholic social agency, 
with whom I have had a very comfortable working relationship. 
There is a difficult teen-ager in a family that ! am seeing. 
The boy was referred to a psychiatric clinic once, and he won't 
came to the agency. However, he lfent to a Catholic SUl'ii'lYler camp 
and got to lm0l7 the above clergyman. vJhen the boy got badly 
burned and was in the hospital, I aslced this Catholic priest 
to visit him. The boy manifests a very positive feeling towards 
the clergyman, and for this reason I am glad to have the clergy-
man work with him. This priest is a nice individual and is clear 
as to his priestly status. He knows that I have a good deal of· 
respect for the Catholic church. (w·orker is Protestant)., 
The :follol'1ing is another example of the advantage of having both social 
worker and clergyman function in "counseling" roles. The :resi:>ondent 
described this as "a shared case, with good working togethern. 
The family was lmown to the agency for four or five years off and 
ono They wra lmotm to the miniBter for an even longer period .. 
'fhe husband and Wife were both seen at the agency" and both were 
essentially immature though they met each other •a needs pretty -wello 
The wife was the stronger of the ttro and was manager of the family. 
The husband.!> or :father" ws an alcoholic, and undsr pressure 't-Jould 
drink. He was a paasi ve person but was al.so abusive towards his 
wife. After numerolia appearances in court., due to his abusive-
ness, he 1-ras sentenced to three months at a penal institution. A 
neighbor of the family was concerned that the i'a:n:Uy didn°t have 
. enough food and went to talk to their minister' whereupon he an .. 
tererl the pietUl'e o He brought some food to the house, but the wife 
was a very proud. person and didn •t want to be dependent, though 
she accepted the food.. At this time she stated that she would re-
tum to continue seeing me again., after a couple of month's break 
in our contacts. I helped her towards getting ADC, and because 
she needed a lega1.separation for this she did make the move to se-
cure it. The husband contacted the . prison chaplain and· requested 
that word be sent to his rife to have her tfri te him. The chaplain 
forwarded the request through the above minister. Eventually the 
husband asked to· see his minister at the prison. Before making 
the visit, the minister came to see me, and I explained that the 
wi£e was not ready to take her husband back.. The minister went 
al.ong with thia opinion and also accepted my suggestion that he 
work with the husband and help him to be accepted in the YMCA. 
· The matter of' a 3ob for the man was discussed also~ and the minis= 
ter was to be the. gc-bet'treen here too. After the minister's prison 
v.isi t, he shared his information about the husband with :mao 
In each of' these ~les it is apparent that the clergyman is function~ 
ing essentially in a non-religious role, offering pro.fessiol'1..al counsel, giv- e 
ing emotional support, and acting as the "good father :figure" a This is his 
I ? 
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pastoral duty. .·· ~ . 
A f'ew .respondents actuall.y nescribed· 'th~ ·c~nf'liet area be"c.ween social 
workers and clerg}'::men as th!lt area of ."overlap of the ~o rnhere there is a con.., 
cern for alleviating problems of tha-~ndi~~dual as a personality and a6 
social being. This situation was put cmm variously and often vaguely by 
severa.l ·respondents as "competition11 , "conflict", "overlap"~ "duplica·tionu; 
etc.. However, out of' all the workers interviewed, only tTtro stated cat.e-
goric~ily that they were unable to recal:J. a 11notewor·tny bad eKperience11 
with the clergy. One had had eight years• eA-perience as a social worker, 
while · the other had been a medical so.~i~ _vrorker for tTtrenty-three years 
and stated that she hadn't had any great amount of contact w.i.th clergymen. 
All ·t;he other respondents quoted some degree of negative experience with 
clergymAn, and this t-Tas almost invariably relatP.d to the area of 11emnpeti-
tion" 9 described above. 
Among the noteworthy experiences with cl~rgymen tha~ were recounted 
to the ltYri.ter, the follotd.ng case example is perhaps the best illustration 
ot such a conflict. 
A Catholic priest provided me with a negative experience 
working with a clergyman. The C8.se .involved a i'a."'lily with seven 
children (including two sets o£ tWins)IP a promiscuous mother l'rho 
harl been in a school :tor the feeble.;.minded~ and a father who drank 
heavily. He had been divorced from his first b"ii'e and later re-
married. It was lmown that he beat his children and had threatened 
his wire ·td. th a ladf~ on several occasions~ The family had been 
lmown to the parish priest pfi_or to the time that the case was re-
teri·ed to the . agency. fro~ ·the school attended by the childreno 
Through my work with the .father, I was able to. help him stay sober 
and begin to uork regularly, because it initially appeared that 
this was the real basis for · difi'icul ty in· the hOIIl~ ~ However, when 
the rather was helped to become a good prpvi4~~,-the mothe~b~gan 
to regresap She had been prOjecting the proble~s in the home sit-
'U&tion onto her husband1 a drinking, ·whereas her own instability 
was the real basis for the trouble. This became increasingly 
evident as in an incident reported by one of the children that her 
~-- --, 
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mother had once left the gas on without lighting it. I discussed com-
mitlnent of the mother with. the priest, pointing out to him that this 
was an emergene,y situation and that the ~other should be taken to a 
mental hospital. The priest r~sponded, 11Who said it is?11 He then 
suggested that if I wanted to tal~· further about getting funds to 
pay for a psychiatrist, I could do. so ldth. the person in· charge of 
dispensing money from a charitable ·:fmd, who would be contacting me. 
I expressed my' desire to have this con·tact' as soon as possible, but 
nothing came of it. The priest had made the referral ostensibly 
because he was to talce a vacation. :·However, he was not absent from 
·the parish when shortly thereafter.! attempted to contact him again, 
and. I · thinlc what he had told me was possibly s move to get me off 
the case. On ~ second meeting ~th him regarding the case, I ex-
plained again the real necessity for action but got no responoe un-
t.il I .threatened to procure money f'rour ~ Protestant minister. The 
priest t.hen consented. to the. ~quest for ftmds' and he himself was 
to ask a psych:i;atrist to see~ the mother and make a..'l evaluation .. 
Nothing came of this agreewterit eiiher, ··so I arranged to have a. doe.;. 
to,r. se.e ___ her, and aha was committed .to a mental hospital on hiB ad-
vi~e, were she remained for about·: tliO months .. 
It should be pointed out that ·this is ap. example that presen·~s a very 
0 I ;• • 0 • 0 0 • • 
negati V9 experienea that a. worker· had wi ~ . a clergyman o In that sense it 
is snmet-rha.t atypical or the "usual" ~ety ·o:r 19bad11 or negative experience 
that some of the respondents quoted. However, it was the most detailed 
example provided in this context~ .. 
Here is· a more typical ld.nd ot example: that was given to me .in which such 
conflict is·a feature .. 
They are sometillias competitive -.this .is the principal dif.'-
ficutt;y with them. A young P.rotestilnt minister who entered into· 
the discussion at a meeting.etated that.he felt a certain case 
· l>Jhich was to be referred to & social ·agency might just as l>Jell 
be taken care of by a. clergyman. This especially reflects the 
thinking of a particular Protestant group .. 
'l'tu:i··:t:ollowing is one more example of the· ~mpetitive relationship 
another wrlcE!r axperiencedo . This also ia more typical as an illustration 
of the d~gree of conflict the.t was desorlbed by- same respondsnta as 
existing in interprotessional relationships ldtb clergymen. 
.. 
I 
A large family in which there were small children 't-JaS he.v.ing 
financial. difficulties e The mother had applied for help fl"'om a 
special charitable fund, and an inVeEftigation was made of their 
needs to assess whether hers was a legitimate request; this was 
done by a home visit. An unfavorable report was made, as the 
house was found in disorder, it was felt, and the husband was 
earning enough.. I visited the parish priest, and he l<TaB interested 
in bearing my opinion that financial • he;lp . wa~ very much needed 
and that I felt that the investiga:to~s did not get the whole pic-
ture. However, he did question t>)'hy. I was in on the case and 
asked me, ''What can you do that I can't do?11 He later supported 
the family's need for financial aid.:· · 
There appear to be many divergent _views and attitudes that members 
of· the clergy and social lrorkers show towards ·one another. . Actual.ly, 
hOlrewr, with regard to attitudes or eocial workers., most of the respondents 
tended to have the same general conception of' the clergyman • s role a This 
can be adduced from a few representative statements given by the respon= 
dents in answer to the question, "How wo\Ud you define the responsibility 
of the clergyman and that of a social worker in regard to those persons 
with tfhom they msw be dealing?" Here are some answers: 
It is cut and dried: the clergyman helps 'tJi th re;tigious problems 11 
broadly intei'preted, and the workel" handles the overall picture. 
The clergyman has an area that is priniarlly-' or pretty exclusi 'Vely 
his - theological concerns o The social. worker~ s relatively large 
area ot concern is with the environmental aspects of the client 8s 
well-be:ingo They share the rather large area o£ socials psycho-
. logical, interpersonal area of f'unci~oning ... ·t>ath the particular· 
concerns ot each. . 
The minister works with the perso~ from the standpoint of 
Where he eho~.!!. morally and ethically - working more with the 
indiv,lduai 8s - puwer rather than his background and personality 
developmento The soc~ lmrker workS from the standpoint of per-
sonality development in the .framework of how· he is. They- both have 
in common the development of the total personality. The role of 
the social worker is to help ld. th the development of inter-personal 
relationships and with the ti~Y a c~ient handles his env.:l.ronmento 
The minister also does tbis but should do so in the two areas only: 
where the problem ia not deep or where the problem invol vee need 
for increase of the person 9 s epiri tual development and insights o 
The ·minister gi vea str0ngth and belonging, whereas the social 
worker is more technical and gees deeper than the minister. The 
{' minister is a father figure; the social worker is treatment-oriented • 
... ... the clergyman's role is that ~f giving advice, being sup-
portive, comforting, and a kind of petoson who is very important 
when there is sickness or death in the family. • • • His role is 
less effective when he tries to be a psychiatrist or social worker 
·and tries to understand motivation and dynamics, due to lack of 
insufficient training in this and it's not being his primacy job • 
. From the above it can be seen that clerg;{I)ten are recognized by some 
social workers as having {1) a theologic&l, ethical, and spiritual con-
. . . . 
cern and (2) _offering help through counseling that is not "deep11 • As 
for the attitudes and opinions clergymen have about social workers, onl~ 
a second-hand impression of these couid be obtained· - by wa;r of' the re-
spondents·- so that the writer td.ll not attempt to present an analysis 
ot them in the same way. Ra.ther11 the clergyman°s attitudes will be dis-
cussed later by way of pointing up some or the general aspects that merit 
. -
special comment. 
With regard to Table 6, in which chaplains were listed separately 
from cler~en in parishes, it may be recalled there tfae the statement 
made earlier that some respondents seemed to place chaplains in a separate 
category. The reasons for this are not clear, and it is largely by impli-
cation that this situation becomes apparent. However, one interviewee 
points up the def:ini te possibility of a difference existing in the role 
between the clergyman who fmctions as a chaplain in a medical, psychia. ... 
tric~ or court setting, and the clergyman !who serves in a parish.. The 
respondent commented that the role of chaplain is a relatively new one and 
is Ul.,.de:fined; however, hia orientation wae felt to be more around psy-
chology than theology. Another respondent described the eha:pla.in's role 
as 0 mmorphous11 o 
Twelve 
Social •1or~ers' 
Opinions 
Per Cent of 
Olerq who 
UndGrstand 
I I 
TABLE 7 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE SOCIAL liORKER 1 S ROLE 
ON THE PART OF THE. CLERGY 
., 
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There were differences of opinion,_as to whether or not a chaplain · 
l-Yas h~rder or easier to t·mrk tdth than other clergymen. 
:Besides the f'aot that these inter~sting findings could bear further 
investig~tion, there are other areas in. which there might well be profit 
f~om ~~ditional study. How well define~ ia· the "average" clergyman's 
. . . . 
role today in contra::rt; to former time~? l'J'.aat ·af;fect doea modern 
theological'training, with its inclusion of atudies in psychology~ have 
upon his role today? Li.nked w.i. th this question toould be one asking if 
the younger clergyman ia easier to work w:l._th than the older elergyma.n, 
in terms of' relatione with social worle:ers" 
Understanding Betl-men Social Workers an,d Clergymen 
The most ilTlportant problem that exists between the tt-ro professions 
is the need for greater Wlderstanding. · H~we"i!'Sr, this is seen by' the $OCial 
work~ as . more the clergyman's need :ratner than that of the social worker., 
U!'Lf'ortuna.tely the only question in the · interview schedule perttdning to 
understanding was "that t1hich asked, "A11tong the members of the clergy tdth 
whom you have had contact:~ how many would ;rou say understood the role o£ the 
social worker?". There.fore, the arunrers tended to leave social workers out 
r--- -.._ 
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of the picture, and it was only answers to other questions that could by 
implication show how some social workers also lacked understanding o£ the 
clergyman o s position as a pastoral. counselor al.ong with being a religious 
leader .. 
Table 7 (page 117) indicates the range of opinion given by twelve 
of the eighteen respondents with regard to the approxim.ate percentage 
of clergymen who understand the social worker 8s role. The remaining 
seven responses included three "no answer", · two who stated that none of 
the clergymen understood fully, and one who said that only a minority did. 
Thus, even though not all. the ansnrs were given in percentages 1 it is 
easy to see that there was little homogeneity of opinion. It is true 
that no percentage ltas given lower ~ 2S per cent, however, and the 
"none fully" answers reflect oore upon the difficulty of interpreting 
the ambiguous term "understood", as it is used here, than they indicate 
any chartable response. Some respondents questioned if' "understood" 
meant complete understanding of the social worker 0s role b.y a percentage 
ot clergymen they may hava come in contact with or if' it meant an average 
degree of understanding of the social worker's role by a percentage ot 
the clergymen lmow to the respondent~ · In any event, the findings do 
indicate that social workers feel there is a need tor .further understsmd-
ing on the part of clergymen with relation to the role of the social 
' 0 
worker. Clarification and interpretation of social. work to clergymen is 
at least just as necessary as it is td:~ relation to any- other group. 
Interestingly enough, out ot cue exmnples that were cited by the 
respondents to illustrate interprofessional relationships between wo~kars 
snd members of the clergy, there were few detailed illustrations that 
shed any light on the lack of understanding of social work that many 
118. 
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clergymen were said to have. Rather, the writer found ·!;hat the re-
spondents tended to make brief statements about this situation as in 
this case: 
The majority of ministers are not tQo well infomsd &bout the 
therapy lte do. They think vm & 9e a relier:..gtvings home-finding, 
or employment agency. However, the agency- wants to lmow what the -
real needs of the client are. In 'one instance, a. woman trying to 
find work contacte_d her ministere He referred her to us Tri.thout 
going more deeply into finding out· what the problem was.. Every 
minister should have at least one course in casework. 
Others didn •t go into this nm.ch detail: 
Such a small proportion of clergymen understand the worker's 
role. 
Generally, there is s lack o.t understanding of our 1rork. 
None fully understood, but about one-third understood 
enough to utilize the services of the agency effectively; 
another third lacked a considerable degree of understanding, 
but this didnVt impair their 1-10rld.ng together l:ith tbe agency; 
and tho final. third di~vt make proper referraJ.s~ beca'U8e of 
no understanding or improper understanding. 
Little more than half are cooperative, with real feeling 
and trying. If' there is a crisis situation in which a client 
needs money, clo·thes_. or placement, t~e minister wants action 
first and study later.. I:f' they donut lalot>7 the worlmr, they 
won • t refer. 
Ministers usually think of the social worker in environ-
mental. manipulation only, instead of helping the personality 
development on a long-term basis (this is the basis for lack 
or understanding of soeial work on the part of all prof'es-
sions)o · 
Several respondentS mentioned that the clergyman's misunderstanding 
wss due to his conception of the social agency as that o£ pl'imarily offer-
ing material help. However, most respondents didn't illustrate clearly, 
:lf at all, what they wem referring to when they spoke in terms of the 
clergyman's understanding or not understanding the role ot the social 
trorker. There are some examples of "be.d11 relationships that were at-
trlbuted to lack of mderstanding but actually seem to be attributabl~ 
• 
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largely, if not entirely, to other factors as well. These will be dis-
cussed later on. 
· ... 
~ere were several detailed examP.~~s ·given of fl good" understanding 
of t~e.social worker's role on the pa:r.t of· clergymen. These also can be 
used as ~a.mPles of factors other than.: uhde~standing that have a bearing 
·' ·,.· . . . . .. 
.. 
on interprofeasional relationships. :~Howeve~·; ;tt is extremely difficult 
,. . ·· .. ·:··:. '· .... 
to isola~ _one from the: other1 and it~.d~s ·seem that the following cases 
exempl~:fy the bene£:J.cial results that _c.an a~crue .fro'lll a relatively good 
. . 
.~perstanding on the -part of clergymen· for the role of the social worker.· 
·. .·,_~~ 1ihe.fir~t case, the mitrl~ter'.lielps··to ·interpret the role of ~ social 
workero On the other hand:, the worker recognizes the greater tolerance 
and patience that the clergyman had o · 
A family- with a teen-age boy :came before the court. The 
mother was a moron1 and the father was ph;rsicsl.ly disabled from 
service-connected injuries and rather dull (not moronic) o There 
were many children in the family, For some wlmotm, reason :the 
parents were using the boy as a scapegoat for their own· in-
adequacies, that they projected onto him, and openly rejected 
him;; His delinquent behavior consisted ot minor of'i'enses: he 
~s behind in school, was truant:, was running away, and was in~ 
· volved ill petty. larceny around the home.· The probation officer 
referred the parents to the agency i.'or placement of the boyo 
The parents 8 objective was to get rid of him and move to Florida.,-
Th:ey could on·~ understand the tun~:t£pn o~ ,the agency in helping 
them o:r the 00.7 9 Were disinterested and h~ no idea about wcirk-
i:hg Qut any piansa The problem~- to "z'eaeh". the parents in 
a.ny way~ and the7 wer~ hcatUe becSiusE! the agency was attempting 
to do ibis o They- said they had. no · mb:tiey for placement and diem et 
ilElnt, aa it aJ>peared, to have thij: pl.aceme~t sueceed6 They found 
tiie agency wanted to help the b~ in:_ the·. best way possible· (as 
eoncei Ved by the agency) and coUlq. not. to~erate this. The fa.mll.y 
l.i ved· twent;y iidles from Boston and ref"fi~ed to come into the ageriC,.o 
. There had been estabiished ~ .. til riy meaningful relationship 
between: the fainili and theizo mirii'S~;· and he was willing to. 
ccime· inio Boston to talk tdih me~~· . He w\Ud 'Visit the home w.lth 
me and help iri.terpret to the pat$ni's· what I was ieying to do .. 
He mSi!itairied close contact wltti\ Die;, as his frequent trips· to 
Boston" sh<>W,· and he kept in touch a.J.so with regard to his omi 
·contacts with the :f'8lidly during ~ch he lilB.de an _effort to 
l;.nteri)ret the·b.elp -~t· could~ giv4:mo . It worked out well because 
the minister· Wa.s the kind or person he was - with a real interest 
in the family. The .family was able to accept a great deal more 
help from the minister than from me 1 partly because his role 
had lllore ·meaning, and he was disassociated from demands of the 
agency around placement of the bQy. The minister had greater 
~cc~ptance of the family than I ~id~ 
The following example is a testi~ony p.f one respondent's praise for 
I • ' ~ ~· • • ' . . • ; : . '• ' ' ' 
. . 
a. clergyman who functions in a way she · belieyes ·l;o be eui table to his 
role .. 
There is . a young Protestant minister with whom 1 t is a pleasure 
to work, because he makes very a.pprQpriate re.:ferrals. He is 
clear who he is and what he can do·. , He doesn 1 ·ii want to be a 
social .. worker. There was a young. ·ttToman :in his parish who seemed 
very depressed, and he sensed something was emotional.ly wrong. 
He referred her to the Qgency, where e;he was then referred to a 
psychiatrist. She then went to a· private mental hospital, and 
the minister ·visited her there. -Visiting her was a part ot his 
function, because she was ill and.~n his parish. 
Another less detailed example serves_ to illustrate the good im-
press:i.ori··'tba:t a different clergyman. made_' upon one respondent .. 
. A priest was involved in _a_ ease in which the w:U'e wanted a sep-
aration and the husbsnd was probably a psychopath •. · The priest was 
able to get a letter of permission for a legal separation from 
the church, and she ven·t. through with 1 t. He was one mo didn tt 
see social work and religion as clashing~ baing undefenei va and 
understanding<. He was willing to talk with me and to have an 
exchange of ideas on a professional basis. He was sympathetic 
to the husband as well as the wif'e. I had in1 tie. ted the contact 
With the priest f'or the sake or ihe wif'e.,_who as illiterate and 
scared. · · · 
The important benafi ts that result from the social worker 8 s under-
standing of the clergyroon °s role are implied by the one e:u.mple that was 
gi \ren for the "other side11 o 
I was acti. tre in a chUrch parish· where the minister was YiiT 
fiance.. BeCaUse I identified with him, this helped me towards 
understanding the minister v s role 1n a lee& parish and the . 
problems with parishioners. The minister has to get personally 
in:vol ved with the parishioners much more often than the social 
worker does. . The social worker tends to keep his personal 
life out ot professional contacts. 'Whereas the parish know 
all. about a miniater0s familyo The chaplain, on the other 
hand, can keep his personal life away- from his profesa:temal con-
tacts. 
The Clergymanvs Position 
--- ·--~·----
Another aspect of relationships with clel."gJmlen is that concerning the 
cler&'Ji1an 's role as an important authority fi~ell having greater prestige 
than the social worker (see Chapter VI). Clergymen have traditionally been 
helpirig persons to whom their parishionerS., or congrega.nts., could turn for 
help. It is understandable, therefore; that soeialliOrkers are not the 
first ·ones to be approached for help when a clei'gYI'lB.n is available. This 
in turn affects the authority and prestige attributed to, and felt by, 
members of the clergy, The following case example is illustrative once 
mo~e of an tnstance in which the strong positive feeling towards a re-
ligious functionary~ who is this time a rabbi, works to the advantage of a 
social iforker who 'Was involved in the ease .. 
A sixt-een year old boy was truanting" involved in car stealing, 
and having a. great deal of trouble "t"3ith his parentse The case 't'll'as 
rei"ert-ed by a. group vrork agency, and the caseworker who was as-
signed the case had a grea:'li deal of difticul ty -rrorking w.t th the 
parents. He called up the rabbi, who than worked w.l th the motb:ar 
and father over a period or two months with several contacts and 
was able to convince the parents to coma to the agency. Thia 
evolved through the relationship that the rabbi had with the 
parents and tlla identif-lca.tion they had With their ralig-lo:n. 
That is, religion can be meaningfUl as a resource to be trusted 
for help .. _ ' 
The· higher status cll.dmed by members of the clergy was felt by some 
respondents~ on the other hand; to be a source of conflict in interpro-
f.essionu relationships with sociiU workers. As one respondent put it, 
man;r clergymen "kind or supeni.sen o They may_ renmin actively interested 
in a case until things are going better, even after the ease has been re-
fer.red. Those respondents who have experienced this.do not necessarily 
fe& that. it is eomplataly 'I.UIWI!lrranted_, however. It is thought to be a nor-
mal tendency of .anyone who has an inte;-~s.t in o. case and wants to £ollow 
through to see how the referral has evolved towards helping the client. 
Also, the clergyman feels he has an almost pe~sonal responsibility for 
his parishioners, being concerned wi. th all aspects of' a person •s lifeG 
Still, there seems. to be resentment about this characteristic ~hibi ted 
by some clergymen that, in essence, they :feel more important than the 
social· ·worker. 
The following is a somewhat extreme example o.t a clergyman's refusal. 
to acknowledge the usefulness of advice that a social wor1cer was attempt-
ing to give • 
. A little thirteen year old girl living in a rural. setting 
was disturbed and 'Withdra:sm from contacts lfith her school mates. 
She was doing nothing at school and had on occasion a couple 
of real outbursts~ in l'1hich she was exceedingly excited and 
stated _that she saw visions and heard voices. She was a 18 schizy" 
kid._. The teacher referred her to me, and I then made a home 
visit. The clergyman was there at the time-, and I tried to talk 
to him about the need for a psychiatric refer:oal. The parents 
wouldn •t hear of it, and the clergyman said that psychiatry was 
no:. good but rather that prayer would help this girl. I ihen 
sspoke tO a psychia.tr:i.~t, mo observed her in school and tal.'ked 
with her. · It was his feeling that she 't-ras disturbed, lrl.th a 
good chance of." being schizophrenic ... ·- · 
Another example is more typical o~ the _ways some clergymen may appear 
to take, an authcritarian srta.nd, as in the 'r~llotdng ease from a child 
.. 
p~:lng ·agency. (This example is similar to one used 'previously to 
illus.trate something else). 
One minister was critical of our agency for not giving a 
child to a childless couple for adoption. He thought that 
they should have a. ChUd, &lthough the- couple had not asked 
for one nor did they went one. • 
It is sometimes difficult to isolate evidence of a clergyman's 
~uthorita.rian a.tti tude bom the factor of his personal inwl.'Wiment, and 
both o£ these can produce the effect of." making tba clergyfi'.m less amenab1e 
towards accepting social -urol!."k help for his panahionern o The follcming 
is au example or what one respondent felt was an instance of over-identi:ti~ 
cation~-
, 
An example or a not-so-good . 'tli'Orki..ng rela:~ionship W.!?.S lr7i th a .. / 
minister who was over-sYMpathetic t.o~~r~s the husband in a case 
of marl tal niscord. The wife walkea .. out of the home leaving,... 
five children, but some time later>.rine ret1lrned with two new 
b~bies (not _by her husband) and wan~ed .reunion. Although th~ ... 
. minister i:nvol veri in the case .. 1mefi . th"a·t: 'the~ agency was handling 
'it il he di~n •t work with me very tfell· an~ dicl not fully consult 
with me. He toolc ·S. stand opposed to that· of the agency's and 
f!iseotirage~ the husband from ta!d11gh$s wife back, saying that 
she vould "do :tt again" and continue in the same .w.reliabla way 
B3 before. Although I realil~Sed that the minister's opinion 
of the wif'e's unreliability was!' to a great extent, true, I 
. i~el t that :there. t.zas a possibility things. mtght work ou·jj better, 
&s the agency maintained its coritnct with the wife.. Also the 
agency felt there was a definite nee~ by t.he children for their 
mother, which she alone coul.d fill .. : The coupl.e is together ·noir .. 
. The same minister was involved tdth·· the same family in want-
ing· to place the children in a sur,'lfrter ·.camp; and again clid not 
t<Jork it out with me. I felt it was better to keep the chUdren in. the foster home; where they had· beeif placed follOWAg the 
mother's leaving honte. Also the children Is lives hacl been so 
·disrupted already· with losses tha.~:·:plaeing, them· in a summer 
camp: would be harmful to them at th1$ :J>oint.. They- were not 
removed from the roster home for sunm~r canlp placement as it 
turned out. ·.·. · .· · i · · · 
In the next :exa1"lple the ·elewtent of. persemal involVe"lent has a rather 
strong influence on" the minister's failUre to refer the case, according to :· 
·.. . ~ -~ ·. ,' .. · . . .· 
the re~ponrlent•s opening statement: · ·_, ·: 
. . 
· I have bee~ involved ui th a case: in which a minister was . 
etll!ght up in a transference relationship.· The ministe1•'s per~ 
sonal life interfered 1dth his mi¢~try. He and his '&rl..fe werg 
f'or. many years close to one of thiJ-'·.w§iten: o£ the church; tholigh 
they ware older. The woman's mot~~r. died: C?f cancer, and a he had 
a traumatic reaction; her father later remG.rrlede The minister's 
wif'e died of· cancer at the same tfme··tliat the woman's husband 
~::rbeing unfaithful. The minister ~sited her often after his 
wire ~ied. Then he remarried and no longer visi tad he1~, possi-
blY: becau~e ·he may have felt guilt;y &bout ·his. ll'"ite being a 
little· jealoua of his close relationships~· .. The client couldn't 
use .him to help her with her problems.,· ·because she f'elt angry 
tdtmrds him (she was rejected by a father.,;,figure). He was 
unable to . ta.lk to either one of the couples abcmt theu· marriage 
problem probably because he was_ emba.rraseed about diSC1l.SSing 
•ital. infideliiiy. The family desct.Or ·referred. ·~he case to· the 
agency.•. r· am seeing both husband ··mrd'~dfe,-. &:fter the 1~·e.f~Brral ·· 
that·· followed the 1d.f'e •s discoverJr, ()f' the· "other lromari". 
T.ae follotdng is a brief statement abot.. some oler~ o e tendency to e 
be pereonal.:cy concerned Tlii th the welfare o£ theu parishioners o 
I r--- --
Moat priests and ministers have a ld.nd of fatherly respect 
for their fiocks. If the nature of the problem is not in their 
comps·l;ence to de~l with, it is liard for them to refer elsewhere. 
They do not lmow other resources very well, and they evidence 
the feeling that there is some competition. 
It should be mentioned here that there are only a f~~nr examples o:f 
. . . . . ; 
problems caused by a clergyman's excessive concern for ihe religious 
aspects of a situation. There were instances, however, lmere cler~en 
stood.ti:rm on their opinions when they c::onsidered families as "goodtt 
prospective homes for adopted children .on bases other than beb,avioral 
±"actors, i oe. regular church attendance ~d good morals liere apparently 
the c:M. teria use.d j.n a few instances. Also it will be recalled that in 
two ca.Se examples given td thin this chapter, the ministers told their 
parishioners that only God alone qould help. theM in their trouble: 
lJ..n the case of the Negro couple, the clergyman .made the wife feel more 
guUty by rct'linding her that God would forgive her; in another case a 
clergyman refused to accept the help that social work or psychiatry might 
offer, maintaining that prayer alone would help .. 
Comments ~n the Respondents 1 Attitudes 
-- __..,:_ __ ..,... -----
Before summing up the general attitude of social workers toward 
members of the clergy, there are a couple of points that should be 
mentioned o · In many instances the respondents emphasized ~lle need to 
consider the influence that some individuals within a profession bring 
to bear upon one 9s at-titude towards the whole profession, ioe .. one' tends 
to judge all clergymen on the basis or one • a contacts w.t th certain indi-
vidual members of tb.e clergy.. Several respondents pointed out to me 
that they were unable to give an unbiased answer to questions aimed at 
eliciting attitudes about clergymen in general. Rather, they often had 
to qualify their opinions about the profession as applicable to certain 
-
' . •, ~ . . ~ .. , ............. . cler~en ·.only. Some were more underst~ding or less understanding than 
others» ·some were judgn-ental and others wer~ n~t., some WE;lre quite unwill-
ing to have contacts with social workers, whereas o·tihers went out of their 
way to se~k out social -.rork help. ·· .. 
An~ther l)oint t~at l7as stressed by some. I_"espondents was that w.l. th a 
greater. ~~~t. of contact td. th members or·:~ particular profession, one tends 
to find ... them ·eaSier to work with.. Thus;:.m~~t of the eighteen respondents 
.. ·. ·.·', . . 
ranked social workers as the easiest to'ti~rk with. Although one interviewee . 
made. the sta.tement,. "The greater the contaeii,··.the easier to work id.th," ·it 
would ·be well to question if there might not be other reasons to consider 
besides frequency of contact. For instance, social workers have a unique 
philosophy _and similar a·ttitudes, so that they would tend ·to band together .. 
Ho"Wever, .. an argw_neil:t. for "ease of working with," as related t.o the degree 
of contact, can be seen t-Jhen one reali~es that there would not be greater con-
tact with another profession on a long term basis unless the contact t-ms satis-
factory for the most part. Referring asain to Table SJ1 it is interasting that 
the respondents ranked on-the.:.. job· contacts with social workers first :md psy-
chiatrists second, just as they ranked ease of world.ng With social workers 
first and psychiatrists second. 
On the whole, most respondents exhibited a. .favorable at·titude towards 
clergymen on the basis of personal·experiences, despite some mention of con.:.. 
com'liet, competi Uon, or other negative aspects or relationships between 
the clergy and social workers o Actually, all except five of the eighteen 
respondents reported "good11 world.ng relationships with clerg;vm.en, tllben. asked 
to rate their opinions about such contacts. 
Conclusions 
There were ll1.!1D1' different attitudes apparent with regard to details 
or interprofessional relationships, and the importance of considering that 
:t26. 
attitudes about a profession are more strongly influenced by contacts with 
individuals in the profession rather than by the group as a whole was 
stressed. 
This offers hope for better interprofessional relationships between 
members of the clergy and social workers, ~eeause such conflict as may 
exist between the two groups is not that. much of a deterring factor. 
However, if both are to serve their reapective ncharges" in the fullest 
t'lay a greater understanding of each other's role is vitally necessary. 
At the present it appears there is some competition that works to the 
detriment of the person being helpedD s~mply because one profession or the 
other feels it should have the complete jurisdiction in certain areas, with-
out considering uno is best qualified.. It would appear that this refers 
most ofton to me~bers of the clergy - but this i6 in the opinion of re~ 
spondents who were social· workers. 
Several different opinions were expressed about the clergyman~ s 
role, other than his serving as a religious functionary o Some responden·~ 
felt that he should bs trained in the dynamics of behavior to the extent 
that he would be able to do counseling in the most effect! ve way.. Others 
felt that clergymen should observe a ·"hands off" policy in this area, 
sticking close to their role as religious fll!lctionaries and leaving all 
vrcounseling11 ·to social tfOrke:rs. Thus,, S91!1e f'el:t that ~o-verlap" was good 
and necessary-~ whereas otherE~ maintained that it was urweeesasr-y1" wasteful, 
and the cause for too much conflict., 
The clergyman does tend to be the important authority and prestige 
· figure in relationships between social workers and members of the clergy., 
This seems apparent from the way in which some of them 11supervi.se11 or 
tend tc.i be overly "possessive" of a case that should be ref'erred for 
casewo:~k or psychiatric help. However, clergymen also make use of social 
workers us consultants, and many li~ewise refer for casework help. 
It it' interesting to note that from the answers given by the eighteen 
respondents~ it appeared that there was a lesser total amount of contacts 
with Catholic {lriests than with Protestant ministers. Also there were 
extl'e!llely few Clutacts with rabbis smong the -workers interviewed. Thesa 
findings may be a c-,ignifieant indication of the need to determine more 
accurately why ther~ is not greater contact with clergy of some sects or 
faiths .. 
... 
INTERPROFESSimJAL PRESTIGE 
prestige of the professionals wh~ · ~~ ·int~~acting o Prestige. may be thought 
of as the. invidious. value which is att~ch:~d ·t.o a statu~;. such as an occu~ 
. . . . .. . •. ··.·- . 
... . i .. : ~~. · ... 
pa:t.ional or professional status, ·iz:.dep~1tCiently of nho occupies that status 
; ,· .• : ._:: .·. . . 1 . . . . : 
o~ of how the requirem~m-ts of thti~ t;ta~·u~:·:are carried out. L1ndesmith and 
Strauss; in the book, Social !_sych(,lo.mt{P,oint out, 111'he hundreds of o~c\i.;.. 
.. ·~: '; : ... 
pations :tn · ~ur society are roughly gr~d~~ :in a prestige hierarchy, tmd . 
. ·,,:. :· · .. ·::. ~- .. ;,• . . . . 
td.thin each business or profession ·-there ·is ~.lso a similar ·grading .. ~ 2 · 
. .. .. '· .. · ., ··.· · .. 
' Many ~on sequences of rela:t:J. W.e .Prea:tiie tm1ong psych:l.at:."'ists, psycho~ 
· logi:~t~, ~d ·~ocial W'Ol'kers are m~~a e_:Kp~teit by Zander, e·~ al., J Kadusbin 
feels that the prestige of profes&:Jicm affects ea~h social t;roz>le:er's self'=con~ 
cept~ relationships with persons in;:otbe:!r jobs, and his feelings abou~ lrls 
h... '.:= . ·,: .. ·<. 
otm job.. He presents a nun~er of .raa~."?i1s t-Jhy ·th~ premtj_gt3 o-:r social 'N'O:K·k 
is ··.~mpo:rtant.. He .f.eele partieultW:(y th:aij. pr0atige partly det•3!'nthlea ef= 
feciti venaes in· ofi'orlng social se:~:v.i.ce~: as r1cll as the fJat·te1'rJ.3 of obeisance 
. :: s ·., ·.·. . 
and de~erence on professional teams., . ;R'.;tdushin IS ax't.iele ~ whteh pruGeUt::;; 
,_ ... 
~~gsley Davls, ~ ~ci~·t;;u. p. 93• 
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., 
excellent theoretical statements concerning the meaning of prestige, is 
' .. 
based on generalizations from many othef ~search studi~s. . The pre~ent 
study differs from I{adushin •s in that t~e data are the responses given 
I . • 
directly by social 'WOrkers to the authots of' this thesis. In particular, 
• i . 
this chapter is mainly based on the seccl>nd part of the questionnaire, a uni-
. . I . . . . 
form sei of questions directing the res,fd.ents to rank t.he professions or 
law.yer,:mfnister, nurse, occupational t~e~~pis~~; physician, psychiatrist, 
. :i' 
psycholfi~ist, school teacher, social wo*k~, ·and undertaker in terms of the 
.• . . . !· .· ... 
genera{ prestige they have in our sociei:ir, ;.·· the opportuni t;r they present for 
·:·;. : ;· .. : .:' . 
initiative on the jobs their ability to:!}i~lp people, and the respect the 
:_. . . ··J:·. . . 6 
average_members of :these occupations acqord to the people they help. 
. . . . l . . 
On eae~ qu!3stion., the respondents ranke1 the professions £rom 1 (for the 
.. . . i-".. . • 
occupation with the most prestige, grea~est Qpportunity for initiative, 
. . <t ... : .. 
etc.) to'·lo (f'or the occupation w.tth thd·ieast prestige, least opportunity 
+ . i 
f'or ini.tiati ve, etc. ) • ·· l 
! 
. . I 
The data summarising the findings ~t this theais.research st~ on 
• . . j :- . • • 
T . . . 
interprofessional prestige and relatec.i"nia.tters are presented in Table a; 
I . . . 
. . . I 
Only five ·professions are included: fllir4ister, physician, psychiatrist, 
• I 
I 
psychologist, and social worker, for th~se are the oecupe.tiomJ~ this tbea.~-:t 
I 
I. 
is mainly concerned about. In the tabl~ it is noted that a total of 
. . ! . 
. I . 
81 respondentS replied to at least one· lot the· questions o But for some 
. . I· . 
questio_ns the number of respondents ie ' ~ewer, va:cyi,ng betwaen 78 and 80o 
. . i . . 
Ex~atio~ of the. table points up ~erte.in of' the interprofessional 
. • • . . . :. . . . ·I·. . . . . . 
'-j . 
issues outlined in earlier chapters. For example,; social workers rank 
: . . . . :. i . . 
themselvee higher than ministers on abil1ty. to help people. When the social 
6 
See "QuestioDDaire: 
~· . . . 
•I . 
. J . 
·i 
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TABLE 8 
SOCI.t\t WORKERS' RANKINGS OF FIVE OCCUPATIONAL GROUPS WITH RESPECT TO 
SEVERAL CHARACTERISTICS a 
General 
Prestige 
Mean Ranld.ngs (Seale o£ 10) 
Oppo~unitt for 
Initiative on 
the· Job · 
Abil1t7 t.J 
Help People 
- -~--. -- -
Minister .3o4 
Ph;ysician 1 .. 4 
. --~------------· ·- -····- --
Psychiatrlst )ol 
Psychologist S.9 
Social Worker 6.8 
.4o3 
3.1 
3.8 
6oO 
4 •. 0 
.:' 4.6 
2.6 
2e4 
6.0 
2/f 
'"Number of respondents varies from 78-81:~ td1;~-the .mean determined accordingly • 
b2o68 ···' 
~2.73 
" 
... . 
"· 
""' 
Respect for 
the People 
Helped 
)o) 
3.1 
2.7b 
S.6 
2.7c 
l 
. . ,. 
.. .. 
workers . discussed ministers' functions as. contrasted to social workers a 
£unctions in helping people, they tended to ·refer to ministers as providing 
help that was less 11deep,n and this perception seems to be reflected in 
· .. 
t.heir ranking of ministers as shown in Table. 8. Likewise, the social workers 
. . ·.. . . 
rank themse1 ves higher than psychologists o~ ability to help; on this dimen-
... · 
sion psychology is last. This probably reflecis the social workers ' stereo-
. . . . 
type of the psychol~st as a tester. Psychiatrists, hotre~r, are ranked 
.first on:··ability. to .help P.eopl~ •.. 'lhe. ebap:t~:r.. dealing wi tb psychiatrists 
points out that the psychiatrist often acta as a. consUl tan1; . to social ti'orkers 
'·'· 
and is perceived by social t<Jorkers as helping them to help others better~­ l .... ~ ···.••· 
We can ·also see, in examining Table 8, that the social 'ti\."'rkers rank 
p}Wsicians nmch lower on respect for the people they help than they rank 
physicians on any of' the other criteria.~ This :may reflect the social workers a 
opinions· that the physician oi'ten thinks strictly in terms of the J?hy'sical 
Ulness, without considering the social and emotional components of the ill-
ness. As this is contruy to the values ot.:,_ social workers, it could create 
conflict 'between social workers and physicians.. The psychologist£~ however, 
ia ranked even lower than the other professionals on respect for the people 
helped. This is consistent With the social workers• viet..r that ths psyu."'lolo-
gist is an intelleetual.·. As an intellectual, he might be thought to devalu-
e.~ the peopl.e be serves.. ~or example, "one' SOCia;!. worker related the psyeholo.;, 
gists • "intellectual defense" td th their not really caring about the people 
whom they s~e., in contrast to social morkera and doctors who care about and 
feel reapc.msible for their clients or patients o It is noted that social 
tlit>rkers rank themselves !"elatively low on prestige and relatively high on 
ability . to help people. This could lead . to interprofesaional aU."ficU:l:ties 
if the social worker attempts to act oil the_ basis of superior ability- he 
:feels he has while ·the representative of anot~er profession is better recog-
nized in terms of his general prestige standing. As well as pointing. to 
sources of conflict, howaver, the relationships apparent in the table can 
also be interpreted in the light of social work values. The influence of 
such values upon the rtm.ld.ngs is brought out in the follow.lng com.parisonso 
· The p~stige ranldngs social workers give to the five . professions are 
in accord wl th the rankings made by the stratified sample (which was a. minia-
ture ·or the American civilian population foUrteen years and over) in the 
National Opinion~ Occupations surveyG Social. "t-rorkers rank physicians 
first, followed in descending order by psychiatrists, ministers)~ psycholo-
gistss and social workers. It must be remembered here that the wcrkers t>7e~ 
trying to rank the professions according. to their general prestige in our 
society :rather than according to the soc1a1 workers 0 personal views of their 
prestige •. · The survey gives the re.nlm in this order: physician (first), 
minister, psychologist, welfare worker for a city go'Vemment. The profession 
of psychiatry was not. included in their list. 7 Tbe social workers • list 
agrees with the order of the list by the stratified sample. (Professional 
persons in the survey on National Opinion~ Occupations also gave the tour 
occupations in ihe same order) .. 8 Thus, there is consistaney in the general, 
professional, and social work populations in ranking the profesaions., 
The uorkers in the present study were not asked what standards they used 
in arriving at their prestige rankings, but this problem has been considsr9d 
7 National Opinion Research Center, National QpiniOI! .2!! Oceupatiom, 
pp. l$-18. . 
8 
Ib1do.n pp. 46~ss. 
.. 
• 
\ 
in another study. When the National Opimon Research Ce&"lter conducted the 
nation-wide survey of opinions on occupations, one of the objectives was to 
find general standards of judgements peopie say they use in evaluating the 
. . . ; ~ . : . 9 .... ·.:. ·.. . . 
status of occupations. The criteria .for ~Vi.ng an occupation a standing 
of excellent were found to be· (in descending' order): good pay' service to 
·· .... .'· .·. 
humanity; difficulty :i.n preparing forth~ oc·~~~ation, social. prestiga, hi.gh 
~· :,• . 
standards for the job~ requirements of :i,U,~:~lig\9nce and ability, eJecurity, 
good future, safety and ease, best chan~~ ... ~ot: .initiative and freedom.10, 
. . 
The social workers in the present sample may have used similar criteria, 
. .·.· ... : . 
;' .. ·. 
since their judgements are like those repo~ted in the survey. 
SociCll. workers rank the professions. ·qUite differently on "ability to 
. . . . . . . 
help" people than on "general prestige ~hey have in our society .. " ·Social 
workers pUt psychiatris·lis first in ability· to help people 11 followed by physi-
cians, social workers, ministers, and psychologists in that order. Thus, the 
.. . . . . .· . 
• f . • . :. ·_: .. . .: .. 
social worker is placed third instead of fifth. Social workers feel superior 
to ministers and paychologieta in ability to help people though recognizing 
that they ·have a lower px•estdge. 
. . 
Polan·slr,v, et al. deal. with this a&llte .. phenomenon.. In their sampling study' 
. . 
they find that social. workers ranked thel)lselvea sixth in ~ccordance 1-1ith the 
'· .. · ..... '. 
question' 
In the community, who of the following, (carpenter, c~cal. workerD 
doctor, lawyer, plant executive, plant foreman, salesman, school 
teSeherJ)_ social worker, store owner~ ·.taking. a typical person in that 
occupation, has the most pree·fiige?ll. . · . 
'9. Ibid.2 Po ). 
lo··. · · · 
Ibid.,, p. 109 •. 
1JW~~an Pol.ansJcY, et alo, "Social Workers in Society: ResUlts of a 
Sampling Study," sOcial ~ Journal,, ~ol~ 34 (April, l9S8), p. 77. 
I 
But on the dimension or power to help people, hie social workers ranked 
. . 
themselves second (putting only doctors ahead of themselves). Polanpky 
/ 
/ 
interprets the results as sholdng the value that socia1.workers place on 
hel:,ping others; it is an important source of ·satisfaction to them. Further, 
most of the participa.Tlts in Polansky"' s sampling • stud;;r said helping clients 
and training workers were major sources of· satisfactions, _but only three 
workers m~ntioned low prestige when they wer,9. asked to give sources of dis-
. 12 
satisfaction. Thus,~~ both the study by Polansky, et al. and this study re-
flect the Values of social workers; indicating that they value the ability 
to help peop1e more than they value tl!cair general prestige o Othel;' evidence 
of this may. be. gathered from the m.an;y defini tiona of social work which bring 
.-- lJ 
out the goal of helping people • 
.Another val.ue social workers repeatedly affirm is that of respecting 
the people 'Hb,o come to them foi' helpo Ori this characteristic social workers 
rank themaelfts just below psychiatrists· (the means or the ranks are almost 
identical); they rank. ministers next$ then physicians and psychologists 0 
The value of respecting the client is ref'lectsd in social work literature SJ 
uhere the· clients• rights to self-determination are emphasi-zedo Two intro-
ductory textS to ths. field of social work make this clear within the first 
£ew pages: 
Social work as a pro.fession seeks to otter a service to the in ... 
di vidual and to the community- that l'IYAy be accepted or ~filjected upoD 
the basis o£ the needs that it meets -or fails to meet • .l4 
12-· PJ Ibide,t Po 19• 
1
-\raJ.ter A. Friedl.a:ider., Introduction ~Social. Welfa:mal. p., 4. 
Arthur Eo Fink, Everett Eo Wilson, and Merrill B .. Conover, !h! Field~ 
Social Wcrkp PPo 25~26. 
. ~9 et alo 1 op., cit.,, Po 26. e 
The objective of social welfare is to secure for each human being 
the economic necessities~ a high standard of health and decent living 
conditions, equal opportunities with his ·fellow citizens, and the 
' highest possible degree. of self-respect and freedom of thow.dlt and 
action without ~ter.tering with the same rights of others. rs 
If .·Table 8 is judged &s showing subjective feeling as well as objective 
fa.ct., it can be said to show that initiative on the job is less valued by 
. . . . 
1}6. 
social workers. 'l'hat is to say that thay rank themselves lower on tain1tiativen 
tnan on "helping peo:Ple11 or "respecting clients," and this may indicate that . 
they place less value upon their opportUnity for initiative on the job than 
.. .··:· .. 
upon their ability to help people and the need to show respect fer those 
they help~ . 
Many of' the social. t<Torkera inte~eWed made angry complaints about 
filling out. this second part of the que::rtionrildra, yet there were only a few 
workeL"s who .either refused altogether or·· qUit. after a fet.:r at.tentp·tao Some 
attrlbuted their reluctance to diffieul ti~s iD discriminating sufficiently 
to rank the ten professions. But their . unwillingness to answer may also re-
flect something .further about the values . of social workers. In addition to 
placing 8 high value upon helping and respecting their clients' social 
workers also place a great deal of emphasis upon:democratic values. In a 
. . . ·.. . . 
aense.t tl1Ed.r' coneem about "the 1-rorth of .each individual" stems from their 
democratic ethic and therefore makes it ,.~litPOl:"tmt to stress that clients 
:·· 
must be ~espected as individuals. 
groups. ·the social t<rorkers were, in effect» being asked to put aside their 
concern £or each individual within the prof'essioiml groups e It waa there-
.. · 
fore understandable ·that some of their objections to the ranking question-
. . 
0 .·,.I 
nure were couched in terms or the differences that actually exist among 
'• 
.. 
. 
.. 
a.bili ty t.o help people, etc o 
To sum up, almost .all of the 'Ho:rkera did anauar the re.ru>el.ng qu.estion= 
naire;~ and with enough consistency to make the data moaningfu.l.a Theae :rank-
inga help to snbsttmt.iaw soma of the qualita.:Gi i1""'@ Clat:J\ about so{}illl. tJc·rl~o?s' 
attitudes that have been preserl<~d in prev-lous chap·~el~s; D.'!'icd thtay ~sro• givo 
us sante important clues about social work 'ialues o 
CHAPTER VII 
......... : 
CONCLUDING RE~KS: 
A total or sixty-three respondents ·.were intervie'tfed on the subject 
··:. ·.. . 
of interp~o.f'essional· relationships bet~en soc:i'SJ. workers and some other 
. . . ~ :'.: .. ,.:··./·.:. :. .. .. ·:': ·. 
profession,.. The latter included four groups: . physicians, psychiatrists, 
... . .. . . 
psychologists, and members ot the clergy •. ·on· the· basis of material that 
was presented in the foregoing chapters fzoom original research findings, 
. . ..... . 
the ·.roliowing. points would seem to m~rit special attention here in the con-
. . . . 
clu~g i-~marks. The factors of (1) prestige and authority and (2) ·under-
standing 'and communication can be adduced as two pairs of important com-
ponents ·of the ·mterpro.:f'esaional relationships covered by this stuey-. In 
addition it was .found that there appeared· to be a direct correlation be-
tween the amount ot experience the respondents had with other prof"essioris 
and the positive .feeling that was evidenced, on the whole, tow-ards the 
members o.f those same professions ~ 
The. four "base" chapters of the thes.is, or the ones in which inter-
professional. relationships ~-are discussed in the· most detail, are the pr:l.ntary 
ones from which the concluding remQ.l"ks are draw. Because of the exploratory 
. . 
nature of the research work done, the ccimraents presented here are to be taken 
only as tentative generalizations. Some o.f' the findings are supported by 
other studies of in~erprof'essional. relationships, but the wri tere of the 
thesis feel that several of the resul.ts of the study' do warrant special 
eommant. They realize that there is a dearth of material on interprotessional 
relationships that inwlve social wrkers. and ho~ that this surve7 may 
stinmlate further studies on this important subject. 
138. 
Several respondents appeared to evidence some concern for, or a det.i-
ni te a:wareness of, the low prestige of their profession. This seemed to be 
manifested in several ways, and the status rating of social work wa.s pointed 
up quite clearly in the chaptea- on prestige as one that is l.ower than ·:thiat"' 
of physicians, psychiatrists, psychologists, or clergymen. Because the 
wri tars 1 findings in that chapter (and the othei~ chapters) are based solely 
on the statements of social workers, it is ·qUite natural that there should 
be some concem shown by the respondents for the comparati voly low prestige 
of the profession. Such examples as the following ones seem to attest to 
this concern for the prestige of social work, which appears to be a "sore 
spot" for some workers: the strong feelings expressed about the lack ot 
recognition paid to social workers; the indication that social workers are 
more often the ones to mai.Jltain contacts on a "case" J the subordinate posi-
tion of social workers in several "temn" settings (whether recognized by the 
wor~ers themselves or not); and ths strong hostility that was quickly ax-
pressed in some instances about one or two "bad" experiences 1d th other pro-
.:tessions., 
· Another concern of many respondents, and closely related to prestige, 
was that around authority relationships. Many workers in "tee.m11 settings., 
such as bospi tala or clinics 1 freely adm.i tted or implied that their position 
was ancill9.17 to that or the doctors and seemed to be satisfied with this 
arrangement. On the other hand, there were some tlorkers who seemed to Chaf'e 
under the arrangement, and who cited several instances where doctors did not 
recognize the social worker's role and either overlooked it entirely or 
misueed it. Several. social workers indicated that because o~ their special 
training in the social aspects of problem situations they were, therefore,·· 
the authorities in that area, rather than the docwra - wether psychiatrists 
.. ·•" ... 
or physicians. In the s&me way XTtanY social workers maintained their 
domain of authority owr the area of social problems 'tfhen there was a psycholo-
gist or clergyman involved. In practice, however, social workers do not al-
ways have exclusive rights with the social aspects of a problem situation, 
because all of the other four professions have a concem w.i.th the "total. per-
son" just as social work rloes. 
Th~ issue of understanding ~nts presented by most respondents as it was 
related to a lack of lmowledge or social. work on the part o:t many repre-
sentatives of the other professio?-iso However, it "L-las apparent that there tma 
also a lack of sufficient understanding about other professions on the part 
. . . 
of social workers. Thus there appeared to be a need for a greater mutual 
undc:Fsta.nding between profes'sions ·in order that each might prov1,.de ~etter 
service to the person needing heip ... tmether he is to be called •ipatient", 
"clienttt, or "congregant". Th.nJ.t :1~., there should be a drive for more under-
standing of other professions by all parties concerned, in order to .be more 
certain that the offering of anch might be used to the full benefit for the 
person seeking help • 
. Communication was felt to be a problem area primarily as it waa re ... 
1ated to the over·all contact between the professionso Several respondents 
expressed their feeling that aneed existed for'mora contact between pro-
f'e.ssions than there is at present.. The ecmm;unica.tion process which does 
exist, hatiever, appeared to be successful at least in terms of getting across 
tl?.e language or jergon barrier. · 
}Jesides the above findings about the important factors operating 'Wl t..tU.n 
interprofessi<;'nal rela:tionshipa, there were some interesting results ob-
tained on the "feelings" or one profession towards another, espooialq on 
the part of social worloo:rs o It· appeared that some workers, and especially 
:J):O .. 
.. those who had a minimal amount of cont~t ·With certain professional groups, 
had some rather stereotyped opinions ?~'these groups. For example,· the 
.. 
spiritual. co~cems of the clergyman and. the testing duties of ther p~cholo-
. . ·.• ~ 
J.h) •• 
gist' tr7ere at times exaggerated so that .. ~he clergyman ttJ'as se~n only as a 11 '!"e-
ligious le;ider" and the psychologist only. ·as a 11teater .. .n This is further evt-
dence that social workers s as well as o~ef ~rof~siomus, rieed to h~ve a 
• ... ··: 
better un(lerstanding o£ the other profesaio~ groups with which they work .. 
Se~ral w:orkers who had had contacts with a variety of other pro ... 
fessional people thoughtfully remarlted that .it was necessar,r to judge one's 
relationship to another profession on the basis of working with or meeting 
indivlduala of that professional group. ·It was, therefore, difficult for 
some of the respondents to talk about their attitudes toliard a professional 
group as a mole. At times, however, it seemed clear that what was referred 
to as a eontliet or "personalities" actually' represented a f'airll' common 
example or interprotessionsl eonflicto 
By and large, the respondents stated that they bad a good trorklng re~ 
l.a.tionship wi. th the profession that they were expressly interviewed about .. 
They. apparently did not feel that the 11bad" experiences were typical of the 
total relationship but rather that these conflicts were due to a lack ot 
sufficient understanding or conmunication or to problems ot autliori ty or 
prestige. It was felt that these "lacks" were not always inslU'nlountable, 
and in addition it was felt that even currently the interprofeseional re-
lationships were on the whole fairly satisfaetoey. 
APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
THE INTERPRoFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
WITH PHYSIC.!AlJS .. . ~: 
For interviewing social workers who have had: 
a) at.least one year.or graduate school ~f 
social iiork trailrlng; · 
b) at leaat two years of full-time ~ocial 
. wo:rk experience. · · 
1 •.. what grkduate school· o£ SOCia1 work 'did YoU attend? _______ __,..;.. 
2. Did you get your Master Is degree in Socitil Work? 
, Yes.· · No• . 
---
When did you get your degree? ____ _ 
For how long did you go 'W 
graduate school**? 
... ··' 
. ~ ..... ·, 
:· ... 
---
(If at least one yee:r) When 
were you going to graduate 
school? 
----------------~ 
). · Have you been trained in or worked ·in another field prior to social work 
training? . 
Yes 
·-----
..... No 
------
What 'tlaS your underp>aduate ma:jor? ___ ...,.;_ ____ ~----~ 
4. H~ ·many years of experience have Y'O'I;t had as a full-time social 
worker? . 
So wnat.are the different social wrk jobs you have had? 
1st job 
2nd job 
3d job 
4th job 
Present job 
Position Agency Location Dates on the Job 
6o Rank tbe f'ollou:lng professional groups in terms of the amount of on-the= job contact you have had lfi th their m~ers. · 
.. 
l.o Law;,er 
2 o M:i.irl.ster 
). Nurse 
·4~ ·Occupational Therapist 
... ~·o. · Physician ' 
, 
. . ·~., ': . 
6;; Psychiatrist "· 
. 1~ Psychologist 
· 8. School. Tet\cher 
9 o · Social l>Torker ·· ,,,~ · ·10.. · Undertaker 
~: .. )·.: :! . 
7. · •.· ~.Cb.· Of the following profeSSi.o~~Yi~. do you find 1 t particuJ.arq 
·easy to work with? ~, : . 
--~--------~er 
..:,..;...;_...;.;.....,;_ _ __;Medical Doctor 
M:hiister -.-.-....;...;.,_ __ .... 
NUrse, --;.;...;.......;...;.. ____ . 
·)~' 
.....,... ___ . Oecupa.tionaJ. ~herapist 
~-.~ ..... __ ._PsyChiatrist 
.. ~!. Psychol.og:i.st 
.. ',, .... ~_,.;...,....;,-
·' ·. · School. Teacher ~.-·-:· ;....;·-· ...,.... 
: j 
ParticUlarly difficult· to work with?.<-. ------------~ 
Why did you put as easiest to work with? 
-------------------
Bo What· have been some of the noteworthy experiences you have had wJ:th 
physicians? 
9. 
a) or the physicians you have had contact with, approx:i.mately how many 
would you say 1mderstood the role of the social t-rorker? 
b) How many of these physicians would you say were sympathetic to their 
patients? 
c) 'With hot1 many o£ these physicians were you able to develop a good 
1rorking relationship? 
-------
lOo Have there·been any differences in the ldnds of interprof'essional 
relationships you have had with phyf!sicians depending upon the ageney 
you worked 1d th? 
(If yes) What kinds of differences? 
--------------------------
11. Think back to the last time y-ou had occasion to work or consult w.tth 
a physician about a patient? 
a) 'What was the total nlliilber of contacts? 
---------------------
b) Who first contacted whom? Contacted 
-
c) How was the contact made? Uail Phone Facec.to-.taee 
d) Was it plafmed or by ehanc~? 
e) l\ihere did you meet? Your office Physician 1s 
f) What was the reason for the contact? 
g) Is this a typical reason for a to contact a 
Yes No 
h) What other reasons are there .for such contact.s? 
? 
i) What are the reasons for which a contacts a ? ----~----- ---------(reverse order) • 
12o 'What requirements are there tor the physician and the social worker in 
• the recording or information on a patient.=.client? 
a) 'Who wou1.d usually record more information? 
b) Would there be sn:r differences in the attention paid to the 
material recorded by physician and the material recorded by" ·tthe 
social "WOrker? 
.. 
J 
1). What jobs usually done by the physician, and what jobs by the social 
worker, when they work together? 
Is this a s.ati.sfactoey arrangement, or should there be some better wq 
of dividing up the functions? 
Satisfactor,r ______________ _ Should be & better way _______ _ 
What better way would you suggest of 
dividing up the ·functions? 
14o Physicians sometimes make plane tor patients tbat are not realistic, 
considering the social and emotional. condition ot the patient. Has 
this ever happened in your experience? 
Yes 
--------
What was it that happened? 
No 
----------------------
Has this ever happened to 
anyone you have known? 
(If yes) Wh$t was it that 
happened? 
(If still no) What t-rould 
you do if such a thing were 
to happen to a client of 
yours? 
lS. What means of communication are there between you and the physician 
at this job? 
a) Regularly scheduled meetings? 
b) Informal contact? 
l6o Have you ever come to address a physician with whom you have uorked by 
his first name, or some term. other than "Dro so and ao11 ? 
(It yes) What term did you use? 
Has this happened w.i th other 
physicians? 
How did this come about? 
17. H~ a physician_ with tfhom you have wo:rked ever come to address you by 
yo~ .f:trst name, or some other than the term Miss (or Mr.) "so and so"? 
(If yes) What term was tJsed? 
Has this ha~ned with any other PhYsicians? 
How did thi'"" come about? 
18. Is i.,t easy or l7.u"d to get hold of a phyrdc:i~ if you want to discuss 
something mtll him? . 
19.. Does · th~ physician us~ contact you, or do you. usually eon tact 
him abt1ut a case· you are both workii'lg on? 
20o Som$times, in talking to other people, wa are not really ee.nmnmicating 
but are talld.ng past each other. This is especially likely to happen 
where the peopl$ ·s.re of different professions and have had a different 
backgxoound and training. Has this ever ha.ppaned to you in your expe-
rience w1 th. physicians? 
(It yes) Cou:ld you give an example of what happened? 
2lo 'Who bld haw t~ final authorit;r in decisions about a t!'eatment plan 
for a patientccli~nt ~ the physician or the social wor~r? 
22c Does the physician ever exercise his authority over social workers 
in those areas where the social workers ·have the most p~fessionaJ. 
compe,tence? · 
. : . 
. (If' ye~) llow does he do this? 
23;. In .general., what attitudes do physicians have toward social workers? 
_/ 
,._JI.,. • • • 
" 
2ho Sex: M;..,_ _____ __ F _______ _ 
25. What 1a (or was) your father's occupation? ____ _._ ___ == 
26. Marital Status: 
27. If married, what is your husband's (tdf'eOs) occupation? 
------
28., Do you have any close Mends who are physicians? 
29. It you .had tO malte the decision owrr again, would you decide to go into 
social work or into some other profession? 
Sociu Work 
-----------------------Sae Other ____________________ __ If so, wh:y? _______ ~---
,30. How do you feel interprofessional. relations could be improved? 
)lo l'llha't do you think is the most important single thing for a young person 
to consider in choosing his lite's work? 
32o Name of worker interviewed, and agency. 
.. 
THE INTERPROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
WITH PSYCHIATRISTS 
For interviewing social. workers who have had: a) at least 1 year of gradu-
ate school of social work 
training; 
b) at least 2 years of full-
time social work expe-
rience. 
J... ltla.t graduate school of social work did you attend? _______ _ 
2 o Did you get your Master 0 s degree in Social. Work? 
~s ~ 
----'When did you get your degree _______ _ 
For how 'long did you go to graduate 
school? 
----------------------= (If at 1east l year) When were you 
going to graduate school? ___ _ 
) o Have you been trained or (and) world.ng in another field before going into 
social. work? Yea Mo 
------What field were you in? _ __, _________ _ 
· 'What was~ reason to ehange £or social work? 
--------------------
4. How 1ll&DY years of experience have you had as a f'ull-tims social worker? 
. -
5. What are the different social work jobs you have held? 
Present jobz 
1st job: 
2nd job: 
3rd job; 
etc. 
Posi 'tion AJenoz Location Dates ~ .!!!, ~ 
6. Rank the f'ollo.r.tng professional groups in order of the amount of on .... the· 
job contact you have had with their membGrs.. Place the professional. 
group with which you have had Ube most contact on the top, the group 
with which. you have had next to the most contact second, and so on., 
The professions are: ~~ minister, nurse., occupaticmal. therapist, 
physic'-an, psychiatrist, psychologist, school teacher, social worker, 
unde~o 
·1-,-n-----;----~--
i 
• 
7. Which of these professional groups lfOuld you say ere particularly hard 
or easy to wark tdtb? 
a 0 What have been 801116 of the especially noteworthy experiences you have 
had w1 tb psychiatrists? 
9 •. Of the psychiatrists you have had contact with, how many of tmse would . 
you say understood the role of the social warkex-? (Eumples) 
How many of these psychiatrists would you say were sympatbetie to their 
pati~ts? ~Examples) 
W:1.. th how many of these psychiatrists ware you able to lwvelop a good 
working relationship? (Eltamples) 
l.O. Have there been any differences in the ld.nds of interprofe~~ional. re-
l.ationsbips you have ·had td.th psychiatrists depending upon i.be agency 
you worked with? 
(If yes) What ld.nds of differences? 
11.. Think back to the last time you had oecs.sicm. to work or consult wi\b a 
psychiatrist about a patient. 
a) Ulo f'lrst ~ontaeted whom? Social Worker Ps;ychiatrl.st 
---
b) Bow many times did you see the psychiatrist about this patient?. __ _ 
Total amom.t of td.ma involved?. _______ _ 
c) Was the contact planned or by chance?.,.,_.,...__""""'"'~---= 
d) How was the contact first made? Mail __ Phone. __ __;Face-to""face 
e) Where did you meet? Your office. __ Psychiatrist 9s office ___ _ 
other . 
...... ---= 
f) Why vas the contact made? _________________ _ 
g) Is this a typical. reason for a. to contact a ? 
~----- --------
Yes. ____ Nc ___ _ 
h) Wbaii other reaaons are there for such contacts?.=----==-----=-
1) What are the reasons fe>r which a contacts a 
·-=--------
l$0. 
.. 
1 ill I 
12• Does your.·· &gency employ a psychiatrist as a consultant. ____ .» as a 
membe~ 'of a regular team**** , Other _________ _ 
If ~onsultant, how often do you have consUltation?. ______ ...,..._ 
What is th~ psychiatrist's function in his role as a consultant? 
What is the social worloor's f'uncti.on? 
~)o What jobs are usual.ly done by the psychiatrist rand t-That jobs by the 
social worker •;;hen t'hey -wrk together'f 
(for 12 and 13) Is this a satisf'ae'l: ..ory arrangement, or should there be 
some better W&l/ of d1 viding up the .functions? 
Sati,sfactoey_ Should be a better way ________ ....., 
What better. W'liW' would you suggest of 
dividing up functions? 
lls.o Do yo"J. see a ditfe!'snce in the W)d.eratanding of social work w".aen work-
ing 4d th a younger . or older psychiatrist? 
Ye~ No 
-------1-Jhat seems to be the difference? 
What do you see as the reason for it? 
1$ o Is there any means in your agency other than individual case consul.ta-
tions (research project, in-tL•aining - staff' meetings) to increase the 
mutual. understanding between social workers snd psychiatrists? 
Yes No 
----------------
(In both cases) what do you t;'dnk about it?-------==---
16. Psychiatrists sometimes make 1;,lmls for patients which seem to endanger 
the emotional health and stab:Ui ty ot the other famUy members or do 
not sufficientl.y consider the emotional and material situation of th$ 
patients o Has this ever bapptaned in your experience? 
Yes~ ___ ....,.._ 
What was it that happened? 
No-._ _____ _ 
Has this ever happened to s:a;yone 
you have know.? 
----
e 
.. 
17. Is 1 t easy or hard to get hold of a psychiatrist i£ you want to discuss 
something with him? 
18. Does the psychiatrist uaually contact you, or do you usually contact 
him, about a case that you are lvorldng on? 
19. Sometimes, in. talking to other people we are not really comnrunicating 
but are talld.ng past each other.. This especial~y is likely to happen 
where people are of different professions and have had a different 
background and training. Has this ever happened to you in your ex-
perience ld th psychiatrists? · 
(I£ yes) coUld you give me an example of what happened? 
20. Who would have the final. authority in decisions about. a treatment plan 
for a patient-client? The p~ychiatrist or the social work0r? 
21. Are· some of the social workers supenisad by psychiatrists in your 
agency? 
(If yea) how do you feel about this? 
22. Does the ps,ehiatrist ever exercise his authority over social. workers 
in those areas where the social worker has the most proi'eseiona1 com-
petence? 
(tt yes) how does he do this? (Examples) 
23. In general, what attitudes do psychiatrists have toward social workers? 
.. 
.. 
24. Sex: J.f 
----
F 
------
25. ht 1$ (or was) your father's occupation? 
26. Marital statmi;" 
27. {If·ma:rried) What is':your husband 8s (wife's) occupation? 
28. Do you have 8.ll1' close frl~nds who are psychiatrists, psychologiests 
or work in a field. relate&·. to social work? 
29o It you had to make the decision over again_, would you decide to go 
into social work or into some other· profess.ion: 
social work 
-------
some other 
-------
(If some other) what profession would you enter.::.1 ________ _ 
.30. What do you think is the most important single thing for a yomg person 
to consider when he is choosing his life • s work? 
31. Name of worker interviewed and ~eney. 
-~-- --
1 I 1 
I 
THE INTERPROFESSIONAL REL.AiTIONSHI OF SOCIAL WORKERS 
WITH CLINICAL PSYCHO ISTS 
(REVISED QUESTIO IRE) 
lo What graduate _school of social )Jorlc did 
attend? 
.2. Ae Did you get_ your Master's deuee · social work? 
B. When did you get your degree?: - --
C. ·_ -:For how long did you go to grad~ · school? D~ - When were you going ·i;o graduate sc ool? 
Eo ·Have you been trained in (or--have: ou wo,rked- in) another·· field 
before social 'h"'rk? . · · · · 
F. Why did you change to_ sot;isl~ ·i~~~? 
3o Bow many ye~s ~f. ~rlenee have Y''?U ba- as a full-time social worker? 
4. rha:t:~_~e· the· di££eren~ social_ work. ~obs ~u have held? For each jobjl 
list position, ·agency-, l<?~ation, ~d de:tes on job. 
5o Rank the following professional gx-oups in order of the amount of on ... 
the-job contact .:vou haVe had with their m mars. Place the professional 
group wi. th which you have had the m.ost c tact on the top, the group 
lii tb. which you have had next to the moat econd.~~ ·and so ono The pro.., 
f'essions are: ~r, minister# nurse, cupationaJ. tlleroapiet, plzy'-
eician, psychiatrist.~~ psychologist, E1Choo ts.ooher
11 
social l1<m"ker, and 
undertaker o 
6o A., Now state lfhich gl"''ups are partieul~ '1' euy to work ~lith and which 
is particularly hard~ · · 
Do Why? 
7.. What have been soma of the especially note cl'th.y experienees you have 
had w1 th psychologists? 
8.. A, On about how mm.ty" eases have yOU worke $ at least to some extent» 
with ps,ychologists? 
B o With about how many differen-t paycholo 
some contact about a patient. or client? I 
the exact number of ps;ychologista. (It 
with approximately hGtf many psychologists 
c., Did the psychologists understand the 
sta have you had at least 
you csn11 t17' to remember 
respondent can9't) Well11 
:ve you hsd some contact? 
le of the soeial worker? 
D.. With hOtf mant of the P&Tcbologists did you develop a good w~king 
relationship? 
9.. Ao Have. there ~em an:y differenra®s in the ld.nds ot """'~terprof'~~siona].Aw 
relationsbipiJ you b&.'ftl had with paychologi ts depanY.II.!{ag upon _ uu,e QgG!l~,­
you worked at.? 
Bo t-Jhat kinde of dUf'ereno~e? 
• 
I ---;--- -- --·--
10. Think back to the last time· you had occasion to work or consult with 
a psychologist about a client: 
A. Who first contacted whom? 
B. Was it planned or by chance? 
C. How, was the contact first made? (Mail, phone, f'ace-to-faee). 
D. Where did you meet? (Your· office, psychologist's office, other) .. 
E. Why was the .contact made?· · 
F. Is this a typicSl. reason. for a to contact a ? 
G. What o~r reasons are tru3re for such contacts? 
H. What are the reasons for which a contacts a ? 
(Reverse order) 
I. How many times did you see the psychologist about this client? 
J •. What was the total amount of time spent? 
11. A. What requirements are there. tor the psychologist and the social. 
worker in the recording of inf'ormation on their joint client? 
B.. Who would usual.q record more inf'armation? 
C.. Would there be any. differences on how accessible the data of 
each is to the other? 
D~ Would there be M)" differences in the attention paid to the 
material recorded by the psychologist and the material recorded 
by the social worker? 
12. · Ao What type of work does the psychologist usuall.y do? 
B. What type ot work does the social worker usually do? 
C. "When the s.ocial worker and psychologist work together, what jobs 
are usually done by the psychologist, and what jobs by ·the social 
worker? 
D. Is this satisfactor,v; or should there be some better way of 
d:L v.lding up the functions? 
13. A., Does the psychologist ever make plans far . clients that you are 
both world.ng with? 
B.. Is it ever intended that you should carry out these plans? Or 
does the p&y"chol.ogiat carry out the plans? Or do both of you? 
c. In tbe light of your Olin knowledge of the social and emotional 
conditions of the clients~ are these plans made by- psycholo-
gists usually realistic? 
D. Has it ever hapPened that the psychologist made a plan that was 
not realistic? (Or) have you ever heard of a psyehologist making 
a plan that was not realistic? What mmld you do? 
14. A. What means of conmnmication are there between you and the 
psychologists on this job? 
B. Do you have regularly acheduled mestings? 
c. Do you have staff meetings where you can discuss cues? 
Ao Are there my inf'OJ."mal contacts between you md the psycholo-
gists on this job? 
B. With whom do you ea.t lunch? Has a psychologist ever joil!led your 
l.unch group? Have you eftr joined a psychologist at lunch? 
Did you feel comfortable? · 
r 
.. 
---
1 --
lS. o .... continued 
c.. Have you ever attended a party to which the psychologists you 
work w1 th wre inv.i. ted? Who ·gave the party? Did the psycholo-
gists and social workers lilix? Did you feel comfortable? · 
·16. Is it easy or hard to get hold of a psychologist if you want to discuss 
something w.!. th him.? 
Sometimes 1 in talking to other people, we are not really c0lft1'11mlicat1Dg 
but are tal..king past each other.. This is especially likely to happen 
where the. people· are of different professions end have had a different 
backgro\lftd and training. Has tbis· ever b&J>Pened to you in your ex-
perience w:l th ps;rchologists? 
A. . Is the psychologist ever in a :Position where he exercises authority 
· over social workers? · 
B. Hot'l about .in.· regard to decisions about a treatment. plan? 
A. Does the psychologist exercise authori t;r in areas are the social 
workers b.a'V'e the most professional competence? 
B. How does he do this? 
20. In generalS! what attitudes do psychologists have toward social. workers? 
21. In this age of special:tma:tion it is not easy t.o become thoroughly 
informed about one 1s own f'ield, much less about still another field, 
Yet# sometimes n do manage to pick up some information about other 
fieldso 
A o Do you know anything about the trainillg prescribed for the 
psychologists td. th wom you work? 
B. About their theoretica1 orientation? 
C. . About psychological testing? 
D. Do you think it is (or would be) helpful to know about training~ 
theor,r, and tests of ps,yehologists? 
E. Do you feel you could do any o:r the things a psychologist does? 
22.. HoW would you explain this profession to a lay person? 
2). Sex or respondent 
2h.. l\lha.t is (or was) your .father's occupation? 
2S.. Marital. status 
26. (If married) What is your husbandll~ (or wi£e 9s) occupation? 
27. A. If you bad to make the decision over again, would you decide to go 
into sociai work or into some other profession? 
B. What profession ~.rould you enter? 
28.. What is the most imPortant single thing for a person to oorud.der 1-1hen "! 
choosing his lite 8 s work? 
i 
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN SOCIAL WOR~ AND 
lm-mERS OF THE CLERGY 
For interviewing social workers 
who have had: 
a.) at least one year of graduate 
training in a school of social 
work. 
b) ai least two years_ of full-time 
social work experience. 
. "Members of the clergy" 
defined~ · 
minister, priest, rabbi. 
lo 'What graduate school of social work did you attend? _______ _ 
2. Did you get ;your master's degree. in social work? _________ _ 
Yes 
---
When 
---
No 
----
For how long did you go to graduate 
school? 
------------------------
Dates 
--------------------------
). Did you ever train tor and/or engage in work within another field be-
fore going into social world 
Yes ___ _ No 
----What field were you in?. __________________ _ 
What was ;your reaeon for changing to social work? _______ _ 
4.. How many years of experience have you had as a full-time social worker? 
5. What are the different social work jobs you have held? ______ _ 
Position !_genez Location Dates 2!! ~ job 
Present: 
Previous: 
2nd Prev.: 
3rd 
" 
4th " 
5th 1t 
6th tl 
7th tt 
8th n 
-- -
~ 
"! 
6. 
8. . 
. .· . . 
Rank the following professional groups in order of the amount of 
on-the-job contact you have had with their members. (Cards to be 
handed out in alphabetical order: Lawyer.~· _Minister, Nurse, . Occu- · 
pational Therapist, Physician, Psychiatrist, Psychologist, School 
Teacher, Social . Worker, Undertaker •) . Place the professional. group 
with which you have had the most ~.ontact on the top, the group with 
which you have had next to the mo~t.'cont~ct second, and so on. 
*.. ·. ·.· >:_:· . . ·: .,_ . . . 
(Usi,ng the same cards) Which of these professional groups do you 
find i:'i comparatively easy to l>YOJ."k lrl;th? ·_......,. _________ _ 
... . .. ·. . ' . . .. ~-
(ae?-SOns) 
Which or t.heae professional groU,pa· do :you find it eompara'l.!! vely 
hard to·: work with? · . ·· '· . .' · · · .. 
~-~-.__.... . . ....... , -:·:. 
,··: .. · .. 
(R,~~!:loris) · · '· ; .. , : · · 
*::·~-:... . . ·.. ' .. ·· .. 
. . :What: have been some of the aspeeially. noteworthy experiences ~;you 
.td. th: ele:t"gymen? · 
. 9o v· Among the members o£ .the. clergy with Whom you have had contact, 
... · how m.an:.v would you say understood· ~e role.· o£ the social worker? 
- :·~· ·.·· 
_.__,._--.._........,,_......;...,; __ ..._,~...;.;;....-.;....;_ __ .....,.._"""'""""'(Exanrpla) 
uow many or them would 70u sa;: were sympathetic tcmuds the eli= · 
ents :tn the 'cases you worked on t:d:th them? 
---------------------
._(Example) 
----------------------------~--~---------------.. 
· With how many Qf' these clergymen were you able to develop a. good 
wo~ relation~~----·=----------------
.. (Example) --------------------------------~--~~--------~ 
16.. ·Have there been a;n.:y dif'.te~en~e)~. in the kinds of intel1>1'ofessional 
relationshipS you have h&d with members of tbe clergy, depending 
. upon the agency· ;you worked.with? 
.. Yes 
------
What kinde of dif'.ferencea? . 
*• . .·. ,·... . 
T.h1nk back to the la,st time y-Ou ~d occasion to trork or cons~ t 
With a_elergymant 
a) . HOw man:t contacts were ·tbare·.,on _the case concerned?.,..... ___ _ 
b) How much tim was invoivedJ) s.pproxima.tely; in each contact? ___ 
i 
U., 
....... continued 
c) Was each contact planned or by chance? 
-------------------d) ·Who first contacted whom? contacted 
-------
e) How was this contact made? Mail Phone Face to £s.ce 
-· 
f) Where did you meet? Yom. dffice . ·Pastor's study other 
. -
g) Why was the contact made? 
--~~-----------------------
h) Is this a typical reason for a. to contact a 
? Yes No 
-------- ---------
1) What other reasons are there for such contacts? 
j) What are the reasons for which a. (reverse order) 
contacts a ? 
----------------
----
------
l2o a) How would you define the responsibility of' the clergyman anti 
that of a social worker in regard. to those persons with whom 
· they may be dealing? (Reasons f~r the answer) • • 
b) Are there any other responsibilities that the clergyman some-
times takes on? 
(Examples) 
c) Is this a satisfactory arrangement? (i.e., Who seems better 
qU.alif1ed tor counseling, generally speaking?) (Reasons) 
13. Is it easy or hard to get hold of a clergyman if you want to diseuse 
something 'trl.th him? . (Examples) ______ _ 
14." DoefJ the clergyman usually contact you, or do you usuallY' contact 
him, about a person that you ai'e both tr;Ving to help_?._ ____ _ 
. contacts (Reasons). _______________ _ 
lS. Sometimes .in talldng to other people J:l we are not really cOilmlunica-
ting but .are talld.ng past each other•. ,This is especially likely to 
happen Where. the people are of diffez:oent professions and have had a 
different background and training. :_Ii:aa. this .ever happened to you in 
your. experience w1 th the clergy? ;:;:' ·. · · 
·Yes 
----
(EXample) 
I 
No 
----
16. Does th~ clergyman tend to keep, rath4:1x•:than re.f'er11 a client? 
·Yes 
----
No. 
-----= 
(E!tamples) 
* . . .: 
17o In general~ ,mat attitudes do the clergy. have toward social workers? 
(Details, e.g.; get examples ot elergy 0s actions which reflect the 
. . . ~ 
attitudes. Record elsewhere.) 
How do they seem to conceive their role as opposed to that of eoeial. 
-work? 
18. ~at i~ (or~) ~'ur tatherue cce-up&tiQn? 
----------------------
190 Maritsl status: 
Single _ __,Married __ Separated _ __,Divoresd_....,.,.w~.dowed _ _,_ 
20o (If lJJ&lTied) 'What is ;your husband's (idfe.os) occupation? 
. ----
(Examples) 
~o What is your religion? Protestant Catholic Jewi~JJh 
..,..,.._ ----- ---
other (specify)_. _____________________ -----
23. U you bad to make the decision over again, would you decide to go into 
social work or into some other profession? 
social work Some other 
---- -----
What profession would you enter? 
l60o 
" 
161. 
* What do you think is the most important single thing for a young 
person to consider when he is choosing his life •s work? 
Identii):!.t!~ ~ (not to be used in thesis): 
Miss, Mrs., Mr. 
----------------------------
Agency of worker 
------------------~ 
* Designates those qmstioxm that are important far comparison of 
a.nsvers with results from the other three questiormaires. 
QUESTIONNAIRE: SECOND PART 
Please rank the .f' ollowing ten occupations in tel'MS of the _general pres-
. tige ·they. nave in our society. Place a 1 beside the occupation you th'iillt 
liiBtlii'iiiost :Prestige, a 2 beside the occ,upation with the next most prestige, 
and so on down to a 1.0 beside the occupation ·W;L th the least prestige. 
--.~ Minister 
---Nurse. 
.Qccupational therapist 
---.. PhysiCian 
Psychiatrist 
--- Psychologist 
School teacher 
--- Social worker 
Undertalcer 
-----
. Now_please rank the following ten oceupati.ons in terms of the o:eeortunitz 
thez present f2! initiative .2!!.:!!!!! job •. Put. a l beside the occupation you 
thinlc presents the most opportunity for initiative, a 2 beside the occupation 
that presents the ne.Xt most opportunity.for· initiative, and so on. 
---
Psychiatrist 
Psychologist 
--- School teacher 
Social tforker 
--- Undertaker 
NO'fri. rank the following ten ~ceupations .iri terms of their &biliiiz !2 help 
peaple. · Place a l beside the occupation y-Ou think is most able to help people, 
a 2 beside the occupation that is next most able to help people# and so on. 
Lawyer 
--- Minister 
Nurse 
----- Occupational therapist 
Physician 
---
Psychiatrist 
--- Psychologist 
School teacher 
--- Social. worker 
Undertaker 
---
Now rank the following ten occupations in terms of the re!Pect 'the 
a.ver5 e m~mbers .2! these occupations aec.orc;i 3 the people they help?. """Piease 
place a 1 beside the occupation whose members, on the average, . accord the 
most respect to the people they help, a· 2 beside the occupation whoss mem-lp 
bers on 'the average., accord the next most· respect to the people t:hey- he , ... 
and so on. 
Lawyer 
--- Minister 
Nurse 
--- Occupational therapist 
Ph;Ysician 
---
Psycb:i:atriet 
--- Psychologist 
School teacher 
--- Social ~:rorker 
Undertaker 
-----
16.3 .. 
Does anybodT who is close to you hold one o:f the aboft ten occupations? 
Yes. ____ _ 
No 
-----
If yes, who? (eog., rather, wife, very close .friend)--------
Which occupation?, _________ What is your occupation .. ?___ _ 
.. 
. . . 
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